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1.0 ' statement of biaa
K'

In. this thesis I aia to develop and defend an aboount of the
of nominals, Inintension - the hasis for ap^opriate application 

choosing hetween alteinative theories dr p^s of theories the
touchstone to whioh I shall ^ost fMg.uently have raoourse will he 
•psychological plaasihility', 111 those places whem I feel thaj the 
most optimism is w^anted the phr^e will be apt to he supplanted by 

■psycholo^cal reality*. !Dhis oonoem, that linguistic thecries
papa^^ies of the ;:■ should he compatible with what, is^lmown of the 

human organism, arises out of my assumption that no science can remain 

significant if it sh^s ontological <iuestions for too long; that is, 
if no attempt is made lio find out whether or not the K^t^etioal 
entities and relationships resorted to 4n the explanation of qertain 
phenomena awi, in,fact, instantiated as the •real-life' underpinnings;

- -- "Of-.those-jhenbmena>--MetatoeoiBtioal_ assumptions are not open to-

' !tot they can he argued for.; Ehis^^^^^ vi^rously advanoed by Harro 
(1?61) in.: a general woiic on the, philosopl^ of science and is implicit. 

■in PodorI s (1968) analysis of eaplsnation-in-psyoholosir.-^feel-unde: 

no Obligation, in the'present woii, to trespass on the domain of 

phllosophera of soienoe by. attempting to justifjr my bias, having

declared'it,

, Oatline of the problem

, Wpinreioh (1962, p.42) saysi "It is apparently a biological 
fact,that human beings are capable of deriving intensional definitions .
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from'instanbes ("perceiving universals''):

■ but all ohiliren do it, and'thby do it well
not only lexicographers 

."To the extent that one
f

belieyeh oomnmnioatioh to' be, by and large 
is inescapable

successful this conclusion
. One of the prereftuisites for successful oomnmnloation' 

is that the denotation class of any given lexeme .. toe set of'ehtities 
to which i^ens of the phonological type/s related ib that lexeme, in 

ac^ss

.And it is inconceivable, for the majority of
. ia^abquiring their.ian^^ people dould' • 

be tau^t, separately,' (by ostensive definition) the'fering between 

lexeme and entity fob'ail thd meiiiberB of each lexeme's denotation '

^utterancesi may refer - should be approximately coincidental 
■users of a language .
lexemes in a language, tbit, i

class.

'1.

Of course, ^it can be argued that .many lexeiteB are of a kind whose •

use could not be taught through ds-teireive definitibii. iI shall avoid
this issue toy restfioting-myself- tg-atjoasideration of OHly -thoBe-

lexemes whose der/otatioh classes consist of (relatively) concrete 
That is to say, I shall be donoemed mainly with nuclearentities.

basis of this; study oonaists of obserratio'ns 

young children put the iiomii^s la their vocabularies:

tabulated the wocabul^ies of twenty-one ohUdren^ up to thb age of

about two yeaxsi and found that 6p% of the total number of ^rds 

be classed as nouns and that fewer than IJi of these

memDers of the ^aas
The emplripal 

on the uses to which throe
Etooy (1893)

could

wore abstract
nouns, it would seem, therefore, that in spite of the restricted 
nature of the stu^ I ahril nonetheless 
part of the children's vocabularies.

dealij^ with'a sigiif leantbe

/ ■

: bx.
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Tp Mturn, to : Weinreioh's, claim, what Is. the nature: of. the
■ / intentional definitiohs of :ieieme0'i*ich:^bple derive from 

■ of their ujBe?.:;;,I.am,intereBted
instances

in the- intensional definitions which 
people actually employ da making,'phdb^ly unconscious,: decisions
about the, application^of,words ;in the process-bf^speaking; not in

^ . definitions which theyini^t be- able - to, verbalize for,

purpose of .philosophical .an^sis ,or lin^siio' description.
say'i the

.One;
-V

answer ip, this. oLuestion is a group of widespre^, old and popular 
notions whi^ X shall, call, ool^eotiyely, nthe theory,^oritbrial . 
at-tributes^y Ajversibn of this; thepry:will;be-:descr Id in. §1.2 and

thereafter much bf. the, thesis will be devoted to presenting, arguments

^ evidence ,against it,of, an ,^ternative ' (also, old), : 
to be sketched in |1..3, WWoh I shall call the "theory.of prototypes-'.

psyohologioai.data-in sup^rt of my sug^stionb-i .53ie 
issue is related to the philosophical-problem of universals and in; 
ii.5;I--propoaerrbrieflyfH;oj-txy:to-^how how .the-theories ou-tlined v; 

“ a^ §1.3 fit in with the philosophical-frameworks:

§1.4.offers,some

.conceptualism,

nomiu^ism and re^ism, wfiich have arisen in connection with .

;'ph‘^II6^phibSr'dis6uasibns'_bf7upvera^^  ̂

of the growth of the vocabularies of ihree ypung children as,an :,

- empirical test of my .hypotheses. X : " , ;

an accoiint

»»

1 *.2 r.ghe theory of crlterial attrlbuten
I

.This theory is fairly baldly advanced.by Bloomfield,(1935, p,14l);

...itlBolearthatweiiiustdiBoiiminatebetweennon- 
MSMSOfi^ featureB of the-si-tuationy' such'as the'size', ' ■



°° apple, ;,
distinctive, or' lirgnistic meHning (the 

: features) which ax^ common to all the ^
sxtuations that call forth the utteraioe of the 
linguistic form, such as the features which are 
common to all the ohjeots of which English-speakinr 
people use the word apple.

Bloomfield acWled^d,th^ the; internal state (disposition)

such that the
of

^ given spacer, on a pa^ioiaar pooasion,, mi^t he

apple fail?^oerteroal feai^B ^ch dlstinotiTCljr; characterize 

-call forth-,, the word aE;^&om. him and t^ ta^c of .apples
ajQ.

when none axe present. However, ,I am^not oonoemed witoj^h

'^t.here. ,

tte lin^st cannot define

atever,it

is that ;evokes utte^oes; so this, prohlem is iinelev 
Bloomfield also Relieved,(p.i45) • • • •
meanln^^,^t must appeal fon this to students ofv other sciences or to 
pommon.knowledge 
features wrioh are 
each,lexeme,

tl
", presumably for a list of the distinctive• • •

oomon to the jemhers .of lie: denotation olasa" of 

as specifioation of_.the'^meanings of the,majority of our
words may well be an enoyplopaedic task beyond, Wle soo^ . of theoretical
lin^stics but it is ceriainly linguistics which must provide an

of tha nature of .lerical , entries. , I know of no .linguist 
who hoi^lhr^i;^;thrii:^i^^ ;

simply, of a list o^ the entities vihioh.. (could possiBly) fall into its
denotation class. Everyone adems to believe that some kind of general

ization is;neoesaary-to describe toe denotation classes. The' theory
of rcritei^: attributes, and I take this to bealppmfield's view, hold^ 

■^o.^neializatioh' which links the members of a denotation class 
is that -toey all possess each member of a determinate apt of attributes -

file Pieeenpe.of toeae attributes is a.criterion for'^the^

applic^ility of the;,lexoma by.whioh the class is denoted. That .is.
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the criteria! attributes are separatelyrneoeasary and jointly 
Buffioient conditions -governing the application of a lexeme.'

S

Harrison (1972) in the course of a critique of the expiatory

value of the notion of ostensive-definition - definition‘by ^oombin-

^ ation of naming and ;Pointing - suggests what we may take as a
.neoessacy modifioitioa to the version of the theory of criteria^ '

■ r ■■ . >

attributes given above,

been invoked to explain is (p.58) '•

One of the thin^ ostensive definition has
how we learn to_^pply names 

_ionents of
ostensive definition claim, in effect, that the learner need 
the following rule: a given word W is tO be applied to any object

/ ■-.1 :■

correctly to their, proper objects." He holds that

use only

wWoh resembles the members'of, the series of paradigm, object’s “by 
reference to which ^ is defined in all, and only, those respect's in 
which they resemble one another. In-fact. Harrison states this rule

a word.which cannot befor the 'case where W is any "basic word" 
defined in terms of other words. However, he proceeds to an 
examination of tte possibility of employing it in the definition

-

of

"nonbasic genera! terms" like orocodile. table and book and it is an

observation of his in this connection which is of toterest to me here.

He points out that strict application of the rule will -

re^t in the learner " ... taking as spaoies-determini^ minor 
variations which merely happened to be constant in the specimens ^ 
which figured in the paradigm series by reference to which the word -

was defined for him." If the rule is relaxed (p.62) by requiri^
only "a rou^ geierdl resemblance" the learner may end up applyi^

.i i
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the word too widely. Harrison proposes, as an alternative, that

le^er is doing is/ building up taxonomic schemata of the ^ 
following kind (p.65):, V : , , '

what the
y

yes

Is a £7,yes ),

. II 9 !lHO

. 'V ^
no

In this scheme, a is a Specimen, n and £ are taxonbmi 
£, ± are species, names

ipf^oJiaraotersand

... all that the user of it has to do 
is to decide Whether or not a specimen possesses certain well-defined

»

• taxonomic characterss fen: any case'oi the possession or npnpossdision 
of these characters, the schema yields (determines) a name." (p.^.
"Itajvided he can recognize all -(he relevant taxonomic ohiradters 
no one need ever have provided him with ostensive definition" of anyan

species name .“ (p.64f.).

He claims that we cannot (p.66) simply tra.^ a path'from ie«^ 
ri^t throu^ a taxonomic schema to '! 
whose predication willj in effdot, be

• • . determine a complex property 
a sufficient and necessary

condition for the application of the niie“' ih question . And • • •
devise in each paradigm series which will single out justcase some

The reason,we cannot is that some of thethis property." sub-iwoperties
are of the form notoc* "Why should the learner suppose that it is ihe
absence of some element from the paradigm series - 
all its members lack - which is.critical for th

some property which
e application of7 ,

And if he is somehow or other aware of this, why should he fix'
;

on X



as the crucial lack, rather than ca one of the: Irfinitely many other
.properties which all members of the

paradigm series resemble each other 
is a'problem for the most 

definition in which pointing is not

in lacking?" (p.67). iPhis certainly 
elementary kind qf ostensive

supplemented either though veoial specification or by means of ;

oomrentions ;more elaborate fhan the 'rule'
stated above. However,; if .’we

- ■ i^ore the process by which meanings 
' - which ostensive definition is

are_aognired - the irooess 
supposed to figure - and focus oh the 

question of what ih ^acquired, then there :eeems: preventing

us from tracing paths from end to end throng ta^conomiijiemat
a/in:

order to determine a oonounction of attributes'which are criterial for 
the application Of a iereme. a^

of looking at them; between Harrison* s proposals and.Bioonifield. 
views is that prison is prepared to reoo^ze 
of p^oular attributes. Given the existence of Words 

(°^'^^i“ited set-ofspeoies):; "

theory of criterial attribute

s

criterial the absenceas

such as poll -
without horns' -it seems that the:

should be allowed to sp^bify either th

aPPlicationjsf li

8
e

exeffiea*....

I have t^en :the term criteiial attrihiiten » ■

from Brown (1958).
oa^e version Of the theory which ,e propounds differs In^^c^^ 

respects from what I have thus far adumbrated as the theory of '/;
His basic position is similar to Bloomfield's: 

in the non-lin^tic world oah become i 
the referent of a name and all auch racuirehoes will be categories :'/ 

because recurrences are never identical :in every detail;^ Recurrence

criterial attributes.
(P.a) "inysort of recurrence
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always ae^ the duplioatioa: of 
shifting oontesi: of

certain essential features , in' 
However, he goes on to say 

en essential and 'aooldental 
is not very. ^

! -And that,

a

non-esseatiala.'•

(p.io) that "Aristotle'sdistlnotion betwe

attributes is ^a hind of ideal logio of oategories:that

wen suited to the psypholpgy of, Oategorising behavior. '■

a ooh:^uuiii 

attribute for a category.
We~ shall speak of the relative 'criterialiVv of^gn

When some vhliie of an attribute is used 
of an object then that

aB
basis ;for %errin6^ :the :catbgSi3rmembersh^ 

attribute is: to soaeydhgree oriterial for the hatego 
degree that an attribute can 
categorizing judgements 
question.

a

ri^on.
To the

obange in vnue. without :^feoting

it is -not oriterial for the: categories 
Incidentally, although Brown defines

in

attribute Vo. mVan
as , ..any dimension on which objects and events can differ" he.
generally speaks of attributes as if they were values

along dimension^. 
... such familiar attributes as the 

tactile experience of hardness."
values along dimensions.

Fob-instance (p.5i) he refers to " , 

color red, the form of the circle, the 
I have been treating, attributes as

If Brown is prepared to consider assigijing numerical wei^ts to 
the oriteriali-l^ir of each of a list of attributes wwhich jdef ine. a lexeme

appUoability ofand.to believe that in each determination 
given^lexeme the .same weightings

of the a

are resorted,to, then his ideas are
merely a sophistioated version of:what

I am c^aii^^ .the theory of
oriterialattribntes;^ If, on the other hand.

he means only that people . 
attributes of objects in deciding what they should ' 

be called his Position.is much harder to

■take account of the

refute and the use. of: the
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. tem oriiarial la, (lasofar aa it-
' su^sta lia uae of

fixed standards). Unfortunately, 
this dilemma.-' it

Brown does '
little.to resolve

is worth noting though that he
says (p. 14) '>Itobahly

our favourite kind of category is that 
the members all have somh;attribute that is n

.in.whioh ■

never found outside the
category. We’,prefer this kind;

of category because it puts least' 
strain on the memoryi;£com a single attribute one

one can infer category . '

is ,talking df .human beings.
membership .with itofect: Confidence." ^ 
in general.

Brown recognizes categories defined by 
of attributes but: I wUi defer disoussio

a disjunotion '

n of these; to §1. 
connection with Wittgenstein*

.^^|vShere they
will: ha considered in 
resemblance*.

B notion of *family 
says ",

category"-will also not" be
Ehey. are dealt With in §2, the empirical part, of "

itoctional attributes which Brown (p.14f.) 
are ^uses .that oan be made of members of a
discussed here. . ! 
this thesis. ■ :

. .. <. ;•

1-2,1 Componential aTiniyo<

, components (markers 
' individual lexemes, 
is probably the 

today. Componential analysts 
trying to understand Md describe

or distinctive features). Por dealing with’; 
as distinct from the meanings of sentences,; this '• 

predominant type-^f semantic
analysis in linguistics

nsually address themselves primarily to ;.

the semantic structure of the (',
vocabulary, or parts of the vccabulary, of a language. - 
Katz and Podor<1963, P.187) state

- • Itor instance, 
that*. " ... the semantic markers j -
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assW to a lexical item iii a intended to

refleot.wfaatever nystematio^etontio relations, hold'between .that item'

the rest of the vocabulary of the langua^. n ' of meaning '

characterised in this way^is the.sense of lexemes. Lyons (1968. p.427) 
defines " ... the sense: of a Vord ..." as « ... its'plaOe in a system . 

. of relationships, which it contracts with other yords in the’ vocabulary." 

He then.ppints out that:«^^ to be .defined in terms of
relationehips:^oh hold;be4een vooaJralary^em^, it oarxied wito it

no preeappoaitionB about the existence of oboeots and properties

^t-this section

and

outside-: the vocabulary 'of . the- lang,^ :i;;queatioa."^: ' 

I shall.review some oomponential analyses, with a view to showing that
their authors, despite oonoentrating their attention on vocabulary :

structure, seei to have assumed that they were describing not , 
sense, of lexical items bntValso ^oriteria accord ihi4 ': 

entities are Classified V language users into the, denotation,classes
of different lexemes.- '

on^'the

-i"

Some of Olassio componential analyses have; been attempts by 
linguists and anthropologists to describe the semantic structure 
aystems of kinship terms,

of:

One such is Goodenou^'s (1956) study which
presents both,a theoretical- discussion of;the method and,exemplification' ’ 
of its use in an analysis of :!iiukeBe kinship terras. Goodenou^ (p.215)
describes componential analysis in general terms as: "A method based

determining the consistent difference between the possible denotath ^on ,

or^other contextual aspects of linguistic forms He;says (p.208): 
the formal criteria by'Which■IDhe components of signification'••• are

we differentiate onething frem another. Jl Pot Goodenou^ these criteria
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axe not just ones which may he,used, they 
(p.195):

of those abstr^ted contextual elements with which it is in perfect 
association, without which it cannot-properly occur."

are necessary conditions 
.. . the significatum of a lin^stio form is composed

aaiat he is
anxious to deal with psychologioally real criteria is shown by the . 
following excerpt;j[p. 195)5 : . ^ ;

- Ihe problem of determining What a linguistic form ■ 
si^fies is very well illustrated by kinship terms. 

• pi essence it is -thiss what do I Wto know about 
A and B in order to say that A is B's 'obusin? 
Clearly, people have certain: criteria in mind by 
which they make the judgment that A is or is not B's 
cousin. What the expression his cousin aien1e-i.=.=

■ the particular set of criteria by which this 
■ judgment is'made.;

Shis is thus a theory of the vins :i am calling a oriterial attributes 
theory. However, it should be stressed that the body of the paper
comprises an acbount of the stmotum; of Erukese kinship'vocabulary, 
Goodenou^ shows-of the kinship lexemes W that we can. group them
in various ways -according to their deno-tata. (p.20l). Shus, althou^ 
Lyons /" cited above Q uotes tha-t sense do’es not presuppose objects ; •

and properties existing outside the vocabulary, it seems that sense . 
can be approached through a consideration of denotation classes.

•Ioumbury-(l956) presents'an analysis along similar lines, of
Pawnee kinship terms.:: He says ‘(p.l67)s ■ "Ihere are two

defining a olassi rby naming the members-of the: class, or by stating:: : ■

the dePmpig features of the class, that is W the necessary and 1
sufficient conditions for membership in the clasH." and,

In the case of our Pawnee kin classes-we have begun 
with definitions of the first variety.: Ihese.reveal
one aspect of the structure of the system, namely

ways of :
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. thespecific segmentatioa of the eemantio field.
Jhey do not show, however, the underlying principles
of organization. These will be shown only if we can
proceed from the definltiona-by-naming in such away 
as to arrive at definitions in terms of distinctive ' 
semantic features, and further, if we can formulate - 
the semantic dtruoture of the whole set.

igain, the underlying principles being sought are the . ones which Pawnee
speakers might be supposed actually to have used

(p.173) of two lists of kin-types - a purportedly tmiversal notation r
- used by mthropologists to oharaoterize members of the denotaltion V
classes of kinShip terms - whioh arb> denoted: by tiw^tsirikH. .»unole':

If the Pawnee included these types in the same olass with the .

preceding types, we must "assume that there was- some fea;^^of

similarity'which all. of Vthess types shared."-

1

Thus Iiounsbury , says

II

Wallaoe-^ wid Atkins (i960) is a careful theoretical discussion of 
the applioation of oomponenti^ analysis to kinship vocabularies ,at^

is illustrated by'm analysis Of the Semitic structure of a.subset of, 
American English kin terms,' They quote with approval (p.75) GbodSnou^ 
pleas^for psyohologioally real definitiohs'of kin terms; in parrtioular, 

part of a passa^ £‘ quoted above which claims that pebple "have 

certain criteria in mind by which they make the judgment that A is Or : 
is not-B's cousin." In general, Wallace and Atkins seem tO subscribe 
to the -thecry .of criterial attributes. One'of their cautions thou^ - : 
suggests a slightly weaker version of the theory. They observe, (p.68):

•s

'.-V

... the definition of the universe of denotata and 
the choice of dimensions must be determined in part - 
-by the task of■discrimination imposed by the list of - 
terms originally selected. Thiis the meaning of a 
term will be in part dependent on the size Vend 
composition of the particular list of terms being 
■defined.'; -
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but they;.opBoiudet : VIIMa fact'does not di'm-iTi-inh the value of 
•''oomponenti^ ranalysis as a method but suggests that the signifioation 
of a kinship teim be defined as those semantic features which are in
fact used to distinguish th^^ ^-type des^Wnatum of the term frc 
kin-type designata of the other teims in a given sat, n-r -tc-rmo: n- 
dependenoe of the•sens

She

lexeme on'the size and nature of the ■ 
vocabulary in wMoh i| boours, either naturally or for purposes of

__ - analysis, is obvious
significant; ■ their dp^ eems'to; obhXiim that>they beU 

the tradition of:oofiiponential analysis of systems of 
Which their Paper is a ooiimientary, was concerned both wi^f^

Kia:t ■ Vfallace; and' Attiins should comment. on it;, is"

k^nship teims, on 
semantic

structure ana^ith:(p.67).tlw '• ... statement of various heoessaiy and 
sufficient conditions for
deiiotef by a'-te™." ■

O'-.

• i

a kin-type to belong to the class of kin-types

Somney and D*Andrade (l964)-review the oomponehtial analys 
discussed above apd present their own analysis of American E^liah v-in 
terms. Shey present evidence from a number of psyohologioal studies 
to support their claim that their own analysis reflects "individual 
cognitive structures" more nearly than do various rival analyses, 
psyohologioal teohniaues uhed were; an examination of clustering -in

es

Ehe

' >
semantic diffei^tial, and the scaling of •similarity 

on the basis of people's judgments of the kin term "most 
differentin meaning" in each of a series of triads of terms presented 
to them'.

in meaning'

None 6f these methods was likely to directly reveal ajoything 

•r- about the appljibation bf kin teiis tb objects, and the cluster^ and • 
scaling studies are clearly oonoemed with structure. HoweVer, Homn^
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' tf
and B'indrade conclude (p. 168) that: "m the psychological lexicon, 
it would seem that the semeffles /- = semantic components J7 
terms function as diaorimluatiTe stimuli fn-r 
put forward the hypothesis (p.168) that:'

of kin
JEhey then

a discriminative stimulus is most efficiently 
repeatedly presented with

events which differ or contrast in one particular
reainixe and in which the subject’s responses-to the 
^ntr^tive^stM are differentially reinforced. : 

' the individuals who use the native system
_ the^ana^st do is learn the set of contrasts 
which signal a difference .... lihuB both the analvst
and .the native :spe^er leaiii that only females ^
amts and only males are uncles. are

not clear whether they believe that all theIt is :gimtive

Secessary-ftr the application of a lexeme (mey suggest, 
for instance, (p.l69) that both'the analyst and the 
" ... may face eijuivocai contrasts

'disor

stimuli' are

native speaker 
) but in general it appears

that they;subscribe to what I 
attributes.

' y. ' '

am calling the theory of criterial

1.2.2 Stmctu^ Semantics '--

theory of oJ^teHal attHbtrted id dbhberned ’ theIhe
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , 'basis,

for the application of lexemes and the deMroation of their denQta,tion 

dad so too is the theory of prototypes with which i propose 
Will it be reasonable to deem whichever of the two

•classes.

to confront it.

theories it is that emerges least scathed from the debate the best
ourreritly available approach to semantics? Are there'any extant 
theories which are likely to be Immune from strictures which'arise out

of the debate? Of course, these questions an acquaintance, withassume
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arguments obidi have not'yet been Presented. However, 

suspect that a purely structural theory of semantics, suOh 

described by lycns (1968), would, in virtue of not being founded on 
denotation, remain unaffected. I.propose therefore 
sequel to the extent of briefly considering this

one mi^t peiSiapa
as the one :

j

to anticipate the :

possibility.: '

Wallace and Atkins (I960), in the paper referred to above, suggest
aat to the analysis of a giron lexicon one will sbrnettoesVenoounter?' 
lexemes which ban be■defined either as pMducts of semantic components 

as relative products Of the primitive termn nf V

lexicon." irhey also hold that, to at least

of the lattertype will-more nearly reflect the cognitive systems of

or (p.74) "

instance^ de;
some fiaitions

native speakers. Bendix:(1966) presents oomponential analyse
sets of verbs, drawn from English, Hindi

s of three

and Japanese, which are intrely

structural. That is, he was oonoemed solely with distinguishing: each
of the verbs under consideration from each-of the others, and not with •

their rapiaicatiotoUWeto^^ ■

components which enter into the meaning of a lexeme arethe semantic

interrelated to the s™e ways as are the lexemes which comprise 

He points out that'this would account for the ability 
^ competent native speakers to provide verbal definitions

aeutenoes.
of

for words.
• . These Btiidies seem to point to the possibility of providing adequate

aemantio descriptions of lexemes wholly to terns of the very language ■ 
from which the lexemes under analysis themselves come.■ If this were ,

possible then,^blems involving the intension of lexemes
Justifiably be Ignored by semantioists and relegated to pragmatics or 
psychology.'

could



OUere are girirndB, however, for helieviag a_^iori that such an 
enterprise is'impossible. Many philosophers have argued that it is
necessary to recognize a class of 'basic words' which derive^their
semantic value from their relationship to ertralinguistio entities. 
Jbr instance, Kotarbineta (I960, P.1) puts the argument as follows:
--Some .names: can :^:defined by some other names, those other' names in
^ by still other ones, but sooner or later we i^aoh the primit^^ : 

■(elementary, b^io) names-such as -'aoid-', "hard", "red", eto." lEhe^

Lyons (1968, p.433f.)'names' she says have to b^ defined d'stensively. 
discusses this issue in oonnebtioh with the problem gaining entry to

ow£^r~E0 suggests 

overlap.

the Semantic structure of a language other than one's

that one: enters a;uew system ihriu^ the area.of cultural 
However, with regard to the analogous pioblem of securing a foothold in
one's first language he is apparently (p.410) resigned to -1 
inevitable 'circularity' of semantipS

the

" (Ehis is because of (p. 409) 
-the difficulty of explaining the meaning of any word without

• •
tl

iwing others to; limit■ ahd makk more eipiioit the^ 'scope' of''ostension' 
(it suggests that it may be impossible to determine, and perhaps also . : 

word without also knowing the meaning of
ihe;difficulty is real enough

(See,-.for example, lewis' (1963) account of the aopuisition of the'

to know, the meaning of 

. others to which it is. 'related'
one

,r

. word but everyone who acquires his first language
fashion dembhstrates the possibility of
system^without the'help of-words. Of bourse, the 
fj^t i^t^^s) will be only the grossest approximations to adult 
meanly, e-ven where correspondences between adult

in the normal
a foothold in the
meaning(s) of one's

and child forms . .
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be found Cf. Greenfield (1973) and Halliday (1975),J.

__ . that- these meanings subsequently undergo' refinements vhioh 
depend upon access to a lan^a^, 4 other words are
Top^ularyi' / ■ V

can
I : do

hot doubt

taken into the

Harrison (1972), whose'proposed- 'taxonomic
described above, says that provided the user of

schemata* were V
• I

a taxonomic schema can 
recc^ze^ all the wlevant taxonomih characters he :need never'ha^^ h^; 

any of the species names which,the schema:heteimines defined for him ■ 
by ostension. - Ohis^m^ be true but it 
ostenslvely defined 'basic words'

seems to me•that the notion of 
of precisely ^h^ort ofarose out

problem glossed over in Harrison' 

demonstrated the dispensability of 'basic words'.
B proviso. I conclude that he haS not

Much the same can be said of structural theories 
which thdu^- expressed

of semantics
as componential analyses claim that the

components are not words of'the object: language 
" oonoepts', as 

(1970, p.181)_7 « ..

but are 'atomic ^

in Katz and Fodor's d963) theory,, or^T Bierwisoh :

psyoholo^oal oohditions according to which human
beings process their:physical: and sooia environment.'-':iEhuB toderson
(1968, P.397)

says in his discussion of Katz and Podor's semantic '

components;:

is attached to them. Given the fact that h^
is an^ajeotive md the; range of pocurrenoe whioh~^
^jectives have in the phrase structure, a speaker of 

ert^ts exMtly the same information from 
Huinan» that he would extract froin.*H ie human*.
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• Either we-understand the oomponents in teans
names given to', them and then 

explaining how we.nnteredthe structure 

first Place. Or we can stave off the reckoning

of the object language 
still faced with the problem of 

of the object language in the 
one step by ua log

Or, if it is

we are

a

foreign natural language ^ the semantic metalanguage.■

insisted that the metalangua^ is not .a.natural one, we face the
more perplexing problem ^ hoy we came to an ^deratahding
Of 'SemantioMarkerese', as lewis (1972) has dubbed systems 

Xt seems'^hat an account of (he intension of at least

even

of this
kind.

some :

lexemes is a necessary pa^: of any .complete semantic description
of a

vocabulary,

: another w^ of stating the: problem facing a 
description is as

a imrely structural 
follpys/-Be Mauro (1967, p.33) J ; ,»lipguistlc 

forms are .tefined acoo^ to the; relationship which binds them .. .y 

But how '>e :aefined. witlK)ut hav^
rel^?-;. Mauro also points out (p.34f.) that, ..Even the smallest
differences in the vocabularies of two peopl would force us to :e

conclude that the. two Stoke diftorent languages andtoat

that they app^ently had in 

liaving different y^ues because they occured in' two 
relationships."

even the V.

common .were in reality oiiLy homophonio, 

different sets of
.and this would rehder-ttie fact of communication" ' '

woxue

nQrsterioue.
■■ •/

1 *2.3 PreliminnTy critique of the theory of orlterfal attributes

■« ‘

linguists have occasionally expressed doubts oonoeming the
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f

plauaiMlity. of the. theory of oriterial attributes. 
Nida (1951p.9) says that the .difficulty 
approach to the specifioation of meaning ' 

contexts a word may. have praotioally no 
the aeries e:diibits obvious relationships."

■ For instance, 
with the "common denominator"

tt is that in a: series of 
common denoi^ator, and! yet

• «'•

He appears to favour, 
Instead, defining,a lexeme in terms of an aggregate of the features

,discernible in those situations in which its forms are appropriately
used. i.

Burling (1964) oasts doubt on the likelihood of determining 
a given set of lexemes, those attributes which are acti^ly the 1 

relevant to native speakers in making the necessary distinotions; He 

for W given set of only four lexemes, even restricting 
oneself to binary oompohenth, there are a priori 12d thenreticri^T^ 

possible d^orete, hon-redundaht oomponential analyses. (A 'disore'te* 
analysis.'is one which distinguishes each lexeme from all the others 
the,set. A 'non-redundant' analysis is one-from which

, for
ones

in’

no component
can be eliminated without breaking down the distinction between at 
least one pair of lexemes iii the set.) He also claims that there is:

no reason, other than economy, for disallowing redundant analyses.
. lyons (1968, p.478).is similarly pessimistic about the possibility 

determining the cognitively real orilerial. attributes used by people 
in deciding the applicability of a lexeme. And Bolinger (I965j p.573)

the;

of

summarizes Katz and Fodor's proposals as ramoimting toj " 

selection of a few.mariie'rs out of a vast sea of Intuitions." He , 
on to say: ."Hative speakers need no drastic reduction." iMaonamara. 
(1971) is of the same.opinion. He says {p.371f.): ,

goes

'••J
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... the problems of what informatioii is stored
oonneotioa with a word, such as chair, are the \ .

iafonnation is stored ia ooaaeoti^
. with the percept 'chair'. iEhia sureljr iacludes a Y 
vast array of : associated features which may iadeed ‘- 
he very like a list. Probably some of these features 
are very abstract, represeatiag fuactioaS and 
proposes of chairs; these may even be the defining 
attributes. But no features are particularly favored

ooatext, any feature
or set of features may be salient, while others, 
including the defining ones, may play no pairfc. ^ .

Before proceeding to a presentation of the theory of prototypes.
which 1 believe circumvents some of these problems, I should like to 
indicate some of my own reasons for dissatisfaction with theory of 
oriterial attributes. Many of these arise from the study of vocabulary
develoiment in children. I propose therefore to adumbrate'Clark's 
(1973, 1974) discussion of vocabulary growth it is one of the most.
interesting and ambitious recent essays on this topic - with a view to.
establishing that it is founded squarely bn the theory'of oriterial'
attributes and in order to show, with the aidof a'few examples drawn 

"mainLy from my own observations, the inad^uacies of this theory in 

accounting for lexical development.

1.2.3.1 .Clark's 'semantic feature hypothesis' and 
- - ■ for disquiet . • ■ , 7 V —

groundssome

ITraoy (1893) notes that the daughter of Hippolyte Taine - a 
pioneer psychologist - who learnt the form blbe in oonnection with 

picture of the Infant Jesus subsequently used bebe to refer to pictures 
of all kinds (instead of to babies) and comments (p.115)s 
who are able to- use a few words at: this age. second six months of 

show by their use of them how inadequately defined is their

.a

"Caiildren :
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Clark (1973) has collated a large number of such examples 
of 'inadeftuateiy defined' words drawn from: 19th and 20th century 
diary studies of the early stages in the acquisition of

languages.: She.found.that many of the children's

meaning. II

a variety.of

errors - in adult

terms of word usage were cikses, of the child's word having a wider 
denotation class than that of: a oorresponding adult form." , ^oh

she ‘OaUs.OTBrextergioni- ^Cne , of . her examples is of

errors

a child who used
a.fly.and then afterwards.to refer to specks of • 

dirt, .dust, small insects,, his.own toes, crumbs of bread and a toad.
She reports, that the phenomenon of overextension is noticeabli

flj;. first: to 'refer; to

•for up :.

to a year; to the development of any : one child and that this^ribd 
generally falls within the age ran^: 1M to 2; 6.^ Here and to the

remainder. of this thesis ;ages are expressed.as: number of.years, semi

colon, number of months. She surmises that striking oveiextenaions• .■

cease when the' child has had sufficient.negative feedback regarding '' 
the. incorrect application of words to 
learnt;how;to ask-'what's that'

enoour^; caution,: and has also 
questions; ..'

, To account for the; existence of; the phenomenon of overextension
Clark proposes the following hypothesis

- ■ ... the child will begto by identifying the meaning.
• only one or two features rather than

with the.whole combinationjof; meaning components or
features ... that are used criterially by the adult. 
The-^quisition of semantic knowledge, then, will 
consist of addinglexical entry of'the. word^^l the^om^s^oombtoation . 
of features to the entry for that word corresponds to 
the adi2lt»s.

more

Overextensions are held to derive from these early incomplete semantic 
Bpeoifications because. (1973, P.72): f'llie child will use; those one or
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two features oriteriaLly: to deoidtog when to apply the word and toeav
not."

On the question of vhat ktods-of semantic oomponeats are used by
young children Clark says, :firstly,; (1973, P.75) that "!I!he Semantic ' 

Iteature HypotWs' would predict it is, the more general: Bem?ntic r 
features that will be acquired earliest, 
is not clearly stated but "it' seems-^ to

U I!he import of "more' general"
^ V

mean ’used in the- semantic
specifibatioh of a larger number of lexemes'. Secondly, she assumes 

that the firbt semantib-fbatures-toe:^iikbly to be baaed on toeet 
perceptible salient toysical cbaraoteristios of the denotatS^: iDhls :

ly

second assumption le simpljf- an Appeal to reason; there must be (1974, 
#.109) some; ooires^ntoiioe between the adult' and ohiid perceptual 
features and it is this obrrespondence that allows communication in 
the first place when, the oMld'begins to iise words with some

oonsistenoy." It is justified by showi^ that the examples of 
werextenaion uncovered to her surveytof- the ;dl^ studies 
to oltosifloation unber;the headings "overextensions related to

are amenable

movement/shapeMzei^ cf. thb^ example quoted above J7/sound 
/taste/texturb"; to additibn Clato quotes two tostanoes of 'over-
extended' action verbs but those are of no bonoeto here. Kitopatriok 
(1891), who also compared the vooabulacies of beveral ohildren, came
t.o a similar oonoluaion (p.175); - "toir word Which can be associated'

with a distinct, sensible experience can readily be learned, blit 
abstract terms are not found, to children's vocabularies." '

Kitopatrlok (1891, p.175) oonjeotures that; "A child who calls



a goat a 'dog' lack in cleaxness of conception of the character-, 

istics of dogs, or . in hie powers of discrimination, or only'in-^;
A part of Clan's 1974 Paper tends to refute suggestions 

such as Kirkpatrick's second ones she reviews some studies of infant 
development /"e.g.. Bond to estahli^ that (p.llj)

child hasalready developed a numher of perceptual skills even Before 
the age of .. 6 months

(■1972, p.225) oonolusion was even strongers

eyid^oe to date which necessitates rejection of the prevailing 
view that the; perception of : the infant is q.ualitatively similar, to 

. that of >s adult.'' The following observations of the psyol^^^^st

Eerez (1889, p.180) provide further support for this views
^ . I Imew a child of two months old who could clearly 
disti^sh a person from an animal, or from a piece of
future? but he used to siile. indiscriminately at the 
first comer,^and would seek the breast of any woman who 
to^ her^arms. j But at three months he oould so
well distinguish his nurse from his mother that if,- when 
his mother was holding him, his niirse took another child 
on her lap, or he saw her being embraced by anyone, he , ; ' 
woind_at once,show his jealousy by rrownB;:and tears. At -
t^B^age he .also clearly distinguished a oat from a dog,
2?^ having scratched him more than once, whereas
the latter overwhelmed him daily with caresses; the 
meat -toe dog appeared he always showed great delight.

One month had this sufficed to fix clearly in his mind 
a large number of individual oonoeptions.

experience.'!

the

It is Peiiiaps worth remaining 'that. Bond's

" .... there:seems to be :

no

1

mo

I accept that it is .^ikely thit by the age at which children first 
begin,to use'words meaningfully ■that is; at about one year old.
taking HcOarthy'8 (1954): statistics as probably the most authoritative 

they have any diffioitlty in perceiving any relevant 
physical properties of objects.

available

However, I believe that another way 
in which Claik seeks to support her semantic feature/hypothesis with a
prop borrowed from the literature hn perceptual development is more
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diibioua. aaiiB.l& -the Parallel which she olaime ■(1975, P.102f .) may ■ 
exist between time-course of object perception in infancy (as
described in Gibson's (1969), partly speculative, account) and her 
view that the meanings of young children's words

own

are represented in 
temas of a limited number of oriterial perceptual attribuWs. ;■

f*.

• Gibson (1969, P.357),holds that •• ... -development of object 
perception .begins-with .the discovery of distinctive, features,; s '

V

progressing to-grasping of hl^er order structure in the object." By 
"the discovery;of distinctive features" she appears to mean ncwBore 
than that studies of the direction of gaze reveal that (p.5^); "Ihe 

newborn infant attends, visually, to high-contrast spots, edges,..and :

comers vrithin his view; but he does this in'a way that has been .

referred to as obligatory or compulsory." Gibson's main evidence'’ "

from investigations of Infants’responses towards faces

like objects, which #e summarizes as, follows (p. 368): ;

Differentiation of features of the face object begins 
with the eyes. Then the eyes in a given setting become ' 
important; and later the mouth, especially when it is 
moving. Mouth-widening movements axe particularly 
attractive. A realistic head is discriminated from 
unrealistic dummies by five months

Hote, with regard to Clark''ai hypothesis, that this progression from •

'attention-to-features' to interest in what adults mi^t regard

comes
and face-:

or so.

as

objects takes place six months or more before the period to which the 
semantic feature hypothesis is applicable Hote also that Gibson does

1 See Saokett (1965) for a straightforward explanation of this 
phenomenoh in terms of the specialization of peripheral 
receptors for "certain kinds of stimulation.

sense. •
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not offer toy evidence that eyes, mouth, etc. are distinctive or .

oriterialfeaturesniediatins.the;reoognitionofob;jeotsasfaoes;; 

the 'features'ini^, for the infant, be ohjeots in their own ri^t., '

Claadc (1973, p.77) bsk thatj"By oonsiderine the actual 
oate^ries that result from an overextension, one should be able to 
infer Which features the child: has used criterlally." '.T ab^n r,r.y ::

describe to attempt I made to: follow this suggestion. I believe that

-the results cast doubt on the validity of . Claik's hypothesis. One of 
the children whose linguistic develo^eht I observed - I shall jsall
him P./" For details:-of the children observed and the msthod'^. data- 

oollectioh see §2 ._7 -: at 2;5^ when Shown a roufday drawn circle with 
two radial lines from the centre to the perimeter, and asked "What's . 
that?'! replied "Ehat is a clock". Clock was a word he. had previously'' ' 
used often to name clocks and pictures of clocks. For instance, three 

months earlier at 2}2|, he had said "clock" spontaneously on finding, 

in^a bookj a full-pa^, full-frontal, coloured pioture of to alarm
clock. I guessed from p!s response to the drawing that the presence: 

of hands mi^t be priterial to his idehtifioation of clocks. The 
circular outline could be dismissed.as nou-oriterial because he had 
several times called aVoirole which he bad just drawn "circle", only 
a few minutes before he called -the circle -with hands "a clock",

test my guess I presented him one week later (age; 2;6) with
drawn'circle around the inside of which I had written the. numbers 1. to 

12 as they appear on a clock face. In response to this pioture he said 

"tick took tick took", which I regarded as adequate identification of
it as a clock. I then showed'him a cirole of the same size and he

To

a compass-
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' responded "0 for ink", P's spelling is not at;issue here* but this

response.oonfiim^d my belief that a circle alone wduld not evoke
■ "clock" from him, Since the numbered but handless clock had a sman " 

dot in the centre and the handed but unnumbered one also had a dot • 
there, rne:rt showed P a circle of the same size as the '0 for ink'- 
one but with , a dot to mark the, centre and he Called it "orange^' a

word i^oh he also applied a few minutes later to a realistic coloured 
picture of two halves of an orange on.a plate.

V

Vfliat perceptual

attribute or attributes enabled P to decide when to use the word clock?

complicatedIt was not merely the presence of something 

dot within a oiroxaar outline because immediately after P had 
identified the dotted circle as an orange he showed that he recognized 

," a rou^ circle with two eyes drawn-.inside it as a face by calling it /

"lady", ' '' v^ ■ , ' ■ : '

more

Similar negative conclusions are suggested by Major's (1906)' 
observations on his son's naming of 'divided pictures' Major cut a r

picture of a kitten's head in two Just above the eyes and cut a picture

in two afthe instep leaving the 'upper' in one piece
and the foot and heel in the other.

of a shoe " ...

(p.266). ; He then presented 
the halves separately to his; son, H, a^ . asked MmVto, name them.

II• • • •

Major began to use this procedure shortly after E was one and a half 
years old and continued, using these and other 'divided pictures', 
until the end of the third year. He states (p.260)V , , , ^^^^

It is perhaps unnecessary to tabulate the answers"which
the chUd gave since they were uniform throughout, and 
can be stated in a paragraph.

(1) The two parts of the picture of the kitten
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were always-recognizea and named as ka, tat, or kittle. 
Once one pjeoe was referred to as'"bloke kiddie", 
(broken kittle). (2) itte two halves of the shoe 
named as "shoe" or "shoos" every time.

were

Ilajor's demonstration seems to me to run counter to Clark's
hypothesis bebause‘one might expect ;that if; for example, the ■ 
perceptual attributes of a Sole, wete orlterial to the reoo^tibn of a 
shoe only one of the half pictures would have been recognized. ■■ ■ , V

A

. proponent of ClaJi's viW ooiiloL of course claim that recognition must
have been based; oh a feature-or fea,tures which spread across t! 
along which the pictures were sectioned.

.ine

Colour wotild be a ^6d 
example of such a perceptual feature, -but Clark (1973, P.e3) says .of 
her classifioatib:^ of overextensidhs found in diary studies: "Althou^ 

the overextensions are clearly based on perceived features of different
objects, there isone surprising omissidh among these featiuss: the 
attribute of color does not appear driterially at all." How, Ck)9aman 

(4966, P.199) has pointed out that there is an important difference : 
between colour and some of the.other visual properties which do enter 
Clark's olassifioatdry scheme (sizeandshape):^- 

' And whereas s comprehensive concrete’iidividual may
still be uniform in color or place or time in.that 

, ■’all concrete phenomenal parts of’it have the same ' / 
color or place or time', ho individual can'be uniformly 
sauare or of a given size in tha*t every concrete 
phenomei^ part of it is square dr of that size.

Ihe "si^prisiag omission" of colour is perhaps an indication therefore
that children categorize aooomilng to overall configuration rather
than in terms of oriterial features.
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Ihere is a'-speoulaiion of Claxk’a (1973, p.86) whioK^mi^t
to offer an explanation of I's naming.of olooks:

Since,oVerextensions are rarely reported-onoe a domain 
has been restricted, one might propose that hy this
stage, the child has analysed and coded particular
configurations of perceptual features, and it is now 
the,configurations of features that are used oriterially 
in deciding on appropriate instances. However, the use of 
a oonfi^ation. rather thaii isolated features does not' ’

^ neoessarily mean that the lexical entry for a particular^
- worf is-oomplete,: hut: simply-that the child has by:

;coded wfeat appear to be the relevant set-of attributes 
used to identify a certain-set of objects or events^ 
perceptually based Configurations are often represented in 
a shorthand fonn of notation as something like +Ganine or 
+BOvine in the adult lexiooni.. •

Taking a, 'ooi^'iguration of .perceptual features' to mean a wholistio 

'picture' of a (generic), member of a oa'tegory, Claris appears here to 

be proposing something akin to the theory of,prototypes,-which I shall
set forth in §1.5.^^ Perhaps'? had an internal 'picture' of'a- block "and 
applied the term clock to any peixjept which matched this 'picture' mois 
closely than it Md others in his mental gallery. I believe this to be ' 

__ a roughl?fporreot'aooount. But Claii says the configuration would be 
used "oriterially". Per criterial use of attributes to have therole 
She requiiea of it explaining overextehsions, it must be assumed 

that £3£ti^ matches between perceptual input and internal configurations 
.would not be oriterial. "Criterially'' is therefore ^tuitous and

seem

now . .V, ■

'These ■ -

would ^vent this epeoulation of Claris's from being a basis for i 
explaining P's use of clock but, unwanted as this qu 
is central to Clark's thesis.

alif iqd^t - _ ■ -

Claris's position here, is of course . 
trivially correct if it amounts to saying that,a necessary and

on is, it

sufficient condition for being a clock is having the (oonfigu-rat^nnnr 
perceptiial) property of bel C Of. Putnam (1970, P.140)._7*a clock
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The failure of 'oxiterially uBed configurations' to explain P's 
behaviour is a fortiori evident if configuration'is equated to set 
Clark appears tO; do: above.

as

One:,mi^t-argue that P identified a circle as. a clock if it '

contained, either numbem or hands, , and:gutatiB mutandis for Tfejor's..

However, in her epositiou'of, the semantic feature to^thesischild. ,

Clark makes po.provision for.^sjunctive.composition^i^ the meanings 
of children's words To; aflmit disjimots would rob her Hypothesis of , 
much of its,elegance. I shall ar^e in §1.5 that the theory of

prototypes offers a better account of oases which appear to call for a 
disjunction of semantic com^nenta.,, .

: I-t mi^t be olaimed . that the case cited above is not really to
the point because P was not indiaging in ' overextension'-with his word 
oln^ ^ more than . mi. adult would.: .Perhaps, there is something social 
•^bout overextensio^. Perhaps ClaJie's hypothesis will hold only when 
^ “ willing to apply a. lexeme to a wider denotation

_ class than adults are-for their corresponding form
like to present a ope of this kind. Another child I studied, J, first 

. used-nose when he. was Ijiof, according to a q;uestionnpre completed by 
his mother at weekly intervals. He ped it in oopeotion with people's 

. At 2}0 she pain noted this use. .When he was 2;0^his mother

\

, I would therefore

noses

reported that he used nose for Paper tissues as well as'his nose. At 
2;0| he used nose of his , in my presehoe,,:pd p 2}1|Eu.s 

■ mother reported that he applied the term to.a handkerohief. • When J 
2;2|, I observed the following, travelling in a oar driven by J's

own nose

was
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mother; He ieg,uested of his mother a tissue from a box out of ; sight 
under .the dashboard by stretehine his hand in that direction and aaying 
"nose". Imnediately afterwards he replied "nose" to my question^,
"\*at's this?" as I touched my own noSe, touched his nose, held up '

another paper tissue and^showed him my handkerchief. At 2m| j had: 
pointed at his own posterior, saying "there", in response to 
"SHOW me yoiir nose. . Where's your nose?" I submit that it would be 
perrerse to seek tO: explain these uses of nose in terms of a -maall 
number of' oriterial perceptual attributes present in each member 
denotation olass for this ■ wordy • '

my request

of J's

• 1

Further doubt is oast upon Clajk's position by attested oases of

what mi^t be called underextension. A child using too few oriterial 
features in deciding on the applicability of a lexeme will thereby .. .... 
encompass a denotation olass larger than the, adult one. A oMld who

-■ . : lias too small a denotation class for 'a lexeme mayy in ;

many oases, be assumed to be using too detailed an intensional

Shraseology of the' theory of
- - - oniterial_attributeay)Jto_be_ualng. features-oriterially than 

adults do for that lexeme. Ihere are reports of-this kind to be found
.in the child language literature. For instance. Stress (1973), who 

investigated the aoquisition'.of botanical terminology by Taeltal , 
children, states (pil24): "A two and a half year old girl was observed 
to correctly Identify- a ptdi8iak» tree growing next to the house in 

which she If-ved. Later it was found that she could correctly identify 
only this one specimen; she called others wamal or te&." gjhe 

latter two words are glossed as 'herb' 'and'tree', respectively. _/
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Stress Buggeata that toe location of this particular tree may have 
been (part of) toe basis, on which the child applied pah)Siak' 
might therefore, be-argued that toe child had

It-;..

a briefer-than-adult - 
componential definition; HEX! 10 HOME (&,!I!HEE). -But eaually, "it - •

seems to me, one could claim that 'this child-was using a veqr detailed 
specification of her tree, -ilso, it is by no' means obvidxis 'that BBXE 
ro HOME-is a:simple perceptual property, . , V

Heioh (1976) reports that his son, at the age of 8 months, would • 

S'to* when asked "Where's Jtomy/toe bed/...?" 
In response to "Where to .the shoes?" he; wouldvalways crawl to his 

motoer's :oupboard and .play.'wito her shoes':toere. fe would even drawl 
around a pair of his mother's,shoes placed near him in order to reach > 
toe ones in the cupboard. Placed near the open door of his father's 
adjacent cupboard, he-would ignore the array of shoes which it ,contained

crawl

the shoes in hie.mother's- cuiOjo^ j 
before* After successive iatervals

as

of approximately two weeks the- ,; 
following became additional goals towards which the child would crawl.
upon being asked "Where's the shoes?"; (1) shoes in h:' toer's 
cupboard,.; (2). shoes lying oh the floor, (5)' shoes, being 

These observations led Eeioh (p.120) to jdiat seems to me to be a: ^ 
justified conclusion; "It awears that toe very first word meanings 
are formed by associating a sequence Of sounds with essentially every- .

thing that is perceptually and.functionally salieht about the objects
or actions in the environment that oo-oocur with that word."

worn by someone. -

There is Bohe evidence top that lexical development in older

i
. r
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children sometimes involves a. broadening of denotation olasses rather 
than a Cl^kian .process of adding oriterial features' to lexical, entries

In a syst^tio study'to narrow down to the adult denotation olasses.
Salts et al (1972) foimd support for the view that (p.1192); 
child's early, notions about a concept tend, to be restricted to the 
attributes characteristic of his first few ex^ples of the con^ift.
Only with difficulty does the; child learn to .Moept, the ,fa^^ that/ 

certain a-ttributes, even, thou^ they were present in his first '„ i 
encounters with a given concept, are really irrelevant to the concept .... 
They tested 24 children in each of the age ranges 5 - 6 years, 8 - 9 

years and 11 - 12 years. : Each child was required to work throng a 
pack of coloured pieties of faafliar objects, indicating whether or” 
hot each picture^reprasented.an instance of a given 'concept'. Each 
child, did this six times, once for each of the 'concepts': foodi 
animals, transpertation. clothes, toys, furniture /"Transportation , 
had to be defined for most,of the younger children; as "something that 
oan'take you from one .place to another". ; !Qhe school bus was cited as 
an ex^p-le to help them,, understand the definition._7. C)hildren in the 

youngest group consistently iroluded,significantly fewer items under 
each of these labels than did the older children. In an examination 
of those pictures which had been selected as instances of each label , 
by .75^0 or more of the entire, sample of children, it was found that a 
significantly smaller proportion of the selection of instances for 
each 'concept' was drawn from,tMs 'oofe' set.byi ihe younger children 
than by the older children. JPor every catego:^. the 8 - 9 year olds 
had a hi^er proportion of 'core' respohsea than the 5 - 6 year olds.

_ __In the case of five of the sir categories 11 - 12 year olds drew a

M

■'V.
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higher proportion of their selections;from the; 'core'

8 - 9 year oldsj these-two groups:were, tied,on this measure- fpr
transportation, ihe develoisnentaa pattern implied by the results of . 
this oross-^seotional: study is thus a 3Progression. from nanxiw idiosyn- - 
cratio categories^ to broader sbqially-shared categories. I admit' that ' : 
equating .the^:oategories used,'in this experiment to denotation’ classes , 
is not simply^ a matter of: terminological' substitution, salra veritate. 

However, it would be; surprising, if:these, results were: not: symptomatio ' 
of lexical development, .

than did-the ■

Given that many, perhaps most,' perceptible.properties of objeots 
are gradable, ;the theory-of oriterial attributes leads naturally:: to 
particular way of.employing ostensive definition pedagogioally. 
conclude this - section by explaining that remark and appealing to the 
reader's intuition for a judgement that the method involved is not

£'See Farwell's- (1975) review of :

■ a;.
I ah^l

a

natural one for a parent to use, 

studies of the cdiaracterlstics .of ^ adult utterances addressed to young

V

children for some evidence that ostensive definition is a central 
parental aotivity.J7 .Kotarbinska (I960) offers the following analysis 

. of oste^iye definitiont Given a standard object, Aj thenTi (x is H 
, a X is such as A in the.respect H andTin the degree D). Other exeunplars 

than A are shown, in order to establish, the degreei D, to which variation , 
is tolerated for instances of:h. :

■ ... from the point of view of the principle of : 
effectiveness it is, of course, better to demons-trate 
as positive exemplars (standards) those of the 
designate of the given tern which are, in the given 
respect, less similar to each other than those which 
are more similar to each other. (p.15)
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Thiis .if .one believed that .what a ohild had to discover in learning ' 
the application of a lexeme were the criterial limits of:the various 

attributes of members of the denotation class of that’lexeme, it would 
. be best to use, in ostensive definition, exemplars which fell just ■ 

inside the fringes cf the category. "1 dC net believe that parents 
do this and^ the makers of children's picture books Certainly seem to 
choose berilralj rather thM peripheral members, of categories for their 
illustrations,- consider the differential likelihood of finding either 

an igloo or a.subdfban bungalow under-"H is for house".

"As far as negative examples (standards) are oonoemed, it is
better to -specify as such ex^ples which are not designkta of the term 

but Which,' in the^^ven respect, are more similar' to the standard 
designata than those which are less Similar to,them ...." (Kotarbinaka, ' 
i 960, p,15 ) . Ihiis, in order'to delimit the bo\mdary accurately, the 
ohiid should be exposed to negative examples which lie just outside of 

the denotation class. One mi^t for instance display a bat in fli^t 
instance of something which is not a-bird; a strateQr bound to 

lead ^to oonfusion in children, I submit. A strategy, though, which 
worics well in models idiieh ^instantiate the theory of oriterial , 
attributes, such as Winston*s (1975) computer programme for naming toy 
block structures.' . As he says (p.5) 

not just examples of oonoepts, but
being an example, but fails to be admissible by way of 
crucial deficiencies."'

-W,

as an

If- .. one must show the machine 
Something which is olose to• • •

one or a few
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1.3 ghe theory of ’proliotypes

In thia aeotioh I'shall’expound a theory according to which the ’ 
intension of a lexeme is a fairly detailed conceptual representation, 
of a central memher (or members) of-its denotation class, i-iist 1; 
need to justify the recognition of hierarchies within denotation: 
Classes.'-

'1.3.1 Central and peripheral-iriRaiTinf^

Bloomfield (1955, P.149) in a discussion of polysemous lexemes 
such as eye •ooulus', eye of a needle, etc.

, thing about these yariant meanings is'.our assurance arifi our agreement 
in viewing one of the meanings as normal (or central) and the others 
as marginal (metaphoric or transferred)." Dixon's (l971, 1972) studies 
of Dylrbal (an Australian language) provide a neat illustration of the 
dlffeS&ntial centrality of the various meanings of lexemes. Until ' 
about 1930 each speaker of Dyirbal had two lexicons; one for use in

everyday speech and another for use in the presence of oertaih taboo
relati-ves ('mo-ther-in-law language')

says; "The remarkable

The oorrespondenoe between the 
'mothe^in-law' lexicon and the 'everydayj lexicon is one-to-ma2;y.
Some older Dyirbalgan still remember their taboo lexicon and Dixon 
able to establish many correspondences of the following kind, where 
items at the heads of the arrows are offered as equivalents of the : 
items at the. shaft ends.

was

L
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mother-in-law lejcioon everyday lexicon '

hujol (look at, see) ~ ^
■wahed (look up at)
■ipieal (watch' (someone) going)

li^t (at ni^t)) 
(watch someone without 
their being aware that . 
they: are being watched; 
take a sneaky look) .

was given as the taboo :

gurimol

wamil

important point is that, althou* jiT-faqi;

^ equivalent of each of the words in the righthand column

irhe

, only bu^al was
offered as.an everyd^,.equivalent of ^gr^ and informants had to be .

prompted to concede that the other;words were also equivalent to .it, 
Furthermore, when informants were asked for speo^io taboo translations 

- translations which .would reveal their .

differences in meaning - they retained gurimad as the oorrespondant'of* 
bu|a but modified it bynt^tioally in various ^

meanings. Dixon' s primary interest in this data is that .it allows him i

from the others,,'

However, focusing on the 'mother-in-law' ; '

of the set of everyday words

ways to render the other

to distih^sh a olMs 'of nuclear verbs'(viz. bu^^ 
in the everyday lexicon.

lexicon, this type qfoorresiwndeuoe makes Bloomfield's intuition 
patent. I. should point out that Dixon says that hisnuolear/non-

uuolear disttootion is not in general apiro:^ia,te to the nouns of
Dyirbil, although I do not understand the signifioanoe of this claim.

Bloomfield's ;examples and the .verbs from the. 'mother-in-law' 
le^oon of Dyirbal are instances of what is usually taken to be

polysemy - multiple but related meanings for single forms. However, 
a fair amount of evidence now points to there iJe:^ a hierarchy even
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among the mem-bers of parts-of denotation classes denoted by (in 
traditional teims) single senses of lexemes. ' Berlin & Kay'(l969) 
showed a 320-ohip Munsell colour chart /“in which the colours - all 
were maximally saturated - are arranged in a regular progression;of 
wavelength - perceived as variation in hue - along one d-imaT.g-ir>r. and
in order of increasing bri^tness on the other orthogonal axis J" to ' 
speakers of twenty different.languages They had previously elicited 
the set of 'basic dolour terms' for each language /"Por a definition '

of basic colour term, see the. original iaxt./T and they asked each 
* informant to do two things; (1) To marie the boundaries of the:area 

of the chart to which each basic colour term could be applied. (2)

To indicate : the best,/or most-typical,-.exemplar of each of .their basic - 
colour termsi-The-first task .proved to be .a difficult, one and speakers 
of different languages -varied-widely in their estimates of where the 
boundaries should be drawn. Even speakers of the same language : 

allocated-the. chips differently among their basic colour terms. And, 
When people were .re-tested after an interval of three weeks they often 
did not end up with the same denotationdlasses as they had the first 
time. However, informants found: tiie second task easy and their : :

• • i

judgements were reliable (that is, they usually chose the same chips 
on the second testing). There was a high measure of a^eraent between 
speakers of the same language, ind even speakers of diffstent /

languages, if they had a basic colour term for a given area of the 
chart, tended to chose chips from the same small subregion of that 
area as best instances.

So, althoiigh there is room for argument abou-t which ooloiirs
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may xeaaoaa-blybe, for example, called green, there is general 
agreement on what is the. best green for English and it . is the 

: the. best green for. a^y. language having a term applicable to that 
general.area of the colour chart.' I shall call these best instances 
prototype colours in what follows /~BSrlin & Kav call them focal 

colours^ 7 Eleanor Heider/Epsch has subsequently extended and
. ' , 4.

confirmed Berlin & Kay'S finding in a number of ways. She has Shown: 
(Heider, 1972)* for 11 languages, that rSsults equivalent to Berlin & 

Kay's are obtained whenivariation along the.dimension of'Saturation is : 
taken into: account. ;=In the. same papervshe, demonstrated, that, for . • :

speakers of 23 different languages, the prototype colours are more 

oodable than colours.elsewhere on the chart* in the sense that the names' 
applied to them-are shorter and in that they are: named more quickly. 
Heider (1971) also reports some experiments which,show that the proto

type ool<^s have a special status even for children as young as three 

yeara.old. ..'.She;.presented three-year_olds with, linear arrays vaa^ying 
in eitora bri^tness or saturation, each containing one of Berlin & ,

Kay's prototype colours, and then, putting her hands over her eyes, . 
invited the subaeots to choose any colour they wanted:"to show me". ;

The children.chose prototype oolours significantly more often than . 
they would have been expected to lo if chance alone had determined

same as

1
•i

their ohoioes. With four-year old children ^e found; that they could 
select colours from linear.arraysj: varying in either brightness or hue,
to match given samples more aocura-tely when the samples were; prototype 
colours than vdien they'were not. In addition, errors made in matching
colours which were; close to prototypes signifioantlymore often 
involved, the, choice of a.colour ,even nearer to ,the prototype than they

!■

I
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did a colour on the other side of the sample, in abstract colour 

space. In a third experim^t she presented three- and four-yem old 
children with hue-va^ing arrays containing prototype colours and; '

asked them 'nvlhioh is the X one?", where X was. eaoh of the ei^t basic 

chromatic colour, te^s Berlin & Kay had-elioited.from English speakers.
' If a child 'knew'' the,, colour term involved then the colour, pointed to ' 

was signifioantly. more likely to_be a prototpe than,a non-pTOtotype ; : 
colour, /“'^w^' a given colour term was operationally.defined as : 
pointingto.aoplour,whicha.tleast;50J^'of,a-groupofadults,ina- 

pilot test, had agreed "could be oalled"_.b^. that term.__7 .:

■ 1

.
■' rl

I

; Heider/Hosch has also skown that Berlin.&.Kay's.proto.type colours . 
are psychologioaiay: salient for, speakers of a.lan^age which contains 
only two basic colour terms. . Ihe language is Bani,. which is spoken in 
West; Irian, .and its two, basic colour, tenns are mlli. whioh may be - 
rougfaly. translated as''!dark'!, and mola. .which is approximately. : 
eauivalerifrto Tli^t". In ;Heider (1972> she reports that monolingual 
speakers, .of Bani were.signifioantly mofe accurate in chcosing, from an 
array of Ikmsell chips, a colpur which they had held in memory for 30 
secCnto if it was a, prototype colour than if it was not.

■ Bosch (l973a, b) also investigated the leamability of different 
encoded colour categories .by monolingual 

speakers of Bani. Each category consisted of three chips, either of 
the .same hue. and of adjacent JIunaell levels of bri^tness, or of the 
same bri^tnesa_ and next-but-one nei^bours in hue on the ItoiBell 
colour chart. Both 'natural' categories, in which a Berlin & Kay
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prototype the central cblour, 'and 'nnnatacal' categories were used. 
There were two kinds of 'unnatural' category: ones which did not . 
contain a prototype colour at all and ones which contained a prototype 
colour as a peripheral meaher. Ei^t three-item categories were ; 
constructed forWaoh of tliese six types ^-C hrieJatness varying,' hue ■ :

varying} X {’natural, unnaturalij, unnaturalg} The experimental 
subjects were ‘then tau^t to apply the' same name to the three members 
of each category. Eabh subject learnt to. do this for the eight '

oate^ries of only one of the tyiea. ' 63’ of the 68 subjects completed: i

the task successfully and:demonstrated that they had learnt a 

categorization (and not merely a set of specific pairings of names and 
particular dolours) by ooairebtiy naming new colpiurs which were -

perceptually olose'to members of each of the categories they had 
learnt. Categories With prototype colours as their-central members - 
the 'hat-ural' ones - were learnt with significantly fe-wer errors than - 
any of the four types of 'unnatural' categories. The hue-varying : 
categories‘which lacked prototype'colours were the most difficult of '

• all to leam; as shown by the..large number 'of errors made in learning ; 
them and by the; fact that 3 of the 5 Bubjeots'who failed in the tai^ 
were trying to leam categories of this type. The importance of the 
prototype nolours is aaso manifested' in the data on the learning of the 
nau'es of individual colour chips; within thetiunatural categories it 
was not the case that their central members were easier to leam to 
name but, within categories of the four types which contained prototype 
colours, either peripherally or centrallyi significantly fewer.errors 
were made in learning tbe'names of the prototypes.

r
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' ■ !l!he: fact that the same colours behave as prototypes for children 
vho are still acquiring obloia: vocabulary and for people whose 
language has only two basic colour terms (as well as for:speakers of 
many different languages) suggests that they are prototypes because of 
specific universal biological characteristics of human colour vision. 
This, suggestion is reinforced by Heider & Olivier* s (1972) multi- .■ . 

dimensional.sca:Ung .analysis of. the abstract oolour-Uaming^and colour- 
memory spaces Of a group of monolingual Bahi speakers and a group of 
speakers of imerioan English. .They used a computer technique to- 
translate degree, of similarity between colours into relative distance.. 
Similarity in memory was assessed by noting confusions ^which occurred- 

when subjects were asked to point, out on a colour ohart a oolour whioh - 
they h^ been. .shown earUeri Similarity in naming wad measured by.: 
asking subjects to name each of the colours on a chart and recording’ * 
the number of times.each pair.of colours was given the same name.. It 
was found that the analogical.distances.between all the'possible pairs , 
ooiild best be aooonrnodated in rou^dily cylindrical figures, which look 
like a colour chart wrapped around the bri^tness axis. Bie 'cylinder* 
representing Bani similarity between the colours in terms of the 
given to them is very differently shaped from the one arrived at for 
kneriom-^iish. ' This is hardly giken the considerable
differences between the two colour vocabularies. However, in Spite of 
the vocabulary differences', the cylinders representing oonf\isability 
in memory, are hi^ily similar for the two groups of subjects.: ^McHeill 
(1972) argues for cultural and technological factors as the.main 

- determinants of Berlin & Kay's findings but I belie-ve that her argu

ments are largely refuted by the Bani studies I have just summarized._7

names

f;f:
'.iri
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Bie human retina contains c'eais'specialized for the detection'of 
particular colqura. However, since the way in'vAich signals from 
these dells are integrated and balanced to yield the full range of 
colours which we can discriminate is not yet clearly \inderstood, the 
step of correlating Berl^ & Kay’s prototypes with biologically 
salient colours cannot yet be taken/“see, for example, Cornsweet ' 

(1970) or Hilner (1971) ahobunt of the psychophysiology of
colour vision._7’." ‘ •

i

t

Are colour terms perhaps exceptional in having prototypes in'their 
denotation classes?- It seems not : when- she investigated the relative ‘ 
ease of learning to name a variety of categories of geometrical shapes, " 
Bosch ,'(l973a,b) found results closely oomparable to those in the oolour- 
leaming eiparlment.- The materials she used wereT'igures of a square, 
circle and eauila:terai triangle, toother with related forms which 
varied systematically from these three assumed prototypes, ^e '

constructed seven-member categories of the figures. , The one depicted 
. below has a square as its central member.‘

1-
|SaP,freehand

I :Iall sides 
different

curve

•I

o5 sides 
extended 1 2 aides 

extended

i!
The square is central to this category in that each of the peripheral 
figures differs from the square by only one geometrical transformation 
but, ignoring the relationship between the lowest two figures, differs 
from each of the-other fiigures by two transformations. The category

-
i:

fl
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above is a 'natiiral' oategoiy because it has an assumed prototype at 
its centre. The following is one of the 'unnatural* oategories used

^ £1 have reconstnioted ■ it from id description; it is not illustrated in

either Hosoh (1973a) or Eosoh (197511 )._7s

A. -sapfreehand

all sides 
diff ereiit

unourve■S

L \
A 2 sides extended 

Twenty-one oatei^ries . were oonstruoted in this ways ' 3 'natural' ones, 
with square,' circle and equilateral triangle as central memhers, and 
18 'unnatural' ones, each varying around one of the deformations of the 
three as^ed prototypes. .

3 sides extended

Bahi does not have single lexemes corresponding to square.' oircie * 
and triM^a. : And,': ih.^pilot test’s involving free sorting, three-, 
member oddity problems and two-person oommunioation ta^s, Hosoh .

ascertained tha-t. Bani subjects did not treat -the figures to be -used in 
the experiment'as falling into the shape classes 'four-sided'' 
'roughly circular' and 'three-sided' , ninety-four Bani, who had .been 
in neither the pilot tests, nor in the oolour-leaming experiments, 
participated in the main experiment. The 94 subjects were divided into 
seven groups roii^y equal in size. One of the groups learnt a name 
for each of thiee'natural'categories. Each of the other groups was 

assigned to learning names for three oorresponding 'tinnatural' - 
oategories. As in the colour categorizing experiment, Eosoh,foimd 
that the subjects.had learnt conoeptual oategories, rather than 
specific pairings’of the -three names and each of the twen^-^ne figures

\

i

5
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seen by any given subjeot. . lEhis was demonstrated by near-perfeot 
performanoe in a,transfer task requiring subaeots to name, figures; 
related to the central members of the particular'categories which they - 

had learnt but which had not previously been seen.

Subjects were also.asked: to rank the members of each of the , , - .

categories they had learnt, from most typical to, least typical repres

entative of the Oategory. Eegardless of-whether or not they were the 
central members of categories, two of the presumed prototypes:- square 
and oirole - tended overwhelmingly to.be chosen as the most represent

ative member of categories in which they occurred. Ihe equilateral . , 
triangle however, although usually ranked high on the sorie of typio- 
ality was only n^ginally better, than the other straight-line, three- 
sided figures. The freehand and 'one curved line' three-sided figures* ' 
were'veiy seldom judged to be highly representative of categories in 
which they appeared. ' —

In'the learning Of the names of individual members of the categories 
the oirole and square - regardless of whether or not they were central 
to a category - were generally le^t'with fewer'nrror£r'thW^Ell§=^fher~^ 
figures.' The equilateral triangle, did not prove to be significantly 
e^ier to learn than the other straight-line*, three sided figures. The 
oirole turned out to be an easier figure to learn to name than the 
square. Overeill, the natural categories were learnt with Significantly, 
fewer errors than categories centred on the distorted forms.

f

s
i
l

':aWhy are circle and square natural prototypes? I cannot, as with
i;
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oploura, attribute their singular status to properties of human 
retinal cells'/“^thou^, see Dodwell (1970) for a survey of some of 

the hi^y funotidnally speoifio visual receptor cells whose existence 
has been, established in mamm3ls._7. . However, Gamer: (1970). offers 
persuasive account, founded in inf omnation theory, of why some figures, 
such as square and ;oirole, are 'good' and others not* Gamer and his 
ooworkers have.conducted experiments in which subjects are asked to

a

rate patterns of dots for. tiaeir-:'goodness' . Their general finding is 

(p.39) « that poor patterns have many alternatives, good patterns 
have few alternatives,', and the. very hast patterns, are. unique." As an
aid to intuiting the kind of explanation Gamer offers, without going 
into the details of his analysis,, compare the consequences of rotating 
the prototype .square through 'steps of 90° with-doing .the same to, say, 
Eosoh's gapped square. The gapped square will be shown- to be a member 
of a subset of four patterns whereas the prototype square is unaffected 
by ortho^nal rotations. The cmcle, ah even better prototype, is 
unchanged by :miy rotation within the plane}. BO it has even fewer ; . . 
alternatives than .the sqiuire. Having, few altematiyes entails the 
possibility'of .more eoonomioal description and this, -I i^sume,, is wl^ 
EOsoh's experiment yielded the results:it did; '

!

■£
In a painstaking and original htudy of similarity in visually V . 

perceived forms, first.published in 1956, Goldmeier (1972) found many 
examples of. what he palled sin^ar /Poer., uragnant, i.e., 
'significant', or 'exceptional'.._7 values of geometrical parameters. . 
For instance, a small change in the curvature of a^urved line may ' 
pass unnoticed. Other singular values found by Goldmeier were 90°

i

InK*

I
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. angles of «iiioh one leg is: vertical, vertical axis symmetry,

parallelity and; regularity of design, I introduce these here as '

examples of visual- properties which evidently make' certain patterns 
relatively easy to store in the mind. The singularity of some of these
properties, e.g. the importance of the vertical, may have a simple - 

' -biological explanaticn of the kind I suggested for colour prototypes. 
The others mi^t also but, in any they'appear to be susceptible 
of an explanation, in Gamer's information theoretic terms.

casei

VJhatever

- the explanation, the sin^arity of these properties is well 
established. Given that certain visual forms are easy to store it
would be natural |'or them to be prominent in categories they 
myolved in. Denotation classes wi-th some singular members (o 

members with singul^ properties) and some non-singular members will: 
not be homogeneous classes.

;:-e

were

r some

It may be felt that srtple geometrical figures and colours 
insuffioiept "basis for generalizing about the denotation olasses of 
natural language lexemes, Bosch .(1973^), however, provides further 

experimental results which indicate that the j^enomenon of differen- 
tial typicality in denotation-classes may be found beyond the■rather.

specialized pategpries considered so far. She ^ve subjects six

instances of each of the following categories: fruit, science, sport. 
■ bird, vehicle, crime, disease and •

: indicate on a. seven-point scale the extent to which each instance 
a "good example" of its category.

are an

■able; and asked them to

was

Ohe first interesting result is that this proved to be a readily
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: oomprehensible. reaueat;, none-of the 113 siAaeots questioned the task ' /

or protested at it.. ®iey>LBO. made their Judgments quite rapidly.,

!Ehere was;^30 .a;hi^level of agreement between the subjects on the ■ : '

ranking of the instances in each category. : As an example of the results ; 

consider the averages;of the ranks assi^ied-to; the six,given,instam^es
of aciencea '

- : Chemistry- ,1.0 
• botany ; ^ I.7
/ - anatomy :: , /1.7 . - 

geology 2.6 
- sociology c 4.6

history 5.9

The fact that ohemistar received the averse rank 1.6 means that 
of the 113 subjects assigned it the, highest rank 

seven-point scale, nanely 'l .' Ehe,‘generally hi^ level of

can be gauged from the'spMad'df the i - '

every
one

possible on the
agreement

average i^s. ' if subjects had,
for eadh instance, randomly chosen between the seven ranks the .average
of the ranks would have approximated to 4.0 for each of the 
in the oate^:^. It is not possible to take the average ranks given 
above completely at f^e v^ue because Roach (l973a, p.132) says ■ that'

to use

instances

a correction was used to compensate for subjects' tendency not 
the lower end of the scale - unfortunately, without indicating the 
extent of the.correotion applied. --She does state thbu^ that the
distribution of ranks accorded/to all but two of the 48’instances
departed significantly from a chance distribution. 

• ranks across the instances 

virtually replicated, in the categories fruit.

The spread' of 
seen in the science category, above, is .

bird and •vehicle.

a spread too, but not as wide.
. telme did not yield the same olearcut results: murder was uniformly
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allottei rank 1 and vaCTanoy wan TOiroWioa 
■but stealing, assault, blackmail 

closely following mur^. .

as a poor example of crime ^ 
and embezzling were bunched together.

Despite my cautions, above, I believe tliat Eosbh has convinoin^y 
demonstrated hierarchies of typicality in categories. other than those
for which straightforward explanations can be offered in terms of
specificities of sensory cells; or stimulus informational ohar^teiistios. 
/Bosch (1975j experiment 1) has repeated 

using additional categories, and 50 - 60 mo^ouB instances 
oategory.__7 I surmise that the reasons wl^ ag^ was found to be the 

best example of fruit, 'chemistry of science

and extended the demonstration, 

of each.c-

.football of sport, robin 
fiancef of disease and carrot

of vegetable, are sooio-oultur^. What I mean is that it s -

of bird,. £^;cf; vehicle;, murdei of crime.

seems a very
xeaaonable guess that these instances are prime examples of their
categories because bf the interests andpreocchphtions ^he culture,
North imerioan, •^0’ which the subjects in’ the experiment belonged /“cf. 
Brown, (1958, :P.208)._7. - . . ; - ;

1 ,

Oaiomson (1975) have demonstrated differential tTOibality
even within young children's 'overextended' denotation classes, ahis 
finding is strong evidence against Clark's (1975) nevelopnental version
of the -theory of oriterial attributes.

■ 1i8 and. 2;3 participated in the study.
Five children,' aged between
Through interviews with their

parents and testing of the children, using coloured photographs 
pictures, four words which

or •

were overextended - by adult standards - 
were identified for each bhild. ^ Ibis preliminary test^'also enable!
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Thomson & CSiapman to find at least five appropriate exemplars aid at
least ten examples of overextenaiona for each word. ' These pictures, 
were used to oonstniot 64 test pairs of pictures for each child; 
words X.I6 pairs per word.

A '

Ten of the pairs for each word,consisted ’

of a picture of something which ai^^lt would consider to ha a member
of the denotation class of that word and a. picture to, which the child ' 
had applied the word, in violation , of adult
Pictures of members of .the 'overextension' of the denotation class

against pictures of members of some other.denotation class of the 
child's..; ae.last;p^ for each; word consisted;^ two such

It::must be eBphasizdd'thrf,; except for the seven non- 
exemplars, alf of the ;piotures ' ralating to a given word in "the

for each child.weM^onbsr^o'wl^ that child had applied'^^t^

five pairs pitted.norms.

non

exemplars.

test

word.

for each pair of pictures the child for whom that particular test ' 
had been, desired was asked to "Point, to X", where X was the word ■

to the : ; 
Overextensions were

being tested. -Sour of. the five children refused to respond 
pairs which consisted of two non-exemplars,

generally favoured over non-exemplars.' The interesting question,
however, was what would'happen in the'ten pairs'for each word which 
contrasted'an appropriate exemplar iid an overextension. Thbrnson & 
Chapman treated a ratio of 8 out of 10, or better, in favour of

appropraite exemplars as indicating no overextension in this compre

hension task. In terms of this criterion, one child showed over- 
extension on all four words and hence is no grist for my mill.
However, one child on all four words, two children on three words 

each, and the remaining child on two out of four words, went the other
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way, choosing the appropriate exemplar in preference to 
extension 8 or-more times out of 10.

an over-

It is worth remaeiing further that, having found 16 and
56 exemplars for each of these words "in'the preliminary investigation, ' 
Chomsbn & CSia^ Examined the-known denotation class'for each word in :

an attempt to- discern'neoessajy: and sufficient conditions for the
application of eaii word. By and'large they failed: / V

- When individual exemplars are examined in relation 
to appropriate exemplars, Claifc's conclusions are 
supported that that relation is usually one of 
percept^ similarity. , But the'.dimension of similarity 
v^ies from one overextended instance to the next; The 
pioture^of productive overextension based on one to few 
^stematic dimensions of meaning which we have obtained 
f^m diary .^d. anecdotes fades rapidly as the number of 
observed i^tanoes of the overextensions is increased, 
as It was in this study.. ,(p.66). ’

1.3.2 The role of -prototypes

With regard to shapes and colours 
that "When category names are learned.

Bosch (19731)) suggests (p.330)f

they tend to become attached , 
first to the orient stimuli (only later generalizing -to other
instaaoee), md by -this means •natural prototyjjesV become foci of 
organization for categories." More generally‘(197^, p.142) "It is 

possible that children initially define a category by means of its
concrete 'clear oases' rather than in terms of abstract criterial 
■attributes."

I agree witii Eosch. What, however, does it mean to say t^t 
denotation classes are defined in terms of prototypes or that ^

-- 'G -
\
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prototypes are the foci of organization for denotation classes? I

proposethat the, (phonological) form, or forms,,associated with a
lexeme se^res as-a retrieval cue for,a fairly detailed mental represent

ation of the prototype/s of its denotation class. As metaphors for;
this process, consider the form to he, an index card which locates 

drawer containing .one pr more, . video-tape recordings of prototype ' 
objects.: , Co:

a

i^ehending the, i 

replaying the; prototype,,reoording/s retrieved,by it 
call a presented •objeot:.w;ai be

. meaning of a word will then consist in ,

Peoiding what to
process of oomp^ing sensory input 

with the recordings,in .the- drawers of one-f s filing system and, after
a

selecting the one whicdi matches the input most closely, reading the 
label off the associated index card., :Bluntly put, this,may 
However,_ I believe ;that, many, of the .details: can be. filled in satis- :. 
factorlly and that all of the objections which have Oooured to' 
answerable. .■

seem naive,

me are

An immediate objeotiou. is that a video-recording for the prototype 
of e^h lexeme would require an immense amount of storage space, 
theory of oriterial attributes calls for a minimumof information to 

be stored; only those features necessary to distinguish the denotation 
class of a lexeme from other denotation classes need be held in the 
head. I- sheai, however, present evidenoe in §1.4 to establish that 
humans do not require such economy;, our memory stores have immense 
capacity. ; ; ■ ■-

Ehe

Another line,of objection is that, in deciding on the applloabUity 
of a lexeme, either the search throu^ the filing system for a matching
tape will take too long or referential chaos will result from there 
being too many similarities. In illustration of the latter possibility
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consider'the foliowi^ misidentifioation made by a;little girlija; 'v '^ 
(Age: 2;3i) /“see .§2 for detaols of subjeota.J''. Her mother showed 

her a coloured picture of a,rural scene. Uestl^ between-two hills
there was a fariidiouse. . Ihere,were cows grazing on one of the hills.
Ehe other hill; was ploi^ed and. a. flock'of .rooks was-scattered, over i

it. !Ehis;mi p^ially obscured^ a red-roofedl haybam which stood

beside the .f^oHse. ae-roof of .the bam ^ rounded in
croes-seotion. to roof with orangey hay. Ja. 
corr^tly; identified .the house m from her ;' V ^

mother. - alien she po:mted.ou-t;the,barn and said "iHiat'sValbus, Hummy".

One way of looking at it, the mistake was-reasonable; the roof of the 
bam was very like that of a, bus, However, it would have reaulred many

more .similarities, ^e-^een what-X saw ^ nor: stored :protot^^ Hus, : 
to persuade me, an adult,, that what I saw.was,a bus. in a fa^ard, OSie

reason is that buses do not belong .on farms. ;

OJhis illustration suggests to me that one of the ways in which 
comparison between input and pro-tolypes..is r 
to be feasible ^and by which coition is

ired sufficiently finite 
lided is .through the,; ■ ■,

organization of yop^ulary into lexical fields/"see lyons (1963, I968) 
for an kcoomt of; this notion, J. By delving only, into.that part of 
the filing system wWoh oontaim fields currently of relevance in a

a*

conversation or si-tuation the number of .drawers to be scanned will be

greatly redded. . I sl^ try to show in'the empirical part of this

thesis,. §2, that a major difference, between adult and child vocabularies 
is .that the latter are not ^ferentiated into numerous, intersecting,
lexical fields.

' i
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Ja'B response also illustrates in:another way the need to include
relationships between:lexemes:''overextensions'^ 

a function of which other lexemes there are in the lexical field, 
not only lacked bam. but also did not have other candidate lexemes

a consideration of are

■Ja

such as ^gd and .^Btack-. AS an exaniule of the process of comparing 
current input to stored prototypes consider the following from J, d 
boy aged 2;i§. He was handed a gmy . plastic elejihant and 
handled it said: Ma cow, sheep, another cow" Perhaps he was hunting 
about doubtfully in this way jamong his. prototypes, because after he had

•

identified the same toy ■elephant.'aa, a sheep,-a month earlier, the
adults present had: gone . on to talk about' it ;:aB . an elephant and he had ! 
on that cocasion Imitated the form elephant. Die suggestion of this 
paragraph-is in the spirit of Kirkpatrick (I891,' p.175) who - to I

continue a passage quoted in §1.2.5.1, above - says of a ohHd who 
calls a goat dog;

i
I

: II he classifies it with the group of animals it 
resembles more closely than any otpers with which he is acquainted.

• • •
II

toother line of attack on my proposal mi^t be its dependanoe on 
internally stored: relics of percepts, How could a system of this kind 
develop into cm wMoh is also able, to store the meanings of abstract 'ii

words? ,Diis is not a pressing concern for me because , as I have -■ -S'

already suggested, young children's nominals are hardly ever abstract. 
However, I do not regard the system which I advocate

■ii

as being applic- 
I think

are understood in terms of memory.

toexperimental : 
investigation by BugelSki (1970)' points clearly to this 'dirmtion.

able only at a certain early stage of linguistic ontogenesis. 
it very likely .that abstract lexemes 
traces of our experiences of .the concrete world, ! !

I
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Bugelski re-examined a hoary -teolmique in the p^ohologist' a 
repetoire; free association to words. Ihe psychologist presents 
word and the OTb^eot is reftiiired to respond with the first word

a

brou^t to mind by the stimulus word. Bugel^ points but that the 
asBooiation is not strictly free because the i^bjeot 'is obnsti^ed

to respond with another vrard. A typical result from word :^BOoiation

tests is that ,84^ of people respond.chair to the stimulus tablei

Bugelski says that, in pathological circles;

It is a widespread. Implicit asstunptioh that subjects 
- who say CHATB thought o'f a chair : when'someone said .

TABIE. ^oh an assumption is m^estly absurd as 
po one to his right mind would vfimmediately, 
think of a chair ;Aen someone said SABLE under any 
other conditions-than those bf a Verbal' association 
test, (p.1005). ) ;

. ::i;
Bugelski devised a freer version of the test and, using 32 

words, applied it to 57 university stihents. Shey were instructed tc 
write a description of toeir first, reaction to each word he read out. 
I'ly toteroat to the resialts is that althou^ some of the test words 

were abstract an overwhelming proportion of the responses (p.1005)
could. With.some justice, be described.as images". Eor instance 

to .response to communism (an abstract word) one sub ject wrote; "I saw 
a red velvet wall with a large yellow hammer and sickle'V 
concludes (p.1006);

common ■11
•i!

If-r
11

,

Bugelski

... so-oallod abstract words are only 'so-called', toe 
responses brought out'are concrete. 'If you say ndWEE, 
a categorical term, the subjects think of daisies or 
roses r and hi^Oy specifio daisies or roses. If you say 
AHIMAL, another categorical term, they report dogs and 
horses tod, again; hitoly specific miimals at; that; their 
own, their neitobors - they specify breeds, colors, 
actions. ' If you say: BEHOCHACY, they report a' vtoiety of 
imagery, practically none of which refers to governmental

i
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operations.; Government by the people becomes an 
image of a crowd at a political rally.

Why, it nay be wondered, then, are people ever able to offer 
intensional definitions of a kind different from those which merely 
appeal to;reserablanoes to one or more prototypes, which are, mentioned 

or ostended? Pmabling, everyday expUcations of usage, diotionaries ' 
and linguists' oomponantii' analyse's attest to such an ability. : I 
surmise that we continually operate upon our gross store of experiences; 
replaying, as it were, videotapes, constructing partial concordances
and oross-referenoes and noticing common properties of recording
filed under like labels. Some of this may tie done in fonnal education, 
some of it in idl6 reverie. It may even take place tmoonsciously;
pejiiaps it is the process which manifests itself as dreams in our sleep. 
I see no reason for new abstract (that is, not perceptually-grounded) 
primes either to arise out of or enter into this process of'orosS- 
referonoing and classifioation. In this'way, it seems to me, the theory ^ 
of prototypes obi4d allow for'the possibility of humans devising a
theory of oriterial attribute's, which offers boSrse-grained accounts 
of the likely oharacteristios of the internal prototypes-stored by' 
members.of a given culture. '■ '

In §2 I shall present empirical evidence, from the growth of 
children's vocabularies, in rapport of the theory of prototypes and in- 
§1.4 I shall offer some psyohologioal props to buttress its plausi- 
6ility, Before doing so, however, some advantages of a general naturo 
which accrue to^the theory of prototypes are worth remarking upon.

I
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One virtue-is its oompatibility vri.th to'facts; of semantic change, 
nllmann (I962, P.21'1) in his chapter chan^ of meaning says; "Ko

matter what causes bring about the change, there must always be
- on •

some

connerion, some association, between the old meaning and the new." 

Informed by the theory of oriterial attributes it would be reasonable

to expect the connection to be shared (oriterial) sem^ib: components,
I cannot prove th^l this is ;not the' case^ but it seto to me extremely 
imlikely in view of the diverse catalogue of similarities which
TTIItth Cites as having supported semmtio changes. Consider, for 
instance, the pro.sumed oonneotion (via rosaries) between bade, a 

prayer, and bead, small globiaar object; Surely it would be perverse
to claim that there werere so many shared oriterial attributes in the 
denotation olMses -Cbeads^ and {prayers]- to When 
were discounted or wavered in the flux of time the transfer 
natural one to make

. ;

one or two of them
was a

How much easier it is to imagine;someone, storing 
a memory trace of a person counting bedes and later using toe labelled
trace as a- basis for balling the beads bedes. The same comments hold 
for the etymology of muscle (from latin musonlus. diminutive of mus
'mouse'). In terms of overall visxial properties 
movement of

toe quick smooth
a^small hunched rounded, object,- the similarity is ' 

straiehtforwardly intelligible, On toe other hand* if the oriterial 
attributes SMALL and QUICK MOVEHEiHT (to guess at some of them) are the 
relevant mediators why are the 'golf-balls' on'some electric type

writers, cheeky sparrows and shooting stars not called muscles or mice? 
I trust that these two examples - of meton^io and metaphoric ohan^, 
roapeotively - will suffice altoough many more could be given.

i;
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another phenomenon which can readily he explained in terns of the ; 
theory of prototypes is the nse of the definite article in sentences
such as:-

I cannot use my bicycle this evening because -the 
tail light is out of order.

The label of any p^t of one's internal recoiling of a prototype may 
be used in definite^form if the prototype has already been introduced 
into the conversation. . Of course, ‘there should be a qualification to 
the effect that in the interests of communication one should also 

■ believe that the item in que.stion is a part of adiressee's stored 
prototype. ■ A possible counter- to this argument is that tail li^ts 
are, a-t least in law, a oriterial attribute of bicycles used at night 
and that "criterial attribute" could be substituted for "any part of
one's in’terhaa reoordi^ of a prototype" in my .rou^ formulation of 
the rule

)
There are many oases where this will be inade4uato, howe-yer. 

Consider the natural B^sh translation of I got paint in my hair 
/fA French example would have served equally well,

Jeg fik malefarve i haret.
haret. 'the hair', is the definite form of har, 'hair'. To make the

possession of hair a criterial attribute of possible speakers ignores
the existence^of bald people. Perh.apa this sort of case could still be 
covered by -the theory of oriterial Attributes if it were relaxed to

. & ± HAIR.permit disjunctive composi-tipn of com^nents: human

But I believe tha-t my^next example, fi-ve lines from Bums' poem Tam
o' Shanter. renders -this -proposal ludiorouss

V/hile wo sit bousing at the nappy 
An' gettin' fou and rmco hapro'.
We think na on the lang Scots miles.
The mosses, water, slaps and stiles.
That lie between us and our hame,
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The definite . article before mos^,..and tacitly before the- other words , 
in the.penultimate line, is reasonable because mosses,,bogs ,eto 
part of the image evoked by "lang Soots miles",- for anyone who under

stands the poemj thou^ they are quite unrelated to the fact that 

Scottish mile was longer than an imperial milei, :; i -am,,as, aeems'. 
entirely reasonable to me, taking the penultimate line of this, citation, 
as being in apposition' to the lang Scots, miles and not meT-elv 

second, third,;fourth and’fifth oonjunots of a oonjoined noun phrase.

axe

a

-as

Finally, ;a teii^ologio^, points-- ^ 

that our mental intensions of lexical items are detailed proto-fcypas -to

which input is compared in deciding on the applicability of a lexical 
item, then denotation and reference are almost co-terminoua. A lexeme. - 

—'^"^denotes its denotation class. The denotation class of a lexeme is the 
set of entities in the world to which tokens of the phonological ii!

type(a) associated with that lexeme may reasonably be made to refer. 
Eeferenoe is a ob^ersatiohal psMbess in which the utterance of 
expression/“that is,'the utterance of a token(s) of the phonological 
type(B) associated wi-Ui a lexeme or a phrase oo„. ji 
lexeme_7 is ua.ed to'pick put for the addressee, a partioul^lndividuaa 

entity; the particular individual entity which the speaker Intends to» 
pick out for the addressee. I am claiming that denotation'classes are 
linguistic oonstruota based on relative similarity to mental represent

ations of encounters with particular; individual entities, the proto- . 
types. The qu^ifier relative is intraduoed as a reminder of the role 

of sense:relations.between lexical items. Eeferenoe therefore differs 
from denotation largely in a ponoem on the, part of the speaker, that

11an;:;-

f of more than one

I

i-
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the memory trace evoked in the addressee's mind hy means of a: referring 
expression should he a’trace-of an encounter with the same entity as ' 
the one recorded in: the memory trace which is currently indexed for the 
speaker by the expression used and not merely a similar one, '^■ig 
justifies my use of reference in the title of.this thesis. I reoog2iize

that this account of reference is oversimplified - one need not have ■ 
encountered an entity, to take a reference to it., 
it to be the start of a'correct account.

f

However, I believe

: i

1.4 Psychological props for the theory of prototypes

"It is oharaoteristlo of natural language -that no word is 

limited to its enumerable' senses, but oarries with it:the aualifioation 
^ of 'something like

ever

i

(Bolinger, 1965, P.56T). ^e proposal sketched 
in §1.5 is that the benchmarii reference items in this 

internally stored prototypes. In the, present section I shall try to 

buttress the proposal with experimental and clinical observations drawn 
from the field of psychology. In §1.4.1 I offer sbme grounds for 

beUeving tha:t we ordinarily recoffiize things by attending to wholes, 
and not by checking for the presence of criterial attributes, to 

' I- assemble evidenoo which points to human memories having enou^
storage capacity and being able to record with sufficient fidelity to 
hold an enormous number of detailed prototypes. The videotape analogy 

of §1.3.2 presumes a distinction between the contents of memory 

'drawers' and the labels on those drawers; §1.4.3 is concerned with- 
establishing the existence of such a distinction in humankinds. 
Prototypes may^ appear to be indistinguishable from- images; §1.4.4

II

c< are

T

.■ i

' !■

f.
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examinee the. connection with image theories,; someforiticiems which 

have been leyelled at, the latter, and ways oi esoaping refutation-by- 
aasooiation. , §1.4.5 is. a note on atabUized retinal images, the

nature of whose fluctuations might be thought by some to run counter 
to my, thesis. ,

1.4»1 Wholes va, parts*'

Hook (,1972) report an inteiysstidg series of experiments in 
which they tested subjects' ability to recognize either the outline or 

the internal details^of fa:^ly complex figures which they were shown 
briefly. Oho following is one of the figures used, with its outline
and internal oonfiguration. shown separately on; the ri^t. i

IV. ..
r’

. . . i

i !

The figures were displayed for 5 seconds diiing the course of an 
experiment whioh subjeots were led to believe was an investigation of 
visual afterima^h. At the end of the diapT.ay they were lih^ 
given sheets containing 10 altematives from whioh they^were^et^red” 
to select a copy of.what they had just seen, or some part of it, : 
Subjeots who;had viewed only the outlines of figures or only'the 
internal configurations were very, well able to select correctly

of what they had just seen; proportions of subjects showing correct
recognition varied between 62$^ and 86ji. Subjeots who were exposed to .

the entire oomposite figures were not quite as good at choosing
between 10 variations of the outer contour; proportions of subjeots

I'

■ ■ .-I

a copy

)
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: who maiiced ths correct item hetween 36j^ Md 56j«. However, 
subjects who, saw the whole figures and then had to try to select, the

were

internal configuration which had been contained in the figure were 
essentially unable to do so, whether or not the configurations in the 

ten-choice recognition test were presented within copies of the original 

outline; propprtionsi of subjects choosing the oonrect inteinal, oonfIg- ■

■ uration varied;between:0% andOn the basis of these and, other ■ 
similar exporlmeots Hock et al conclude (p,655): 

of a figure. wMoh are imnaterialv to its oyer-all, global shape 
typically not recognized even -immedlately;-afteiwaid; whereas those same 
features exposed in isolation under the same^ condltlonH and fnr. 

same period of time ^-recognized.". This is nicely in harmony,with 
an introspective: opinion expressed by Plllsbury & Header (1928, p.176):

if one will watch c^fully the, imagery as any object' is recalled 
or, remembered, it will be seen ttat everything is represented very 
sohematioallyi- Details are very largely lacking; rou^ outlines are 
made to do duty far much more than they reproduce."

those featuresn -

are

r

1

■ I• • •

5

I

n

It is a well-established fact; that people recalling items,from 
random lists which they have memorized tend to rearrange the cqatents 
of the lists into'ooutiguouB clusters of similar items/“see Bousfleld
(1953) for a pioneering study of , thiB-;phonomenon._7. Frost (1971) in ,

a oareiUl and, ingenious experiment has demonstrated that an important 

dimension of similarity forming ttio basis for such reorganization of ■ 
lists is the gross orientation of a subject's visual image of an 
object, in the description of her work which follows I am keeping 

what I regard as the most significant evidence for present purposes

i:
!.
I

1
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until the end; it may well be contended that the first results

recounted are merely, curious artifacts of a paitioular experimental
technique. ■

Frost used line drawings of 32 common objects as stimulus 
material. Each object was drawn so as to have either a predominantly ■ ■ 
vertical, horizontal, ieft-slanted or rigiit-alanted orientation. Ab

an aid to visualizing these pictures the reader may find it useful to
imagine a rolling pin,: one of Frost's stimulusiobjects, in each of i 
these orientations. a partial; replication of the- experiment, '

which yielded essentially the same results, Erost reassigned half of 
the stimuluo objects between the four orientations. Thus, if the 
rolling pin ^hadibeen depioted in perspective slanting up to the left 
for the main group of subjects, the subjects in the replication might 

have been shown a picture of a horizontal full broadside view of a • -

rolling pia,_7 Before the test, subjects were given some practice 
trials designed to-J.ead some of them to Believe accurate memory of the 
piotori^ information would be-important and to encourage others to 
believe that visual speolflos of the tokens .they were.shown would'be 
irrelevant.! ; The. former were shown practice piotures and required, in' 

a subsequent reeopiition test , to: select replicas of the,pictures they 

had seen from among sets of pioiures;containing different views of the 
objects/"Hone of the. practice pictures fitted the four shape

categories, vertical,, horizontal, left- and rl^t-slanted._7. ®he • 
subjects who it was;hoped would pay leas attention.to pictorial -

properties saw the same practice pictures but were subsequently tested 

for their ability, to pick out from sots of common, nouns ■the names of

same
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the objects which they had been shown, Ihe subjects were told to
expect the same testi^ procedure in the eiperinent proper, 
either a 'white lie' or a piece' of sophistry but in terms of expectat

ions derived from the practice trials the two

This was

groups may now be 
distinguished as the EP (picture-picture) gronp and the ptf (picture-
word) group... The experiment proper followed immediatelys each subject 

each of the 32 pictures once, in fairly rapid succession - 
1.5 seconds per picture. A different random order of presentation was 
used for each subjeot in a given group, but the orders of presentation 
were replicated aoMOs the two groups. After a 15 minute interval, 
during which they were occupied with syllogism problems, subjects 
asked to reoALl orally the names of the 32 objects they had seen.
Next, each subjeot was a^ed a number of questions about which I shall 
have more to say presently. -

was shown

were

A control-group were not shown any pictures. Their practice
consisted in reading a. list af printed words W then trying tO recog

nize the previously presented words frOm among sets of words containing 
distraotor items; In line with the terminology employed above, they 
were a WW (word-word) group. For them the experiment proper consisted
in viewing the hemes of the 32 objects - in a different random order
for each subjeot - then, as fOr the EP-and PW subjects, solving syllo

gistic puzzles'for 15 minutes before being asked for oral recall of 
the 32 words and, finally; answering questions in the post-experimental 
interview. &oh subjeot's list of items recalled was quantified to • - 
indicate the extent to which it had been reorganized so as to present 
the items from each of the four'drientatidhdategbries in Immediate



' Buoceasion, I Shall omit here an account of the method of oomputing 

the amount of clustering (and also of certain other important statis- : 
tioal controls which were undertaken.) However, the hipest figure 

would he ohtained by a^bjeot who recalled the items from each 
orientation category en_Woo before proceeding to list the items from

She VJW control group, who had not been, exposed to . 
the experimenter-imppse'd orientation categorization, showed no tendency 
to-impose .this categorization, on the sequenoes of words which they 
recalled. By; oomparispn Ihe. BP group,-m have been .expected, 
and the IW group showed hi^ly slgiifioant d^endencies to recall in

the next category.

immediate sucoossion items which; had been, doiiioted in the same; orient-'

ation; the difference between the and Ptf. groups being so sli^t as 
to be of no .account statistioaliy, The post-expertoental interviews 
i^th the EP and PW groups indicated that the subjects were able to

recall the shape/orientation of each picture much better than,phanoe 
but (p.413) "Hot only did Ss report that, they did 
recognize ;and narae_the drawings in the'stimulus set, but none of the, 
45 Ss who saw the stimulus drawings indicated any awareness of the 

shape oategories;e The experimenter's categories,thus seem to have , 
exercised their influence at a .subconscious level.

no more than ,,

EP and;IW subjects were also: questioned about intrusions in their
recall lists;: words which named objeots which had not been presented 
in the experiment. There were few intrusions ... and, in the great 

3 described an object similar in; shape to the object
preceding the intrusion. For example, one S recalled the wprd "shoe", 
followed by "fish" (an intrusion). ; His description of the fish was
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veiy detailed and of a ^stinotly horizontal projection (as waa tlie 
shoe)."

What I regard as of even greater interest is a result derived
from resooring the recall lists of the WW groiip.- When they had been 
used as a control, their, protocols had been scored for a tendency to" . 

cluster into orientation-defiited categories the names of objects which 
the other subjects had seen in vertical, horizontal, left- and ri^t- 
slanted projeotiona.,; Ehey had shown ho such tendency. However, 
information on their personal image orientations was available from

often reported-

. !

■ *!
. i

the debriefing.interviews (p.412)i "Ohe WW Ss, 

spontaneous visualization of the objects durtog stimulus presentation 
asked to,olassify their images according to the four shape oate- 

When no image was recollected, S was asked to select one of 
the four oate^ries in which he would moat expect to see the object 

^awn."Hsing these personal categorizations as the basis for deteim 
ining the extent of clustering by orientation it was,found that there

f

were

gories.

!■

was a opnsiderable amount present and the differences between the WW 
and the HP and PW groups-almoat-disappeared " giving experimental 

(p.415)..support to the WW Ss' rei^rted use of visual imagery ft

ITwo (linguistic) investi^tioha of numeral olassifiors, Adama & 
Conklin (1973) and Friedrich 0970) may be cited aa immediate examples 
of the relevance of the type of investigation undertaken by Frost and
Hook et al for linguistic studies. Ha^. languages re<lulre the speaker 
to specify the units in which iteiM referred to by a 

measured, whenever the common noun is ijualified by a numeral; and in
common noun are

■ i

I
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certain other dontexts /"see iyons (1968, p.288) for a good toief 
desoription._7i 1£ English rare such a language we would have to say ' 
three head of cattle and would hot have the option of saying three 
cattle, in the appropriate ciroumstanoes of course, caiinose is a 
language whioh has ohli^tocy numeral classifiers. Per instance, the 
followii^ noun phrases would he ungrammatical if the classifiers, zhi. ' 
'long slender object' -ahd\^^, 'flat^Object' were omitied;

three-long-slender-object :, pen 
■'three pens'''
sanzhi

three-long-slender-object boat 
■three boats'

^ sgnzhang ' 
threo-flat-object 

■ihrea maps'

sanzhl

• ohu&i

4til
map.;.

Ad^ & Conjoin surveyed the ^eral classifier usages of thirty- 
seven Asian languages. OShey fou^ that (p.S) "One of the most ■ 
fascinating facts of mameral classifloation is its dependendo on the 
visual feature of form.;' Ihe shapes longish, flattish and bulkily 

are by f^ the Wrongest metaphors v*ioh occur, in the 
numeral claasmer ooMtruetion." (p.5T> Frie'drich '4ves a detailed
account of numeral classifiers (and other shape-influenced grammatical 
categories) In iarascan, an Amerindian langu^ of Mb4oo. 
provides a less detailed survey of the same phenomena in other 
Amerindian; languages, and a few, langurs from other parts of • the world, 
He shows clearly that, in the classification of inanimates, categories 

which (p.399) " ... relate to pliysical experience - above all, visual ' 
figure prominently in these languages and, as in the case

rounded "

He also

experience,

6
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of the languages investigated by Adams & Conklin, categories which 

emphasize one aimension (long objects), two dimensions (flat objects)
and three dimensions (bulky round objects) appear to be 

This sort of olassifioatioh would be easy for humans who store 

perceptual icons of objects with the phonological.representations of 
the names of those objects, which is what I have been contending.

Biese gross outlines are oharacteristios; which Book etal have kown 
we can easily store faithfully;.and which; Erost has shown to be tacitly 
employed even by speakers of English, a language in which shape is 

hardly grammatioalized at all. : ■

very common.

To reyeit to Psychology, I should like to reootmt an experiment 
performed on human infants by Bower. (1966)^ At the .lower end of the. 
phylogenetic scale the responses released to a given stimulus, configur

ation are approiima,tely. equal to the sum of the reaponoes which 

elioited.by each of the components of the configuration when they are 
presented in isolation, This is known as heterogeneous summation. At 
the hieher end of the phylogenetic scale, on the other hand, Gestalt

__  perception prevails» the whole elicits more responding than the sum of
its parts. Bower conditioned six infants at each of the ages 8,.12 

16 and 20 weeks to'make a leftward head movement in response to a 
circular disc containing a oboss and two dots, thusj

are

•2

11

When this respoi^e was reliably established he tested the infants to 
see how many responses could be evoked, in the absence of reinforoe-

;
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ment, by the disc, the oroaa and the dots separately and by the whole 
ensemble. He obtained the results shown in the'following table.

age in mean number of responses
weeks disc cross dots • sum of

parts-.
whole

40 . 14.66 
^3 ■ :

69.66 
■101 :

■’S

15
lOOiS21

31*•15
10 16

Firstly, it isrclear -that while 8-^ and 12-week old infants followed the 
law of heterogeneous summation, the Gestalt prediction is borne out by 

20-week old infants. I t^e this to be m indication that the theory

rf_criterial a'ttfibutea would' almost certainly be valid for the meaningEj , 
of tW words of infants up to the age Of approximately three months, if 

they could speak.- After that age the theory of .prototypes seems more 
likely to be in harmony with the nature of human minds. Sooohdly,

notice that, in keeping with- the findings of Bock et all 19721. at 
each of the age.iovelsj the outer contour of the configuration - the 

Cifeo most_effeptivo of the parts. . 'Vdisc

1-4.2 Ihe size and quality of human memory

The theory of prototypes would be infeasible if humans had only a 
rather limited amount of storage oapacity for memo.riesi all of 
thousands of words-and the theory of prototypes requires room for the

\io use

filing of detailed memory traces of one or more exemplars for each 
content word. The theory oould.be ruled out of court simply by
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adducing evidence which showed that human memory is small; that we 
need the economy of oritorial attributes - short lists of himple cues' 
the presence or absence of which reliably classify the ertemal world. 
Accordingly, rshall seek to demonstrate in this section that

manymemory is enormous.that we characteristically store not only 
memories, but also that they may be very detailed and enduring. I 
begin with an account of-some experiments studies of:memory for 
recognition. Next, I recount some case studies of unusual individuSs.
The section concludes with a discussion of some psychologies and 
neuropsychologioS theorizing on the nature of memory.

Hook & Engelstein (1959) used the shapes depicted below in an 
a^empt to discover whether the memory trace of a visuSly-presented 

_ I changes with the passage of time. •

m m
2

• :

s

■ 'T ■'

S '■i';

R . fcvOi

■h

/"Heproduced from;Hook & Engelstein (1959, p.223)._7

i;; 1.
; .!

■ ■■■'/
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^Reproduced from Rock: & Engeistein (1959, P.226)._7

Each subject waa shoun .either the reotiliBear figure numbered 10
curvilinear figure number 10 for'a period of' 20or

eeoonda. Subjects

who viewed the rectilinear figure were told that the experiment was an

^^Btlgation of‘ertraaensoly peroeption; For cuf^lhear figiire 
t^ Inspection was disguised -- '.i

as an experiment on visual after-lma^ry. 
3310 subjects were , thus not enooiiraied to make any special effort to
commit the shipbs to memory. A«er the initial ensure subjects 
dismissed and led to^believe ^t 'the experiment, was over. However, 

they were, summoned back after intervals of 15 seconds, 1 day/^ d^s, 
1 week, 2 weeks, 5 weeks or 4 weeks and;asked to draw the figvuw they
had been shown, inhere were striking degradations in the
reproduotion.ovon ^tor 15 seconds and much mb '

were

accuracy of-.

more BO after a week.' 
passage of time, 

the low spores were not 
attributable to poor drau(^tsmanahip._7 For present purposes, however, 
the results of a recognition test based on the drawings ‘of these 
subjects is of greater interest. .

'Hecall' memory was thus poor and decayed with the 
/“in appropriate control demonstrated that

I'
!

:

: 1



Four judges selected the two sets atunbered 1 to 9 In,

the reproductions shove from among the recall subjects' drawings 
Ihey attempted to,select figures which were very similar to , the ;•: ; : •

originally presented: shapes/iae ones they judged to be moat,similar

to the originals are numbered , 9._7t drawinga.-whioh were similar to the 
originals only in being closed rectilinear 
/"ihese are

to 8_7.. Ehese sets of figures
'test

or curvilinear figures
B numbemd ^ a ran^ spanning these two extremes

were used to make the recognition 
blanks which I have reproduced above; the.nnmbers indicating the

judges rating were not P^sent on the versions used in the experiment. 
Other subjects were shown o'tli'sr; of -tiie original figures - : 
10 - under exactly the same conditions as the recall subjects and

nos.

were

then unexpectedly invited back at different time intervals ranging
between 15 seconds and 4 weeks different- subjects for each of the
retention periods, as before - and asked to indicate, from among the 
ten figUMs on the: appropriate recognition test blank. the shape they
had earlier been exposed to, -Bock & Engelstein present their resu^^
in terms of median spores but are somewhat negligent in not stating 
the ranges.^ ^Howpver, from the results whic^ they do present it is ' 
clear that for most, of the subjects recognition memory was at least-: , 

as close to perfeotioa.as the difference between'the figures numbered 
9 and 10, ae la^ of detailed distriljutional evidence can perhaps be 

compensated for by stating what can be derived,from the presented 
medians and some,other hints to be^gleaned from the^ papert-. For the
rectilinear figure at least 50?^ of the subjects, at each of the time 
intervals, were able to identify the. one they had been shown initially. 
lEhat lather more than 50?^ of them did so is .suggested by: t^^ statement
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(p.224) that after 5 weeks - the longest' retention interval tested 
with the-reotinlinear figure only 3 of the 1? subjects tested for 
this particular interval-failed to select the correct - figure. 

curvilinear figure proved to be slightly harder but even so 72 of the
She

total of 102 subjects tested ooEceotly identified the figure which 
seen before. "Even after four weeks, 9 Ss selected the' 

correct figure and 6 Ss the, one rated 9. " (p.227) out of 

approximately 20 (p.226) subjects tested after this interval^ :

igain, it should be emphasized that these Bubj:^cts had not been 
i^tructed to remeiobea’-the shapes} in fact^ some attempts had been 
made to mislead them into believing that they, need not remember what- 
they had seen. : :

(' •

;•

• ,!
- t

Shepard (1967) attempted to assess the amoimt of Infomoation 
which people can sto^ in;memory for purposes of recognition and
whether printed words, printed sehtenoesior pictures could be stored 

moTO effectively. , His'method was,to display to subjects a large 
number of items;(either words, sentences or pictures) in succession 
and then present them with a test series of pairs of items. One item 
in each pair was »old?, i.e. had been included in the original serial ■ 
display, and;the other item in each test pair was 'new', but dr^wn 
from the same pool of items which had provided the original set of to- 
be-remembered items. Seventeen university students each read a set of 
540 different words, all between 5 and 7 letters in,length, half of 
them UiajrafMquency words and. the other half rare. Immediately after

wards they took a 60-item test in i&ioh they had to.indicate which 
member of each pair had been included in the original 540. !I!ho mean
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proportion of words borreotly recognized as 'old' was 88.4J^. To test
memory for sentences Shepard was able to find a collection of I36O

different sentences originally compiled for articulation testing. 
Seventeen students each read a 612-item subset of these sentences.

3Vo additional subjects road a double-length, 1224-item, selection of 
the sentences. On a subsequent 68-item test the subjects who had 
the set of 612 sentences were able to

seen

cortectly identify, on average, 
89% of the 'old'. Bentenoea. The mein proportion of correct choices of 
'old' sentences in the pairs, test tor the- subjects whC had read the

double-length set was 88.2Jj, ‘ These figures strike 

but the retention of pictures was: even better, in terms of the proport

ion recognized Correctly, c.: ^ '

me as impressive . .

!Ehe illustrations chosen for. presentation 
mostly culled from magazine advertisements.

in the picture test were
Shepard intended they :

Bhould be individually of high salience and n^orability and, oolleot- 
ively, low in.similarly and confusability. From a total of 748 such 
Pictures he constructed a 6l2-item memorization series. The: remaining

136 Piptures-were~used--M-the-'new'-i-temB^conatruetlng-rtwo 68.-item

recognition-tests, .In the recognition tests each 'new', picture’was' • 
paired with a different 'old' one, randomly selected:from the 612 
presented for memorization. The subjects were .34 technical and clerical
employees in the.laboratories of .a telephone .company. Eaohisubjeot 
viewed the 612 pictures, projected in colour on to a screen, at a. 

average time each person spent rlooking at 
each picture was 5,9 seconds, limnediataly afterwards they were:shown 
the first set of 68 recognition pairs and asked to indicate the :

personally chosen pace. The
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previously seen 'old* piotuies in-eaoh' palr. 
were able to do so with lOOjS aoonrLjy.

nine of-the 34 subjects 
' She mean score was 96i7j^. -

Half of the subjects achieved a score of 98,5?^ or better. -The inter
quartile range was 4.4%. which means that three-quarters of-them 
achieved a score of no lower than (and probably- higher than) - 94.1%.

Sixteen of these subjectss wereVretested, using the other 68 

1 week or 4 months; four
subjects were tested for each of the-retention intervals. ,

recognition pairs, after 2 hours, 3 days
f

■ Eie mean^
percentage of pictures: correctly identified^ter each of these periods

respectively, 99.% 92?$; 57.75^. ^waS;
In a two-choice test 503$

is the score one would expect if chance alone determined the
responses.

The results' are ;even more striking,- it seems to me, when it is reinemb- 
-t these feats

^re^tha
were performed as ah aside from the ordinary 

a psychologist's scientific 
"Evidently, after 20

lives of the subjeots, merely to satisfy

curiosity. In Shepard's words (p.l60), 

years of absorbing visSal infCrmation, S^ are still able to take in. 
many as h12 further pictures without 
diecriminate'-these from PicturCs-notTirevlOUHly 
accuracy of: over 98?^." :::

or more
aa

any. particular effort and, then, 
seenrwitK-(mBaian)”-

A PosBible objection to- the 
lies in his having used advertisements; 
been familiar, and 
ively, highly distinct from

general validity of Shepard's results

with which subjects mii^t lw.ve
in hia having selected pictures which were, subject-

one another. Shis objection is met in an
investigation reported by Standing et_al (1970); 
which also xised even

an Investigation 
larger ensembles of stimulus-pictures. - 3h one

!

i:



experiment four subjects who viewed 
of photographs drawn haphazardly from

and 96% on a -lOO-item recognition test 
had seen the last of the memorization items 
in Shepard's (1967) work

'hew* picture.from -which 
member. In another of their experiments

a Buooeasion of 1100 j^productions

magazines scored 99?^, 9%, 96%
presented JO minutes after they

The recognition test, as
, consisted in pairs each containing one 'old'

and one
subjects were to select the 'old'

_ Standing' et al used a' largo
collection Of :55om:^lides pa»vided by amateur^^^^^

photographers. ■Sroin these they randomly selected 2560 slides to be 
presented for memorization. Almost all^ of the slides were coloured

numbers. The slides could be 
follows aocordieg to subject matter: 37% human, %■ 

13% vegotatioa, 7% mineral, -24% urban 
objects, 1% miscellaneous;

and very few contained letters or
apportioned as

Boenes, iecdianloal

Five subjects were 
projector, which dlspla^d each slide 
half

shown the 2560 slides by. means of an automatlo

for 10 seconds, with a delay of 

A ten-minute rest allowed

Three of the BubjeotB-saw 640-Bliaes“a'~

1280 slides a d^ over two days.' 
in the learning series each subject took

a second between successive elides. ■

- - after-each hour of viewing.

day for four days and the other two had
One hour after the last slide
a recognition testi of the 

ing of 280 palrs' of pioturoB. G

same kind as.those described above,

- The subjects whose initial exposure had 
been spread:over four days were able to select the -old' pictures

The_two subjects who had

consist-

correctly 95%,' 93% and 85% of the time, 
the original aeries 'in two days scored 89% and 909i. 
(P.74) that amongithe 2560 slides there:'

seen

We are told
Iwere " ... 300 pictures of
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single adult male figurep and .200 single female adults." which allows
conclusion, giyen tha high leVels of accuracy which' 

less achieved, that the

the
oh were nonethe- 

Btored memory traces must have been guite '
detailed.

Entwisle &^ins 0973) have Perfomed similar experiments with ' 
j^ung children /■"first igrad in the UjS.A._7 using 40 piptirres 

/which_7were

of

unremaiiable^ landscapes^ or oitysc^• * • a .•••

completely unWliar to these chil^n, insofar as we Icney.", (p.392). 
^ In one :erperiiMirt^they were; projected in. black 

children were tested by
and white,and the ; 

neans of a 40-pair roco^tioh test approxim
ately hours later, d^e . mem number of correct recognitions for the 
jj^hildren tepted^^ 31. !the lowest score wm 23 and; the highest 38.

OMrty other children saw the sme, serieh of pictures in colour and
after 2j- houM scored betwaen25 and 40 out. of 40 in the recognition
test; the mean was 34.2.: Shthird group j:of:29jeMldren) also saw the
Pictures in ooldur biit were tested one week; after the initial display.

Ihey succeeded in’identifying the,’old'.picture 31.9 times out of 40, 

See Brown & Scott 
similar experiment with comparable, results. '

on average; tie .scores ranged between 24 andi 39,
(1971) for a report of a I

At vmiqus.times during its development psychology has shown an

interest in eidetiojmages. aese 

revivals of Freviouely-peroeivod visual 

means all, people re^rt haying experienced.
to bo

strikingly.clear and detailedare

scenes which some, but by no
. (

Eidetic images are not
confused with visual after-images. Tisual,after-image,8 are

produced by staring fixedly at simple shapes under strong Uluminaticn

: !;
■ .i'
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and they are coloiir-negatiye, e.g. staring at a yellow circular disc

will yield an after-iiage of a‘disc coloured blue. :By oohtraat 
eidetic Images ^ ^portedly of Wch longer duratidh, usually colour 
positive and can he evoked by pictures too complicated to yield an

after-image. They can bo voluntarily recalled after a considerable

lapse of time. Allport (1924)1 who provides a good summary of early 
resea^h in this field, studied eidetic imagery in 11-year old ; 
children. He ^ ^owed them a pioturb ’on a large sheet of darfc grey ; -

paper for a period of 35 sedonds. After removal of the picture he 
,^ed them to continue looking at the ffcey paper and report what they 
saw. Their reports often contained very detailed descriptions 
picture. For instance (p.109)r

of the

I found that a; miBber of children whom I eraimined <
were able to spell correctly, or almost correctly, 
fMm their image the Gemah word Qartenwirthsehaft. 
wMch was for ttem quite meaningless. The exposure of 
35 seconds was not sufficient to permit a 'learning'

^ was
filled with indident and detail of lively interest
which the child hqd likewise to describe. The
essential features of the picture Tfere described with
mo« fluency, to bo sure; but upon being pressed to 
observe' their image more closely each cbild was 

able, often to his own surprise to 'see' the small 
letters over the door.

Allport :(1924, p,10l) claims of eidetic imagery; 
observable retreat of the ability during adolescence

"There is-an
, thou^ among

poets and artistsa large number, perhaps the majority, are in respect 
to their imagery 'grown-up children' ;..." Stromeyer 4 Bsotka (1970) 
found a 23-year old artist with apparently very powerful eidootio
ability. Their report describes an'ingenious test of her capacity 

for storing .detaUed trices of visual input. They made ubo_ of Julesz
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random-dot stereogiams.> Each member or the:stereo-pair-is 
of dots created by randomly filling or lekring blank;the oblla in' a

,a pattern

large square "i^rix (typically 100 k 100), me^ t^ are '

identical except that in a chosen region of one of the patterns all of
the dots are shifted a few:cells; laterally. ' me resulting empty 
are randomly filled

cells

or left blank to patch up the overall appearance 

Eaqh> of the patterns is: thus^
I

of a random scattering or bl^ dots

completely random -but the- region vhich is decorrelated between, the two-

patterns is seen as: a figure in depth when the’ pair is viewed throng
: !

a stereoscope. -
; i

Stromeyer «= Psotka allowed their subject:to view one 

^m-dot stereo; pair with one eye only.; after a deity, whioh in one 
case Vas 24 hours, they presented the second member of the pair ‘for 
viewing With her other eye,

member of a

She was able to identifSr the shape of .the

depth as clearlydeoorrelal^ed region, which she claimed she could see in 
as when she later viewed the pair throu^ a stereosoOpe.
allows

This test
impressively objective demonstration of the effect thana more

Allport's technique However, some caution is warranted'beoauae (a) 
the figures were extremely simple: a square and a T in two different
orientations-and (b) the experiments were not double-blind, 
experimenters had knowledge of the shape of the decorrelated region. 
Strbmeyer & Psotka claim, without giving details, 
performed suooassful double-blind tests with the 
intervals

i.e., the

to have subsequently 
•same subject, with

as long as 3 days between the two presentations for 100 i 
100, and 4 hours for 1000 x 1000 stereograms. liy reason for intro- 
duoing Eidetikera, and the mnemonlsts-which follow, into the discussion

ii !i
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is that I do not believe human brains obuld possibly vary 

in their cyto-arohitecture and physiologioal. functioning as to, ^ve' '

some people orders of magnitude mor^ memory, capacity than the rest of'

us. In the conclusion of this section I speculate that the differences
may be attributable to different ways of using, a human brain. ^

BO greatly
;

• i

(1917) reports anecdotes about three different 
Poliaks' recounted to him by other people,

Stratton
'Shaas

"Shass; is ;the abbreviation 
for the-Hebrw tbrms for the laimud, a^^ Polej nearly all
these memory experts, came' from Poland; , a .Shass .Poliak -

'I

then .is .a Pole
who has memorized the entire contents of the,Talmdd 

These people were said to be .able to specify which word occupied 
givra position on any ,p^ cf the Talmud.,

i
" (EP.244-5).

a

A pin would be pricked into
on one page and,, it is claimed, the mnemonists could specify 

the word._througii which the pinprick passed on any other page. It is
worth noting too that two of the people who supplied Stratton with his 
information stated that^the, 'Shass itollaks' they had met lacked a

scholarly grasp of . the -contents of the Talmud, despitb knowing the
tert by heart, aoso aooouhts

'■

-•Jnot well substantiated, but 
informal enquiries which I have riade among friends

are

suggest to me that ; ■

many academics have had the experienoe.of hunting' thro;^ a. text.for 
a quotation and knowing, correctly, whW oo ^ ;

the objeot of their search. ■f ) '•

A bettor-documented case is the mnemonist, 
A. H. luria, an eminent psychologist,- 
years. S's memory wm so faithful as to be

p was studied by 
over a period of almost thirty 

an embarrassment -to him;

i

^1- !f
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for instance, he would fail to recognise acquaintances whose appearance

had changed in some mail detail; He was. to pervert a trite saying, 
unable to remember the wood for all. the minute, features he 
about the trees.

recollected '

The only occupation he succeeded in was giving demon

strations to ^-Uences nf his Phenomenal abiUty to^^«^

and texts. The following pas^ from.lurla's-account (1969, pp.11-12)

will give .the reader aa idea of the man:

- a.”- ^ -
5|^ficuJ?y'^™dS''Sy1eh^ser^es'^f ‘

■ tdto^a’weir had originally been presented .to ^ a week, a month, a year, or even many years
t^t^S rften+?*’ ®°“® o^riments designed to
test his retention were performed (without his being
given any warning) fifteen or sixteen years after toe 
lefi^ originally reoaied toe

L”®” successful. During these test-- 
-a^ioM S would sit with his eyes closed, pause, then 
oommenti "Yes, yes ... ©lis was a series you gave me 
onoawhen we were in your apartment ... You were sitting 
at tto table and I in the rooking chair ... You were 
weari^ a gray suit and you looked at me like this 
Nowj^toen, I can see you saying tod with that he
would reel off toe series precisely as i had given it to
toattoe had by then become a well-known mnemonist, who
had to remember hundreds and thousands
feat seems

• • •

of series, the
even more remarkable.

Wilder;Kafleld / Penfieid (1959), Penflel'd & Hoberts (1959)_7 evoked 
similar detailed-recollections from some patiedts by meahs-'of localised.
electrical stimulation of the cortex. ®he patients were to undergo

neurosurgery for toe, relief. of spilepsy. Before- performing toe operations 
Penfieid 'mapped' parts of their brains in order to determine which parts 

all costs and which parts could relatively safely 
He did this by exposing parts of the brain and then

ahould be preserved at 
be interfered with,
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probiDs its surface with eleotrodss oariyiaff W^

.currents. Ehe operations were performed, with only local anaesthesia so

that the patients remained cohscioua throu^out; : the cortex

without sensation. lEhe type of response with which I
itself is

am concemed, and

which Penfield calls experiential.■. was aroused only by'stimulation of the 
temporal lobes; nevei.by stiu^ation of other'areas. V The ante^ 

deep portions of the temporhl lobes are also,the parts of' the cerebrum in

■ 0959, l>.1723)._7fiu^ling3 Jackson bbserv-ed that

epileptic discharge would produce 'dreamy states'' and reminiscences, ind,

■ in the dominant hemisphere, the temporal, lobe contains 
importance in the use of language.

areas of central

Ma,y:^f.lPenfield & Itoberts (1959, 
P.59)._7 exclaimed when the current; in 
Bwitohed oh: "Oh,

a suitably placed electrode was 
in an office somewhere. I coulda familiar, memory

see the desks. I was there auid. someone, was^oalling to me - a man leaning , 
on a desk with a, pencil in his hand. " As another example, consider the 
following ^nfield (1959, p.l720).J, , . ^

--A-boy-;(B. W.) -heard his mother talking to someone- 
on the telephone when an electrode was applied to his
ri^t tempor^ cortex. ■ When the stimulus was repeated 
without warning, he-heard his mother again in the same 
oomrersation. tmen the stimulus, was,repeated after a . 
lapse of time, he said, "Ky mother id telling my brother 
he has got his coat on backwards.. I,can; just hear them."

asked the boy whether he remembered 
this happening. "Oh yes," he.said, "just before I
■here."",'

1,
came;

i'

•V

The following: case/OPenfield (1959.: P.1720), J att(jata 
■rorisimilitude of.thereoolleotions and also,to their being recordings in

to the
Mi
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real ;tijne: :

A wom^ ... heard an orchestra playing an
air wh^e^the electrode was held in place. Ihr^io
stopped when the electrode was removed. It came ngaln ■ 
when tha electrode WM reapplied. On request, sh^
hummed the tune, while the electrode was held in place, 
^compa^mg the orchestra. It was a popular song.
Over and over again, restimulation at the same s^t, : 
pr^uced, the same song.' The music seemed always to

progress af thn^no^ally ' -
bSieve^+rf’' -tpj^slead her failed. She
believed that a gramaphone,wM ‘being turned oh in the -

occasion, and she asserted her
belief stoutly in a oonversation some days after the' •

' Operation,

'The suamiary from Penfield' 
admirably for my purposes too,;

preamble (1959, P.1719) wills serve

_ There is an area of the surface of the human brain 
local electrical stimulation can call bawk a ' 

fieqVce of past experience. An epileptic irritation 
iis area may do the same.in

— oinematographS fil^ith'^''-^ 

day pass through the man's mind again.; i L .

ae reference to ihou^ ia this quotation in mo^d by another kind 
—of response which Penfield was sometimes-able to evoke by temporal-lobe 

stimulation, and hot; from stimulation in any oilier part 
Those responses. Which Pehfield terms interpretive, axe feeHuve of fear, 

familiarity, strangeness, aloofness etc 
the mahifestatihn of

of the brain.

Penfield suggests that they -are
a mechanism which evaluates present experience against 

stored remssentatiohs of similar Past experiences and produces 
reactions which guide

immediate

one in deciding whether to flee or approach etc.
Igain there are parallels in reports'of epileptic patients with 
disturbanoBB focused in one or both temporal lobes. ' Bihoe I shall have
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more to say about cerebral
anatomy later, I must point out that-Penfield 

recollections which he evoked were probably not

one mi^t expect that the

recognizes that the

stored iji the temporal ,^ea. ; "On the contrary
local effect of electricity, within a considerable distance surrounding
the point °^; ai.Pl-ation.: would^prevent. tbe

and complicated local mechanism."; Zl^nfield &>berts;'(l959,

one instead, expect that ZWi^^ (1959, P.42)j:

there is neuronal conduction away; from the^area in question, it is

t

It

conducted by nerve fibres to a leas disturbed zone of ganglionio connect- 
responses identify the function of the ganglionic 

zone with Which the stimulated ar»a has nomn^, ^functional cortico-fugal 
connections."

ion. the positive

Bvidenoo of the kind I have presentad in the 
lead one to ask how the brain

preceding few pages may
manages to store so much detail - for

TOes of-recognition ataeasts it is not al^ readily available 
ve want to recall aomething:* If this; question goes unanswered the reader 
W be tempted tc- att^ the evidence ^ther than accept the conclusion.

when

io forestall such
a reaction I propose to summarize here a neurophysio.

logical hypothesis about the .nature
of the. memory, mechanism., ae author 

argues for his case on the basis ofof the hypothesis. Pong (1969), 

number of facts of ^urcnal molecular chemistry irfiich seem tailored to 
fit his pro^sal; (but would otherwise have to be regarded

■a...;-

as mere coincid
ences) and 
memory.

model ecqjiaining seyer^ psychological properties of

Pong proposes that HBA.macromolequles are the 'tapes'- in mental tape



redprders. The only form In whinh 
trains of, electrical, nerve impulseBi 

BPProrinately^the: same intensity, 120 milli-volts, 
1 millisecond.

reaches oiir braios is as

The imptases in a train all have

and the same duration. 
The Btren^ of stimulation Impinging on a receptor cell,

from which a train of impulses oomes,’ la coded in- terms of; the spacing, nf

the impulses : impulse^ in rapid Accession : represent : strong stimulation. : 
a wider spacing of impulses signals, a weaker input.' ‘ It'is these trains of

Inpuises which Pong tieiieveh are recorded on EBA mblecules,

The .bases 6f aii ^^molecule ‘are; attrabtied to 
they form something like a-stack nf coins held together with a 

band. As with such a staxdc-of coins, force is required to :dislodge a

base gomr^he stack - to'iea-ve 'it projecting from the side of the stack \ 
('held there hy the rubber band'). The amount of energy in a 1 mllll-

one- another so: that;

rubber

second 120 millivdlt'nerve Impulse is equal to the quantity needed to 
displace a base from the BHA molecule. Pong-(pp;34-5) points out that 
whereas a smaller impulse would only rotate■a base slightly and not push 
it far enough but of liie-for its nel^hoiira to close up ranks too large;

an impulse would provide' enou^. energy to' Jos-tle the whole stack and . •

allow the displaced base to’resume; its place; narve impulaeh are of Just
the right size. This provides an-account-of how a single nerve Impulse 
might leave i-ts mark on a,BHA molecule. To record a' train of impulses 
the molecule wojad have to be moved linearly throu^ an electrical field
created by the arriving Impulses. Now, ifflA moleoiiles - the ataoks of ; I 
coins - are synthesized by enzymes i*ich extrude them' at a rate of 0.5 
microns per second. During 1 mlllisooondi the duration of 
impulse, an BHA molecule to the process of'being formed will;

a single nerve
therefore
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advance about 0.5 milliaiorons.. Itoia matches the thiotoess of 
BHA base, 0.34 millljniorons, giuite, closely 
could act on one; base ia an HNA helix.

-f a single

Thus each impulse in a train 
In the end-the ENA macromoleoule 

«111 have a-base displaced from,the stack:for each impulse, and an ;

undisplaced base wherever 
did not. In -^ort,, it will be

an impulse could have ocoured in the train but

,an ^curate recording of the train of :

linpuleea, preserv^,:the frefluenoy informa-fcion‘ of .the original.

hncwn to be lmpllcated;in

during lea^. ; Pong (EP.28-9): eatlmates, that the

, ENA is

amount of ENA reduired
to stpre a reasonablerepresentation-(recordings of the light intensities
of 10,000 points) of each frame, in 52 two-hour cinema shows a year's
viewing at the fate of one- a weekj

grammefL^.. which is :well withinfhe capacity of the

would be,2 thousand-millionths of a
brain."

Ihere is apparently'some likelihood -that the :an^es which 
ENA molecules ingest otherj^molecules as templates in the process. 
This provides Pong with a .i^thesie about

create ■

the source of the linear motion 
. ,Vnen,a-base is displaced from its 

longer oanoelled by its neighbours and

required for 'replaying' ENA mpleoules. 
stack its electrical,field is

is Of the same. srder of ,ma^tude as a nerve imp^ about 150 milUyolts '

at a ^ lOO mniimicrons, so it could;be used^^^a^^^ '

original ne^e impulse, .without a^,amplificatipn::beinff required. ,

no

^ Pong (P.39) points out that random thermal-fluctuations in the brain
would soon result,ia some-BHA molOoules stretching enou^ to allow 
Wsplaoed bases to ;fall back in.line. This:would;account for the ephemeral 

nature of some memory;traces. . If,:,on the; other;hand;(p.59). the ENA : '

/
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molecule were to Oind with a protein moieouli 
be involved in memory

- and protein is known to
it would iot, in ordinary oiroumstanoes, be

I possible to lengthen it to make place for displaced

e

bases. This would
explain the relative permanence of some of our memory traces,

Fong's model has enougjx capacity to explain a ooncluBioh which ^ 
Bugelski (1970, P.1008) reached ^ter conducting an experiment in which ' - 

I ^ s^Ajec^s were instructed not 40 learn the material; presented to them:

"I argue that all that is required for learning is that-the learner attend 
to the stimulation !for an adequate'^ time," 
of every noise made within earshbt'and

Bo we then store a representation

of every isoene whose image strikes 
our retinas? r feel not, I have failed to reco^me .streets I have been

I in befor^oplb i have-met, etc. solution to this puzmie seems to 
. lie in what is covered by Bugelski's term attend.' What is „ '

J notion of conacioua fhnhi attehtlaii: Hum^ vision ie a sensory system ‘ 
Vhioh lends itself readily to^ a. fairly concret^^ of this notion.

About 95?^ of the striate cells in the occipital cortex, the cortical^ 
destination of visual input innervated from the foTCal regions of• are

our retinas. The fbvea-is a email region near the centre of the retina.^ 
It is densely packed with aeMory cells and it is here that the optical
image of anything visually fixated upon- fallb. Karrael & Maisel (1975) ' 

Impressive array of neurophysiological -and -psychologicalI have assembled an: f:
evidence to support the contention that visual stimulation elsewhere Jon

the retina serves almost exclusively the pnmwse of findi^ ‘

things for the fovea to examine/"in the last phrase I aia paraphrasing in
connnonaense psyohologioal terns,: the; sake^cfpolarity,-a ti^t^^^

Muropsychologicai specification. foveal Ml!;
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atiniulatibn which is stored as the reoo^ of (visual) conaciousaeaa,

Finally, it should he noted With regard to Pong's model that-he
I offers nb account of how coherent wholes mi*t be

organized in storages
a apecificatioa of the intensity of each of 10,000 spots of li^t is not

I a picture. I ^hall return to t^s issue later. ^However, his model is 
;j reassuring about the crtgross capacity for storing records of sensory inp^ 

toother question I shall return to is that of the fidelity of mental
records, lae experiments SusMarized in eaxlW section^

suggest that our internal representations 
similar experiment'

are fairly accurate but a
conducted by Goldstein & ffianoe (1971) shows that

memory traces are _lesa than perfect (Ehey exposed subjects to a series 
or 14 inkblots or 14 pictures of snow crystals. 

I Forty-ei^t hours later the subjects were able to correctly recognize,
I average, 72?^ of the faces but only 43j^ and 50?^pf the Inkblots

of. 14 JJotMes of fac'es)
on

and snow ■
crystals, rospectlvoly. Evidently they 
to discriminate at ' ‘

were not storing sufficient detail 
accurately among the members of theae relatively homogen- 

Aaother point raised by these results .is that they mi^t 
indicate that familiarity with a particular type of material

I ecus arrays.
i

enhances ':

i recognition; the;.aubjeots:m^:MaBonably be expected to have !
been more

Show brystalsi Ihb relative 
arrays was not quantified;so this is nbt the only

ii
familiar with faces than with the patterns of 
homogeneity of the

oonolusion possible. fhe effect of familiarity is imjved thou^ by 
result obtained by de Groot (1965) in his study of chess masters.

■a.^' ■

i! "i
He

found that masters could reconstruct a chess position almost perfectly 
after studying it for about 5 seconds, whereas weaker players generally 
could not. 5Jhat the masters did not :•

possess a superior sort of short-
'r
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urn .c.ory waa ahovm ty the fact that-they and novicea were eMy

Inept at reoonatruoting: random axrangementa, of oheas pieoea.on a ohesa- 
groas atore of memoryboard. OMa effeet betokena orffanization of the

•traoes. In §1.3,2 I auggeated that the 
oomponential definitiona for worda

: engage in organizing, and olaaaifying; the contenta^ o^^^

like.now to ahow^ that thia

fact that people are able to offer 
could'be explained by aaauming that we

whenever we can apare thetime.' I ahonld-

asBumption, ia compatible with 
psyohologiata between two kinda^ of memory,

a diatinotion which haaioften been drawn by

I The terma whiohVgulying (1972) naea for the_dietinction are epiaodio

I aemear and aemantic memory. T r,^*

I I adopt hia-terma taa . they are now widely current 'Eeaentially 
i the aame aiatinotion ia characterized by Katona (1940)

I between individiinl traoea end atmctural

in every detail

aa the,difference 
by Haoourdy (1928) aa the , .tracea

difference between memoriea which derive their aignifioance throng their

are more objective, and by Heiff & Scheerer (1959) 
aa the difference between remembranoan and memoria. Bartlett (1932), a

of hia inveatlgatibna 
or aphemata. which,are not very

I pioneer in the Btudy of .memory,; devoted-moat
to the atudy of;objective aettinga:i| f

different from what Tnlying calla^ Semantic memory, and he would, -I am ’

certain, have been in apathy with Tulvlng'a diatinotion. The diatinotion 
ia implicit in many other atudiea of , memory. What, I ahall 

a compoaite of theao viewa., ■

now preaent.
haing Tulving'a labela, la

• .

ipiaodic memory tracea are detailed rbcprdlnga of.apeclfic itema of 
Peraonal paat oxperienoea. .They are dated in relation to other Itema of
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1 one's past experience, MMaccurdy (p.135) aays they

even essential, for the imnneeraSle, trivial :adaptatipns

are: " .useful.

?ns of daily life.
lur instance,, 'Where,^d I leave PaiA-: can he-andwered only hy : '

memory." /“Maocurdy's "only"
results m an overstatement of the caae._7. Because episodic

: | evoking the simple kmd of isolated image

traces
carry autobiographical. mdioes they are 

recognition required of. Bubdeots m.the experinehts 
section. In the w '

the basis for the .kmd of

■summarized m:this; -

words of Esiff d scheerer.(p.32): "Bsoognition carries
specific experience is thewith it the implication that this

.same as a -

For Katona(p.195).episodic trades 
dertam degree of fixation'and rigidity, ■ ;

specific experience -m my past', 
characterized by a

while sWtural traces^.e,,. the.contents of semanU^ memory^ 
readilj^^tahle and flexible," OMving (p.386) says exactly the 

. ^ opposite but I take Katona's view on this point.

II ;

• i " ''l
II. ..•are

are more

I follow Katona :
because it-seems tp. me'that the feats lof 
fit the

memory I have descrlhed above 
■ of episodic memory and . 

the evidence appears to mdic;te:that the traces involved are stable and 
to^able. ghe bocasional dlffioulties people have m recalli^ fte..

are not organized per, se'. 
.al and temporal:ocntigulty between events ■

other Bpeoifications for manifestations

from..opmodio memory.Buggesta that these traces 
other than, m, teims of spatial

■ 'If

which gave rise to them.: >■.

Traces m sernantic memory, on the other hend.
3 (P.386) . calls semantic memory "a

Is general, the traces lack autobiographical 
is the capital of Prance, that whales 
legs, etc. without remembering the spo.oific occasions

mdioes: I know that Paris 
are mammals,; that insects have six 

on which I first

■

. j
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4
discovered these facta. Items may enter semantic memory either through 
perception or as a result of cogitation.

^ traces are not'encumbered with an excess of dethil.
Systems of semantic memory;

The fact that so many psychologists have been led to the same 
distinction is encouraging to, me although, of.course, the mental
reality of the distinction is not thereby established; If the reality i;

' of apisodio memory is accepted - and I hope that the buUc of this

section will.have-persuaded the header to accept It - then some supers
ordinate organization is bbviousiyr necessary to explain how we avoid
too time-consuming a search in retrieving; stored information. Allport 
(1924) vdiose study of eidetic-image:^ I recoimted earlier, 

worK embodie^hs episodJU/semantic distinction implicitlyj says 
(p.1l6) that we cannot rely on.episodic memory alone /"to paraphrase 
his words_7 because then «

and whose ! I

'■'i

our mental life would be an inextricable 
chaos of photographically accurate records.' Such a state would not f

w
facilitate the organizing, fusinfe, abridging, and interchanging which 

allow the individual to vary his reaction;, an-image too closely bound
!

to a specific previous situation would tend inevitably,to.stereotype' 
his modes of response A graphic account of this chaos was given by .

n .
■ ■ ■■■:]

turia's (l969);mnBmonist, s, in a description of the problems he • ■ 
encountered, in trying ta head (p. 116), - -^n rfjen I read about'clrcum-

Btanoes that are entirely new-to me, if there happens to be a descript

ion, say, of a staircase, it turns out to bo one in a house I once 
lived in. ,

: ■

( ■

I start to follow it and lose the gist of what.I'm reading. 

Wiat happens Is that I just can't read; dan'f study, for it takes up 
such an enormous amount of my time . If• • •

I
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la^esslbnal iimemohi^-.iis de-roioped 
for usirig^ inages to coimnit-lisis of - worda to his

method seema to ine to ,he a plaiiaible a
. mi^t be merely a ■ 

epiaodio memory by

; When S became a
a ahorthand

of how aemantio memory 
way of organizing and olasaifying the oontenta of

A

meana of oroaa-referehoea,,I ahall quote another of 
S'B autobiographical repotsfrom: CP.42)Js

^nnerly, in order to remember a thing, I would’ 'have to summon\up an im^ of thb-whole scene, if^ -
^1 I have to do is take some detail'I've decided oh '

■ ±ri advice; that wUl signify the whble image. I'm 
giyem the word horseman.: .ill it tkkea now i's an^^'
word SstaS;^+°^; ..Earlier, if :i.d been given thf^ 
wqrd restaurant. I'd have- seen the entrance to the 
Mstaurant, people sitting inside, a Rumanian orchestra 
tun^ up, and a lot else ... Now if I'm given thb 
wo^, I'd see something rather like a store and an

* something white showing from'^
~ ° .all, and I'd remember the word. So my

^ -Earlier'they were Zre:- 
®'® °“®® I W now are nor 

^welh defined or aa vivid as the earlier ones ... I '
rlemter-^o^® ^ need in order to

i'h';
. ;H V •:

I

!

T.

It seems to me toat the ^ferenoe between S and most other people 
is that sdld not carry this process of indexingmemories 
and extr^ting generalizations, such as that restaurants wereusually
distinguished by having^white tableclo-lhs visible throu*; a doorway, 

as far as others do. jbr instance, s's a request that he -

explain the meaning of k honsense word, zhuk. which he h«d obihed in -

a generalization or even 
■ Images to a few prototypes. I• 

patience onoB more by presenting

: i

his childhood,' shows that he had not sou^t
to pare down the number of relevant

■ ’f ,

trust I may presume upon the reader'a 

luria'B (p.84) aocbunt of S' ' Ia response* :
■j.:

V'
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, . - that's a dented piece in the potty ...
you' W o^thf U^tr^at'e ^o

ttem sitting me before a mirror. Ehere’s noise, 
la^er. _ Ihere axe my eyes staring at me from the mirror 
- dark - they re aiso a zhuk ... How I'm lying in my crib 
boil “ a^^out, noise, threats. q!hen someone's - . .. 
boil^ something in the enamel tea-kettle.: It's my •
g^dmother^making^ooffee. First she drops somethSlg rod
into the kettle, then takes it. out - a zhuk. A niece of

oiy - this IS also a zhuk ... And when people axe' slonnv
drops miss the pot and land on the 

plates, that«s also a zhuk. :

—1.

9

I believe it is even possible to point to a. nenroanatomical basis
distinction between, episodio and 'sej^tio; memory 

specialization of the two. cerebral hemispheres.
for the

in, the: :

3... m most people, ^age
to certain: parts of the left^ cerebral hemisphere Interferes with their

'i
ability to use language whereas damage to the

the ri^t hemisphere does not do- so ^fcf. Gesohwind {1970),_7, 
simplify the, followii^ disoussion if toe minority .of people .whose right 
hemisphere controls language

B corresponding parts of

. It will

are ignored. Experiments conducted on
he corpia,. oallosum,people whose jbrains were surgically sectioned at the 

for the relief of a severe fom of epilepsy.
j
!

who oonsequently, h^
two relatively independent hemispheres,have confirmed the pre-eminence 
of the left hemisphere fpr language ■ ®iey also suggest that toe ri^t
hemisphere, is specialized for visual-spatial tasks /'of.- Gazzaniga 
(1975, 'p.567)._7. , Levy (p69), who says (p.615) that the ri^t 
hemisphere seems ■>

. Immediately to abatraot the stimulus Gestalt - 

and -toat -the language hemlsphero hasthat is as an integrated wholei"
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" ... a strong analytic propensity . 
difference in a comparison of the

has demonstrated this
scores of left-handed and right

-handed people bn different types of question in a^ 
,i"the Vechsler Adult Intelligence Soale_7.

;

Penfield (1959, p.1725)

reports that visual illusions, of the kind I describednarlier'in 
section, and illusions of recognition

this

were evoked by the application 
; , of electrodes to the temporal lobes nn the non-domin^t side only

•' (i.e., usually, the ri^t side of the brain).

I shall, argue below for the primacy of vision among humm 
• perceptual systems. Assuming this for the moment, SA seems to me very
likely that the right hemisphere contains, or is at any rate fund^
ntally in^ed in the business of storing.

An observation which has been made in connection with the Wada test 
for hemispheric dominance/pf, Penfield & Hoberts (1959-, P.86)._7 

suggests this very^strOngly too.: Itor the-Wada test, sodium amytal is
injected into the carotid artery “on

me
episodio memory traces.

one Bide to temporarily 'anaesth

etize' the oorrasphnding cerebral hemisiherei; The patient is 
instructed to count aloud and flex the fln^rs of both hands for the

teation of the test. Vfliile the dominant hemi^^^ the

counting oaases and the-patient suffers a hemiplegia of the contra- . 
lateral side of the body. Sodium amytal acting upon the non-dominant
hemisphere does not disturb counting but does result in opposite
hemiplegia. The interesting point - using the simplification of 
calling the dominant, language, hemisphere left and the non-dominant

ri^ - is that after recovery, which takes about 5 minutes, 
a sodium amytal injection in the right hemisphere the patient denies

one
from
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the hemiplegia. After reooveiy from interference with 
hemisphere, on the other hand,; the 

suffered the hemiplegia. This,is exactly what 
.-.the ri^t hemisphere were responsible for autobiographioal,

the left,
patient usually admits to having 

would be expected if

episodic

memory. tDhe left hemisphere, I suggest,;is the one which;orders and ■
I®.-

■ j
indexes the contents of episodic; memory.

In summary, I have argued the non-dominant hemisphere 
inmense data bMe-of. remembrances. ; It id

contains an
ag^t these ■ opisodlo

t •

memory traces, that fresh input; iS;matched., : These memories also ' 
• provide. the subject matter for- cogitation., I regard; the language

hemisphere,as primarily responsible for thevmaintenanoe and userof this 
data base^^oroBs-referenoing the. ehtries in it, for selecting
subsets of Witems stored; under.a given label as best instances -

^.j^^^^^prototypes -.of that oategoryi and for sometimes noticing that
are common properties possessed by most of the members of a category.

there

Some of these statements may appfear to presume the existence of 
homunculus in the;left hemisphere

a. ,■

• shall conBidor some ways.of:/ 
avoiding such a presupposition in §1.4.4 but I turn now to ; some; :

evidence for ;tho;e34Btenoe of .separate, verbal and visual codes in ;,
human .minds.;

1•4.5 Contents vs. Inbeln

Most of the experiments discussed in the previous section related 
to memory for visual input. I was concerned to show that wi 

very large capacity for storing visual input ,beCauBe i-believe

we have_a 
vision
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to be our primary senBOiiy modality. Is this belief justified? Man 
may, after all, be defined aa hbab iognens and sound is generally 
'agreed by linguists to be'tbe principal medium for the tranamisBion of 
.linguistic signals. Biansford & Franks (1972) have conducted experi

ments which give strong support to the bommonsense view that the natural 
way to treat a linguistic utterahoe heard in the ordinary course of 
life is not to memorize it, but to extract the information it contains 

' and then discard it. :^r instance they showed that subjects were , 
strongly, but erroneously', 'eonvihced that they heid read certain 
sentehoes earlier if those sentences summarized information which had 

• been presented to them by means of ether'sentences. ;■ 'Hew', concise 
summary sentences were often rated, more familiar than previously ' 

exposed sentences which had carried-the- same information piecemeal.
Ihe oentrSi^of language in human life then does not seem to be a 

good argument for the promotion of auditory over visual memory.

■■

s;!,

'I

■'.i'

;

■ !

It is oftenbontended that-thou^t is internalized speech, i^e 
manifest abllily of the deaf to think adequately argues against this, 

for their command of language is often poor. Vernon (1967) reviewed 
thirty-one inyesti^tions of the intelligence of deaf people, spanning 
the peridd "l 93^ to T966,- and CM ):’ ' "TIwm iS^" ;

functional relationship between verbal langua^ and cognition or 
thoufdit process." 'And* "Verbal language is not the mediating symbol 
system of thou^ti"

!.!

i.
!

Touch, fairly broadly interpreted, is the only 
other sense with even a remote claim to the place which I held is .

occupied by vision. Berkeley and Condillac/“cf. Pastore (1971).^ 
argued that we learn how to see shape, size and distance by relating
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Tdsual inpui;. to, the infpimation gained from/taotile exploration of the 
emrironment, .Hock; & Harris (1967) report an'ingenious serles of : '

experiments whioh shc^. that: when viawal input and tactile 1^ : ,
■ A

■ conflict, unhelmovm to the auhaect, vision trimiiiB over touch in 
Judgements of size, shape and direction, lliey also showed that vision.

, >Qould 'teach' tpudh.
looking throu^ a prism which perfomed

, For example, suhjeots practised dra.wiag while

.a Ipft-ri^t inversion of

' '.their visual input. : After four 15-minuW spells, of such, iwapt^^

were blindfolded and asked to write 10 
.„ ^ey. were wscmed that, their experience 

• with the ;priam, mieiit. result in Jheir writing some of the. letters

; w

sj)read oyer four days,: they
dictated letters numbers

and

numbers backwards. Ihey .were instructed.tp:repprt:it if; they/felt that 
they had raittep m item^baotofards. Besp^ite the fact, that writing is 
a highly-practiced skill these subjects wrote many of^ the letters and 

numbers backwards and often failed to report that they had done so.
y also/re^bted feeling they had written backwards some of the

items which they had, in fact, written correctly.

aere has Mpently been.a strong revival of interest in mental 
Imagery among .experimental psychologists, 
clearly established. ;One is that the

Several.things have been
ponorete,nouns which name a

series of unrelated pictures are better recalled when subjects have
been shown the series of pictures than when they have been shown only 
the nouns (in prtoted;form), toother is that recall

unrelated concrete nouns is better: than lists of unrelated
nouns; this is apparently attributable to the-greater,ease with 
which subjects can conjure up mental images for concrete

of listp of

abstract

.nouns. Also,

•'V
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if in oommltting liBts of words or pictures to memory (either . ^ 
intentionally or tinder a pretext which le^s subjects to believe that : - 

^ memorization is not required), subjects are: Instructed or otherwise 
• persuaded to ^narate a mental image of each item, recall is about 

twice as good as when subjects under oomparable cbnditionBieece - 
instruoted or by' other moans led ’ to store' only the, linguistic label of 

an item; a mental picture is worth two mental words.; The studies which 
justify these claims arelegioh. One of the most carefully controlled 
series of experiments in the genre is reported by Paivio and Csapo 

(1973). This-paper also presents- some-evidence for the independence of 
* verbal /"= phonological?./ and image codes in memory. Bather than go 

into the details, however, I would prefer to recount some experiments 
of a different kind performed by lee Brooks, which■point lin the 
direction.' A;

A;

i'Ji; ?

A-;

• !-y

same

i,
Brooks (1968)'required subjects to summon ptp from'memory either 

aentenoes or line diagrams, which had been previously presented, and 
then to signal, certain information, about the sentenoes or line ; 
diagrams, oaie.methodsby which the Information was signaled were 
varied; the subject might, for instance, be required:to signal vocally 
or to do so by pointing to symbols in a spatial array. 'In a series of 

seven experiments on seVen: different sets of subjects i Brooks sou^t
to determine whether concurrent vocal output would interfere with the 
process of recalling a sentence from memory more thM a visuo-spatially 
monitored output; and whether the converse would be true for the »oall 
of liM. (Uagrams. ^ ^ .... suggest that spatial and verbal

information is recalled and processed in;a modality-specific manner."

■. i

1 i ■I

!

r

;
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(p»549)- Before I present a summary of the epcperiinehts which justify 
this conclusion I should point .out that ver^ is not here -construed; 
widely as it mi^t he by a

as

linguist: the 'verbal' ta^s required . 
■literal recall of spoken aentenoea and rather superficial deoisions

A

about the categorization Of words in those sentences. .5!hey were non- 
semaatio tasks which I feel might be within the scope, of mental i '

mechanisms responsible for phonological and (surface^-^tactic : ^

■ processing. Thityis to say;.I !believe that BrookBl^investigations o

'verbal^; recall are relevant to the labelliiig^ of prototype' storage,

in my proposals, and not to the whole gamut of mental mechanisms :

• deployed ini normal langua^ use. [r \ :

!
i:

- ‘‘

Ohe s^en^cesiused io moBt of :BrookB' experiments were all ten, 
words long and exhibited a'variety of syntactic structures, 

was; "A bird in the hand is not: in the busht'. On a given trial in -the 
main experiment, the sentence was read aloud once to the subject who 
then repeated it., ;Ihe.'subject's^xt task was: to signal by 

sequence of yeasea and'noes whether or not each word was an article.

One Of them •

!

means of a
-I. -

Eraotice trialsensured that the task, including the wayh of giving 
responses, were clearly uederatood. Ho grammatical sophistication was
required of the'subjects, who in all the'experiments were imdergradi^te
students: they were;given, lists of the nouns and articles in each
sentence, since ability to perform the categorization £er so was not 
the focus of the experiment. The oorroot response from a subject asked 
to monitor the speolmeh sentence above for nouns would be: no. yes. 
no, jea, no, no, no, no, yes. Three different forms of response 

were employed to signal the sequence of yesses and noes: the subject:
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either uttered the seiuenoe or tapped with the left hand for yes and 
the right for no or used a pencil to point at T (for yes) or H (for no)
on each line of a chart of Ys and Ns. Ihe ten-line chart exhibited a

A : , .

. Y and an N on each line, for each of the ten deoisiona, hut the Ys and 
Ns on successive lines did not form regular columns, (The columns were
staggered and subjects were asked to actually touch each Y or N with 
the pencil point, not just indicate the generdl vicinity,, in order to 
make this a task which required close visual attention. After hearii^ 
‘the sentence and repeating it, on a given trial, the subject was told 
which form of output signal would be required, asked to repeat the 

• sentence once more and only then told whether nouns or articles was
the relevant class for the categorization. The t^e of categorization I 
required was not presented untU this rstage to avoid the possibility 
of subjeota^s^ply translating the sentences into sequences of yeases 

and noes on first hearing, and then flying bn direct recall of that 

sequence. The amount of time elapsing between a subject being told 
"nouns" or "articles" and completion of the response sequence was 
measured. After signaling the response in one of the three ways for 
a given sentence subjects were next required to do so in the other two 
ways. They repeated the sentence aloud again once more before each 
sequence of responses. ' The orders in which the three forms of output ; 
were required (and the orders in which the decision categories,
"nouns" or "articles" were used) were counterbalanced for each 
sentence. : . ,

::r

A'; 1 :

;
i

i ^ ■

• ?

The task involving line diagrame waa closely analogous* The 

figures used were 10-sided block diagrams of letters of the alphabet.
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such as -the P reittoduced below.

7

t
!Dhe arrow Indicates -the order in wh'ioh the comers were to be oImbI- 

fied and the asterisk the point at which' the olassifibatidn was to ' 
start. On some trials subjects had to indicate whether or hot each ;

comer was.^ vertically extremal (i.e., at: thh-yery top or bottom of the - 
* . ..'.VI. ./''V'

figure), in which case,“proceeding clockwise from the asterisk,
correct'response secuence for this figure would' bet Yes, yes, yes, m,

Sa* £“• ^tx£o« ££.» v P?; other . trials left-ri,^t extremal position
■WM the relevant category. Decision category and form, of response -

'X^^^vocal, tappi^.pr pointing - was varied in oounterbalanOed fdshioh for

the

J ‘I i;:; ■

t
■i;

each figure, as for the sentences.: On a’^veh trial, the subject 

shown the figure, then.asked: to draw,it from-memory (clockwise, 
starting at the asterisk), thehTtbld which form of res^nse signal 
would be called for on. that trial. Next -the subject was asked to 
"mentally .recall", the figure for approximately two ^seconds before 

being told the decision category,"top-bottom":,or "outside". !Che time - 
taken from^this moment to the completion of the response sepi^nce was 

recorded. After testing via the o-ther two response modes, with two 
secon^ of mental recall allowed before the test each time, subjects 
proceeded tothe next figure,, .

was
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HiLf of -the aubjeots we'ie tested first on senfenoes then on 
figures and the remainder were tested pn figures before sentences. 
"Thesubjeots reported that they 'obuld say the sentence to them- 
selves' while tapping or pointing, but not while saying 'yes' and 'no'. 
Ihe diagrams,could be 'pictured' vdiile subjects were tapping or saying 
'yes' and 'no', but not while they were trying to point. Ehese 
conflicts reportedly had the effect of making it easier to lose track

•'of where one was in the sentences or the diagrams." /"Brooks (1968, 
P»354)_Z.. table wMoh: I, reproduce below, omitting information 
standard deviations /"which was relevant only in, choosing Which 

• statistical test to use_7, provides objective' support for these 
reports. .

oh

mean output time (seconds)
pointing tapping vocal

Av sentences 9.8 7.8 15.8
diagrams 28.2 14.1 • 11.3

i

/"After Brooks (1968, p.353).^

Each figure in the table is an average of 24 data points (3 trials x 
8 subjects) IHie :resultB were hi^y consistent across subjects! only 
one subject showed a shorter time, in the ease of only one sentence, 
for vocal output then for the other two types of output,

:!
!

With one of
the diagrams, a single subject produced times which run counter to the ,t

average tendency. Statlstioally, the main burden of this table is 
highly si^iifleant! vocal output takes more time’^than the other two 

modes when it relates ■to a mentally areoalled sentence and visuo- 

spatial output takes a longer time than the taipping or vocal output
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when a diagram is being recalled.

3n hia second experiment Brooks further substantiated the conflict 
between saying one set of words while recalling another set of words 
by showing that the strength of the 'effect was related to the artic

ulatory complexity of the output and to the difference between.the 
vocal output and,the internally recalled words. This experiment •

' differed from the previous one only in the form of,output required; i 

the output‘was alwayai,vocal and subjects spoke, their.: responses normally 
to signify jres but ^spared, to signify no. Kie/,words they whispered 

» or spoke were either the words of the sentence being,recalled, or the 
syllable la or the word january. Thus, indicating normal voice by 
means of capitals and whisper by means of lower case, the correct 
response from a,-subject monitoring a bird in the hand, is not in the 

for nouns would be: a, BIED, in, the, HAND ... or la, BA, la, ^

LA ... or janua^, JAHDAHT, january, janviary, JAJIIJAHY 
obviously not possible to use the.first .type, response in connection 

with block diagrams of alphabetic letters but:la and january were used 

with diagrams. In order to get,a.baseline measurement of.response 
execution speed subjects were retested;after the experiment,' using the 
same material but not having to jply on memory for it; the.figures or 

written versions of the sentence remainedivisiblo-throu^out.

1 .

il

.... ' It was 1

For sentences, the res\ats showed that january took sign^icantly; 
longer than la which.\in^ turn, took significantly longer than simply 

modulating the words of the original sentences (by whispering or not 
whispering them); due allowance having been made for baseline

t! -
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differences in the speed of execution of the; three' types of response.
As Brooks says (p.356)V "!nheBe findings vroiad suggest that wbfe ' '

^ obmpatibility, hot simply Trocal activity, is /important for producing 

the oonfliOt between recall and output." , Ahi'the artioiilatory 
complexity-of the output, la vs. .ianuary. has an effect, over and 

above the baseline differences- between la-responding and .ianuary- 

responding when the sentences were there to be read directly.- Ifhis 
effect was specific to verbal memory because althoibdi iahuary’output • 
tended to reciulre more time than In with dia^ams also, it did not do 

so differentially more when subjects were'woiiihg fTOm idem'o'ry as 
* compared to the baseline measurement in which they had the- diagrams 

before them.' ■ ■"'O'/' /-

V •

i

Brooks' third experiment was similar to the second one but the 
.j^^^^^^focus was on line diagrams. Shbjeots rasponded only in writing this 

time; a tick for £BS .and a cross for'^. - The ticks and crosses were 
either made on top of-each bther*or one below the other, without the 

subject looking at exactly where the si^ were placed, or they had to 
be carefully placed ih little boxes oh the response sheet. No signifi

cant differences were found between the three types of rasponse for 
sentences but for diagrams visual monitoring of the output resulted in 

every subject taking longer for the condition in which the ticks and 
crosses had to be precisely positioned. Movement alone - having to 
move down the page in making the responses induoedi on average, but not 
for every individual, a moderately significant delay when subjects wore 
signaling their classification of the corners of mentally recalled 
diagrams.

; ;■
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BMoks, reviewing.,experiments IE mcI'III j, realized that it might 
be argued that the differential difficulty of januaij;; over la with 
sentences and of visually-mohitored writing over writing without 
looking, in the case of diagrams, were hot necessarily speoifioally 
verbal and visual effects, respectively. Pe]*aps any increase in’ 
complexity of response would lead to disproportionately longer )■

response

times provided that modality-speoific conflict h^ first been induced.

'tin; both oases, it migjjt be that simply one more complication was being 
added* to the lot of a subject' who: was already coping with; a'oonfliotful 

/"Brooks (1968, p.359)_7. In hia fourth experiment Brooks ■task."
;

rttled out this possibility byiingeniously combining features of the

second and third experimeuts. Subjects were reciuired to respond both 
vocally (voiced vs. whispered; In.br januarj;) and in writing with ticks 

crosses (either in a visually-unmonitored column or’placedand
in

small boxes). Por diagrams visually-unmonitored writing 
^l^ielded the shortest

fcombined withN

average response times.; Substituting ,

response* times slg^ioantiy. But (whether 
in combination with la or with-januirj;) every aubjeet took

for la did not-increase the

a longer
average time to respond when the ticks, and,crosses had to be visually 1!:

monitored, .aaie results were not as olearout for sentences, because for 
these particular subjects janug^.responding was not as significantly 
more difficult than la as it had‘been for the subjects in experiment 
II. There is a potential explanation of this embarrassment in terms

1:,:
of additional practice which was required to train subjects to make 
the complex'responses. However,:for present purposesj it suffices to 
say that the results tend in a direction which:supports Brooks' earlier 
interpretation; with sentences, the slowness of responding attributable
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to the difference between la and January is grea,ter than the sli^t 
increase in time; attributable to visual monitoring of the response.

!■

In his fifth orperlment Brooks contrasted auditory presentation 
of sentences with sentences which sub3ects saw in typed form. -

:
i

Sentences which had been seem proved to■be triflingly less susceptible

to inference from vocal output, than sentences which-had been heard but 
(p.363) fl - the recall :Of both written and spoken aentenoes dearly 
conflicts mainly, with the articulatory responses." Ihat the vocal

■ • • •

interference effect was not attributable to auditory feedback was shown
• by a partial replication of the first experiment (experiment Vl) in 
which subjects either said"yes"- and

C

!'np« aloud or merely mouthed , 
these responses. Silent mouthing; output took a little lon^r but did
BO to approximately the same insignificant extent with both sentences 

and diagrams. ^ In his seventh experiment Brooks showed that the diffi

culty induced by the monitoring,of tioks and crosses during the recall 
of a diagram was spatial rather than specifically visiial. Kie outputs 
compared were: . (a) msking a rough; column of ticks, and crosses without 
looking and,(b) feeling, with eyes closed, for small holes in a piece 

of cardboard in which to make the marks. The tactually monitored 
output, b, took: sUshtly longer than the other form of output when 
seutenoBs were being recalled but very much longer when information 
about a mentally recalled diagram was being signaled.

!.
i.

i.-.

1

I have recounted Brooks'.experiments in.detail because it appears

to me to be strong evidence for .a distinction in forms of memory traces

between ones wMch are to some extent isomorphic with visuo-spatial ■

i.;.

T:

.»:
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perceptions and ones which are something like phonological represent

ations. A opmmonsense term for the former would ho images. If my 
proposals amount to suggesting that,the meanings of lexemes 
essentially,mental images they fall into a long and vigorously 

disputed area of psychology. It is therefore neceaaarir to examine- 
the relationship between 'prototypes' and images aid to consider 

whether any of the arguments which have ieen advanced ag^t the role 
of'images scathes the theory of prototypes. '

are

now

1*4*4 Image theories

"In large measure I think,^ that is, I mean and I understand, in 
visual pictures," /ritchenex (1909, Titohener, one of the
founding figurhh^Amerioan psychology, doubted whether meanings 

arose into consciousness on every.occasion when words were understood 
/lilT litphener (1909, 5.178)._7. 
own

■! '

However, he believed that, in his 
case at least, conscious-meanings';were mainly carried by images.

Bearing in mind his caution about verbal reports on Introspeetions
(p.aa). n ... language is discontinuous, and our descriptions must 
substitute a word-mosaic for the moving pictures of experience 
consider the following personal^desoription of a part of Titohener'e

t1• • , f

mental life,(pp.13-14)*

my mind, in its ordinary operations, is a fairly 
complete, picture gallery, - not of finished paintings, 
but of impressionist;notes. Whenever I read or hear 
that somebody has done something modestly, or gravely, 
or proudly,, or humbly, or;.courtoously, 1 see a visual 
hint of the modesty or-gravity, or pride or humility or 
courtesy. ; The stately heroine gives me a flash of a 
tall figure, the only clear part of which is a hand 
holding, up a steely grey skirtt the humble suitor gives

■ ■ •^

■ -l.r-
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me a flash of a bent figure, the only clear part of 
which is the hewed back, though at times there _ 
hands held de^oatingly before the absent face. A 
great many of these sketches are,irrelevant and 
accessory; but they often are, and they; always may 
■be » , the .vehicles of a logical meaning. The stately'

;■ fomi that steps through the French window to the lawn : ^
may be clothed in all the colours of the rainbow; but 

■ its stateliness is the hand on the grey skirt. ■

There is a striking similarity between these vignettes and the short

hand mnemonic images which Luria's mnemonist, S, developed^Cfi -the
' desbriptibn in §1.4.2 Of an image of a spurred boot stmding for a
horseman.^. ■ The fact that S, the 'mnemonist, had taken Some halting 
steps towards mental economy^in the' same direction as TltchenSr. a very

’ successful professional person, reinforces ly belief that the

mnemonist's brain was not of a radically different sort; he merely: 
exhibited onp^^ct of' mental functioning in extreme form. " Titchener' s 
introspective report also conveys clearly the notion of consoibus focal 

-;^^^^ttention, as opposed' to peripheral awareness, which I suggested (in 
§1.4.2) might explain why we cannot remember everything set before 
eyes; of. his faceless'humble: suitor. •

are

■ '!

; :

■:i!

our

it may .well be asked what the iise of an image' is, if what words 
retrieve are indeed mental images. One answer is that there 
certain types of problem in the solution of which visual images are 

very useful. Baylor (1973) presents an interesting computer simulation 
of the way humans characteristically solve problems from Guilford's 
Block Visualization Test, such

are

as'

Two sides of a 2 inch cube that are next to each other'' 
are painted red and the remaining faces are painted 
green. The block is then but into eight -1 inch cubes. 
How many cubes have one side painted red? How many 
cubes have no sides painted red? How many cubes have 
three unpainted faces? '
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People usually report^ solviiig these problems by summoning up images 

from memory to construct a composite image^ which matches the specifi

cation in the statement of the problem, mentally slicing the 
into pieces and then counting the pieces which have the requisite 

oharacteristicsi Baylor's program stimulates this process and could, 
make errofs of a type which humans often do too, such as counting 
particular pieces twice because they appe^‘ in two faces of the cube 

. which m^ be 'looked at' separately, I shall "return below to the 

q'SeStion'of the objective validity of the claim that it is possible to 
manipvaate ima^s and to a consideration of the virtues of such an 
ability. At"this'point, however, I must face up to■the possibility 
that problems which oahTperhaps must, be solved by recourse to images 

play a much smaller role in our lives than I think, I do not have the 
requisite data to"rebit a charge that Guilford's Block VlsiiaH7:ntinn

■ r’

!;■ 'V,;

[

Test is recherche. : Ihetead' I shall review ah experiment which 
"’'Quests that the ncimal- treafcneht

•: f •,

we give to statements is to use
them to construct a mental 'picture'. -Jt may tereoalled'that I 
suggested earlier/^1.4.3_;7 Psople do hot normally memorize 
sentenoess they extract the gist And then discard them. The experiment 
described below supports this view and offers a hint as to the nature 
of what is left ih the mind after a statement has been processed.

■■

■;

The experiment is the first one reported in a paper by Pbmpi i 
lachinan (1967)- They used two passages each 79 words long and each 
containing 75 different words. X shall consider only the passage 
which produced the mostpateht results. It is reproduced below. /"The 
results achieved with the other passage support identical conclusions
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I

and were statistically aignifleant too._7,,

\ major SMnH WAICHED HOifflIFIED AS WIIHKaiHl'FIHE V
AH UffiEDIAa® SOTEHIOE HOW HE MOSE GDIDB EHE-SMAH. GEOnP.:, ,
OH EHEIE IMPOHEAHT j;OnHHEr HEGIHG HIS EEAIA EO KEEP ■ :

■ SHEHE EHET MOVED EHEOHGH HBH^ SHAKE IHEESEH) iOHBSES '' 
SDHDEHLY CLAEEEEIHG OASEEPILIiAH EBEADS SOUHEED HEAEBY

APEEE .EAPimiY CSAIEIHG m OHE EODHD.HB ESEIMAEED DKEAHCE :
AHD ELEVAEIOH HIS PIHGEH CAHEPoiliY. EIGHEEHED AHD EHE ,

SEEEL MOHSEEE WAS Bl'oWH APAEE PASE vaHiaiK}'saved ,EM 
■ : ALEHOHGH EHIS ;HAD BEEH ONLY A MIHQE IHCIDEHE AMOHG : '

.EHDLESS-pSEEEHAEB: EHCOHNEERS

Half of the suDjeots assign^ to this, passage re^ the words in the 
^rder given alibve. Ehe other,half of the^up read the,same;words in 
random order. Ehe passes lacks punctuation in order to. increase the • 
similarity of these two t^Bv . :purtheimoTO words,’Doth :in the 
normal and in-.-tfie';jraidom presentation, appeared singly

i;

■ >

'■'j

on cards and
1.5 seconds , was flowed for reading each oard.,; In a pretest with othbr 

^-..^’^^iliaeots it had been found that presentation in this
manner, in the

nomal order, m^e it possible for most subjects to apprehend the

■ theme of the passage, i.e., they Mported; "It .was ah incident in a
war" or yords to that effect. oaie .wprding of the passage .was chosen 
so that, in^yidually and out of context, the words were not strongly
related to the th^e of the passage 
become plain.

IKia reason for this will shortly 
Ehe subjects in, bo-tt experimentil conditions, normal

and random order, were instructed to "learn" the material during their 
sidgle.pasB through the deck of cards. .. ...

Approximately two minutes after reading the original cards 
subjeots were given another deck of 225 randomly ordered cards. Ehere ;
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was a.single word on,each of these cards: the 75 words-which-had 
appeared in -ttie passage, and 150 others. ■ imong the latter set, 75 ‘ - 
words wore highly associated to the martial theme •,of .the passage /“Ehe 
15 most, hi^y associated words were: fighting, enemy, explosion. 
trigger, attack, battle, command, ground, rifle, target, war, weapon. 
aimed, bullet, gun. It may be that ground.is a misprint^ perhaps, of 
grenade. 7. Ihe other 75 were only weafciy associated to the theme . 
/“(ffiiey were in. fact words strongly associated to the theme of the- other 
passagfej,, which* described a cancer oparatioh, e.g. : * hospital. 
suture, tissue, incurable. 7. -I shall omit,a desorip^^n 

fashion in \diich these 150 words had been compiled and rated,for level 
of thematic ^sooiation. let it suffice to say that it was carefully 
done and;involved the labour of,45 people. Ihe-experimental subjects 

the 225 cards into words recognized, from the 

leaming-phaaecof the experiment, and words not recognized.

r

€

imrse.

of the

•' i

sort^h
were asked to

Subjects who had.read the words-of the passage; in normal order 
recognized alightiy but not significantly.more of. its,words on average 
than subjects who had read the-words.in random order (50.2 vs.: 45.5). 
■Palse-positive'. recognitions, however, are the results of major 
Interest. Subjects who had read the normally-ordered passage identified, 
incorrectly, oh average 21.67 of the thematically associated words 
ones which had oocured in the passage. Bie mean number of weakly 
associated ('medical') words vdiioh they incorrectly identified 
having been'seen in the earlier part of the experiment was by oontrast 
only 5.87. Statistically this result is:highly signifibant. 051080 
subjects who had read the words of the passage in random order claimed.

as

as

/
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Inoorreotly, to creoognize on average 10.07 of the words which were 
associated with the theme of the passage and 8.67 of the 'niedioaJ.

r
t

words. !Che difference hetween the last;two figures is not statistically

significant. Ihe authors interpret “these results as demonstrating 
(P.144): u that a unified theme in meaningful discourse initiates 
surrogate processes -in that S stores some arrangement of words, Visual
images, and schemata that may reflect_the 'essential ideas' of the.

.passage." ind (p.148)

associations to themselves during retrieval." 

rate of thematically associated 'false-positiverecognitions cannot 
•be attributed to associations to individual words

the surrogate processes produce lexicalIt • • >

Notice that, the high

in the passage because 
the subjects in the random presentation condition read exactly the same.

;
words . Subjects who read the passage in its normal foim must have 1

translated some surrogate structure different .from its super-

fioial linguistic form for the purpose of storage and then used thin 
surrogate as a basis for performance in the recognition task. What is-/V
the nature of the surrogate structwre? itompi & lachman leave open the 
possibility that it mi^t have contained other words, Such a trans

lation, however, would be willfully wasteful except in oases where 
phrase could be replaced by a word, or a longer word by a shorter ana/ 
.or commoner word. Bo we translate linguistic input into something

a

i

^cin to Basic English? I suspect not much of the time. Something

which, when oonsoious, is an image seems a more attractive surmise to
me.

I. H. Huxley ^Quoted in Titohener (1909, pp. 14-15)._7 claimed

that!

T-
!■

. 1
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to anatomist who occupies himself intently with the 
examination of-several specimens of some new kind of 
animal, in course of time acquires, so vivid a conception
of its form and Structure, that the idea may take
visible shape and become a sort of waking dream.. But . 
the figure which thus presents itself is generic, not 

, specific. It is no copy of any one specimen, but, more 
or leas, a mean of the series ....

.•

'4
A

')
i

Ithat people do extract something generic - not necessarily an image - '

from specific exemplars has been demonstrated obdectlvely by Pranks & 
Bransford (1971). They used families’of geometrical, patterns. The 

were created by performing transformations (pemtutation, . ■ 
substitution and deletion) upon prototype patterns. Subjects were shown 
subsets,of the patterns in a family and then required, in a subsequent 
recognition test, to rate the degree of confidence with which they 
believed they had previously seen each of a set of patterns, some 'new'
andsome'old!^Theiroo‘nfidehee.ratlngsProvadtCbe;inveraely' 

related to transformational distance from the prototype. Itototypes 
^/\^^oeived the highest, ratings even when they had not been included in 

the initially exposed subsets. A generic image migdit appear to be a 
. contradiction in terms but it w be an admirable prototype. I 

therefore pursue this course a little further. '

■ '-s

; i i .■

Sir Pranois Galton's (1883) fascinating technique, of ."composite 
protralture" was an attempt to Create (externally) visible analogues • 
of (PP.353-4) '' .... the generic images that arise before the mind's

1
eye, and the general impressions which are faint and faulty editions

" Galton assembled large numbers of photographic portraits 
of individuals »diC all fell into the

of them ...

same category, e.g., consumptives. 
The component pictures for a given composite had all to be taken frCm

>

S ■
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the same vievrpoint. He then superimposed negatives-of these•piotures 
to make a single composite print. Important features suoh as the , 
pupils of the eyes and a line passing between the lips were always 
focused on to the same position on the printing paper. Component 
negatives in an n-oomponent composite were each exposed for one-nth 

of the time required to make an adequate print. Galton's book / 
ooutains some examples of composite ppitraits and they support his'

.'Statem^ts that;.:

The effect of composite portraiture is to bring . 
into evidence all the traits in which there is agreement 
and to leave but a ^ost of a trace of individual . 
peculiarities. There are so many traits in common in . 

• all faces that the composite picture when made from mai^ 
components is far from being a blur; it has altogether 
the look of, an ideal composition.: (p.lO).

They are real generalizations,;because they include the 
whole of^fehe material Under consideration. The blur of 
theirjjutliiies, which is never great in truly; generic

■ oompositesr except in unimportant details, measures the 
tendency of individuals to,deviate from the central 
■type. ; (p.353):..

It is, indeed, most notable how beautiful all composites 
are.; Individual peculiarities are all irregularities, 
and the composite is always regular. (p.36l)

• ?'

i. ;

GomuliCki (1953) dismisses the idea of .'mental composite portrait

ure' in the following words (p.15^; ; ,

Galton could standardize his portraits and provide almost 
uniform stimuli for the camera; there is no such , ;
standardization with sensory stimuli. Strict point-for- 
point correspondence between stimulus and:/™mory_7traoe,

- which Galton presumably accepted, would produce a
mnltitude .of .disBimil^ traces unsuitable for 'mental ; 
composite portraiture''. The photographs for Galton*s 
composites; were carefully aligned in advance; what 
mechanism,similarly aligns memory traces?

Brown (1958, pp.87-8)' raises the same, objection. Ho further-(p.88).,

r.'..

r
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argues that •■raie trouble with the notion of a portrait in which each -

noisy attribute aasumep its modal value is titet inch a portrait does '

no-t represent the full range of variation in the membership of a ' 

oategory.» . ihiB latter point may be in ;two ways, firstly, people 
sometimes fail to recognize members of a category precisely because 
they differ: greatly fiom the prototypes of the category. ; Secondly, I
grant the possibility of a category being represented by more than one 1;. ■;

prototype; my prototypes for mammal-are, at least, a cow and a whale,

To return to Gomulioki's question (1953, P^15)" ..;>rtiat^ ;;

mSohanism similarly aligns memory traces?" The oontert indicates that 
this was intended as-an unanswerable rhetorical question. However, I 
believe that,there is,now the outline Of an answer to it.'
Ires in an experiment conducted by Shepard & Metzler (1971); 

cent whose results axe quite eioeptlonally clearout, in comparison to 
the great majority of psyohologiaal studies directed towards

IPhe an^er
an experi-

non- -
trivial topics. They demohstrated that the amount of tlmO required to 
make 'same/diffexeat* judgements on pairs of pictures was a linear

■ '[

function of the angular difference in orientation of the two objects 
portrayed. ,

The Objects, depicted in-perspective line drawings, were constru

cted of 10 solid cubes attached face-to-face to form rigid arn.1 
structures with 3 ri^t-angled elbows, 
drawings used are'reproduced.below. .

Three examples of the pairs of
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©^ ©3- Jl'ytip:

■ ■■ >^p
If ,' I

i;

^Prom -Shepaid & Metzler (1971). "Examples of pairs of perspective 
line drawings presented to the subjects. : (a) A 'samb' pair, which 
■defers by an 8o“ rotation in the picture plane; Xb) a 'same* pair, 
which differs-!^-an 80 rotation in depth; and (c) : a 'different' pair, 
which cannot be brou^t into oon^ende by any rotation." ■ (p.702)._7
In all, 800 pairs of piotuiBs 'representing membera of tMs family of

•objects were used. Two hundred pairs were'^iotures of objects which
could be rotated into J-dimehsional congruence in the pictune.'plane.
Two hundred pairs were of' bbjeots ifhioh bdi^d be rotated *lh depth,',

about a vortical^ axis, to achieve congruence. In the' remaining 4OO

one member of each pair differed from the bther in that
arms had been reflected,’ so that no rotation could bring the members
of the pair into congruence, ' The-rotational differences depicted
ranged between Q° and 180°v •

one of its

S, Hr'r

Eight adult subjects were tested individually on a 1600-item 
test; each pair occurred twice in the random series of test items,- 
Each trial bonsisted of a waraing tone followed by an interval of half 
a second, presentation of a pair of line drawings and,’then, the 

subject's response^ ; Subjects responded by operating one lever to 
indicate that they j\id^d the members of the pair to be the 'amo' and 

another lever for’pairs illustrating 'different' objects. The time 
elapsing be-fcween the onset of the display and subject's response was
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measured on each trial. Sutjeots were asked to respond as quickly as 
possible while keeping errors to a minimum. Oiie 1600 trials for each -

subject were spread over between 8 aiid 10 onerhour test sessions.i-
A

f-v:

The average error rate was negligible; 3,25^. In post-e^rimental 
interviews;' ' <

... all subjeots olalmed (i) that to make the■reqtdred- : 
comparison they first had to imagine one.objeotias 

■ rotated into the same orientation M the other and^that > 
they could carry out this "mental rotation" at no 

‘ ■ -greater than a certain limiting, rate;' and -(ii) that, i — . 
since they perceived the two-dimensional piotitres as 
objects in three-dimensional space,-they could imagine 
the rotation 
equal 'ease.

t'
-i ■I

j

around whichever amis was required with 
^Shepard AKetzler (1971, PP.701-2)J^. ,

The reaction times for correctly judged 'same' pairs are entirely
compatible with these reports. Por^each'subjeot the graph relating

tima^ degree of angular difference between the

the pairs was strikingly linear, that is to say; suggestive of smooth

i
members ofresponse

■'1

rotation. Subjects differed slightly in the rate'at which they could 
perform the task;: approiimately,1 second was required for response for 
0° rotation but betwe6a"'4 and 6 seconds for 180° rotation. But this 

is a difference in slope not in linearity. The average rate of 'mental 
rotation' for these particular objobts was a little less than 60° per 
second. Separate graphs-drawn Tor picture plane and*'in depth' ^ 
rotations do not show marked differences. /~The avera^ length of 
time for a correct 'different' response was 3.8 seconds. The figures 
for 'different' judgements were not included in the results given 
above beoause the amount of rotation required to yield congruence is 
an undefined quantity for objects which cannot be rotated into 
oongruenoe;_7

■i

ii'r'.

^ i
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To further substantiate the claim that mental rotation of Images 
takes place, Cooper & Shepard (1975) performed an experiment in which. ■_ 

; subjects were asked to imagine a letter of the alphabet or a numeral " 
rotating, in the picture .plane, within an externally visible blank, 
circular field. The rate of rotation was externally paced. At random 
intervals during this process normal or backward versions of the

imagined character were flashed on to the field. The presented ,

character was. either in the orientation which,the subject's Imagined 
oi-- figp» shoiad ^ then have been assiping or at some other randomly chosen 

orientation. It was found that subjects .could decide whether the 
presented stiiiulus was normal or backward sigEdficantly more- rapidly 
when its prientation coincided, with that of their image. Mie possi- 

l3ility_pf.;suoh template-like matching suggests that the internal, 
representation^ the char^ter was in some sense isomorphic with the 
external character and that during the. coiirse of mental rotation it 
ontlnued to have a one-for-one correspondence with its rotating 

objective counterpart. ,

t ,

I i.

.Shepard & Peng (1972) have shoVm that rotation is not the only 

geometrical transformation for which a measurable mental analogue 
seems to exist. Subjects wgr^ shown-pictures of six connected sauares 

which coiad have been.cut out and folded into cubes. They were' ‘ 
required to decide whether or not two arrows, each drawn on the edge 
of a different square, would meet if the pattern was folded into a 

cube. The time taken for such decisions (between 2 and 15 seconds) 
proved to be a linear function of the oomplexitypf folding which 
would be,required to doteBnlno the answer by actually folding paper.
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Allport (1924) in his study of eidetic im^ry, vjhich I referred .

to earlier,: noted that people report that their eidetic images are to 
some extent under voluntary control. Thus (p.110): " 
was^ made to drive away, turn a comer in the road,- and so to'disappear 

entirely from the image. People ooiad be made to enter and leave, and 
to perform normal actions. : !Hie range of flexibility is very great 
indeed but it does not extend to inolude^the ridiculous or unnatural." 

Allport's observation on the naturalness of'the transfigurations of 
^the -im^BB suggests -that, .they.may,, be..another .product of . memoay.

Perhaps to.perform mentally a geometrical rotation, translation 
diJ.atatioa etc.' of an object one has to retrieve a memory record of a 
similar object which has previously been perceived going throu^ such 
a transformation, superimpose-or^substitute.the desired object and 
then run the record to ascertain the outcome.

not satisfactorily answered Gomulioki's mquest for a specification of 
he-Tmental mechanism which performs such operations. I believe I have 
shbVm, howeyer, that the question is^worth posing because there 
'evidently is such a mechanism.

. a carriage

1:
'

i'
I realise that I have

Another general objection to image theories of meaning is that: 
"!Dho ideas .of relation are, all agree,: not represented in oohsoious- 
ness by distinct images. .... The same may be said of the notions of 
spatial and quantitative mlations such as greater cr equal to. above 

and below, before and after, and the active relaticn of cause and 
effect." ^^Pillsbury & Meador (1928, p.156). Hon^y the same view is 

put forward by Stem (1932, p.48).J7 Si §1.5.2 I cited Bugelski (1970) 
in support of the concreteness of even our imagery for abstract nouns*

it
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Here I should like to mention some experimental results of Handel et al 
(1968) which suggest that the 'general ^reement' which Pillshury & 
Header sense' in.connection with relational terms may hej at least 
partly, an erroneous consensus. Handel et al determined the relative : 
difficulty of syllogistic problems such as Tom is better than -Rin,

Mike is worse than Bill. Is Tom worse than Wike? fm- niotit diffg-ron-t: 

combinations of premises and four different types of question. Other 
relational terms used were> father/son, more/less. earlier/later.

- rba the 7 cause/effeot faster/slower, farther/nearer. /"have_7
llfditer hair/dariier hair /"than 7. The -results were in large measure 
predictable oh the basis of an assumption that these problems 
solved by constructing mental spatial analogues such 

Tom . :

r

are

as

I
bebt^ 

• Bill:- X —^ aarlier —> Y earlier Zor
t

worse

Mike
j-

■ and further straieditforward assumptions such as that, in the oiature 
of these particular subjects,, oonstruction and assessment of these 

analogues proceeds more estsiiy from'top to bottom and ri^t to left.
Handel et al also asked their subjeots to indicate, after the main 
test, the directions in which each of these relations seemed to them ' 
to be most appropriately portrayed. This was not regarded as a 
puzzling request by the subjects and there wsto positive oorrelatioris 
between the pattern of assignments of directions and the pattern of 
relative difficulty displayed by the set of relational terms.

h
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Podor-(1971) /“Cf. also Brown (1958, p.88>_7^aes
problem which can be illustrated by means of a quotation from Titohener

(1909, PP.17-18), describing hisimege of a Lockean generic triangle;

means triangle to me,: is usually a fairly definite 
outline of the little triangular figure that stands : 
for the word 'triangle' in the geometries. But I ■ -

■ can quite well^t Locke's picture, the tiriwigle that 
is no triangle Md all triangles at one and the same 
time. It is a flashy thing, come and gone from moment 
to moment; it hints two or three rod angles, with the 
red lines deepening into black, seen on a dark: ^een 
ground. It is not there long enough for me to say 
whether the angles jota to form the complete figure, 
or even whether all three of the necessary angles are

- given. Kevertheless, it means, tri'angl'e; it is Locke's
general idea of triangle; it is Hamilton's palpable 
aisurditymadereal. ' : 1 ' . ^ .

Fedor and Brown argue that ima^B such as this would have to be supple

mented by rules.:, ,'■■■■".

Ihe rulds^ould have to distinguish such relevant 
features as having three sides, being a closed figure,

- etc., from such irrelevant features as the length of 
the sides and the size of the angles. But, to supply
rules adequate to specify the set of features that 
an image must possess if it is to represent abstract , 
triangularity is equivalent to providing a general 
definition of 'triangularity*. And it is very unclear 
that a speaker who had associated such a definition 
with the word triangle would also need ah image in 

: order to use the-word'ooMjectly to’refer to triangles.
Presumably, the word refers to all and only those 
things that satisfy the definition, so that, given the 
^finition, appeals to the image would be redundant.

■£>odor.(l971, PP.348-9)._7'
But; the definition is framed in words. V)hat is the basis of application 

of these words? Other verbal definitions? How are their words, in turn, 
defined? Somewhere one has to attach significance to the elements by 
giving them content. In any case, litohener's 'little triangular 
figure from the geometries' Should suffice for most ordinary purposes; 
it would Surely be more similar to most presented trisuigles than would

a further

>

-*« .

:: -
■ !

■' H-
li- i

■f.|.
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the prototypes for aquare. circle and other oandi^te. lexemes,

to ohjeotion which I heXieTe; is more telli^ is simply that not
Everyone, or not everjrane all of the time, feels aware of images

aooompasying speech and thought ifcf. Brown (1958/PP.89-91), Stem

(1932, pp.47f.), Woodworth (1906),_7. In the;face of this, pure image 

theorists are forced to resort to presumptuous claims such as that the 
doubter's ima^s,, ,thou^ present/ ^t We been tob''fleeti^ to 

^ no;bioed. j: would prefer not to have to adopt this sort
be

of stance. I

shall therefore regard ip^as,^^on, present, mere^ly as further evidence

• : trMes .upon which' they are, based;
being who stored only verbal definitions

a

or ' taxonomic schemata' /“cf. 
Harrison (1972)._7 or lists of oriteriil attributes would be incapable 
of having-imd^. ; ' ,

V IWyBhyn (1973): ridicules image theories of, for example.
•;

recognition by iminting out that_they seem to require that the 'mind 
' brain' should compare what is in the 'mind's eye' with what is on the 

retina and deoida whether or-not there is enou^ similarity to warrant 
recognition; and thi,B^simply pushes the explanatory problem further into

the dark, to.his critique of. mental Imagery ^ylyshyh’raises other
issues (for example, the question of whether the brain has

'a

:

enou^

storage capacity) Which I believe I have already dealt with, 
important thoui^ to attempt to offer

It seems
some proposals oonoeming the 

in Which similarity between perceptual input and prototypes stored Ih
way

Memory might be MseSsed, without the aid of a brain within the brain. 
Ihe suggestions which I shall review, only in broadest outline > Bxe : ' r

■i:

■ i
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: that the Tiuman brain performs a Itourier analyais. on: sensory, input and '

that holographic storage is implemented in the brain. What I assume ' 
is that components yielded by Fourier analysis, to some degree of 
delicacy, are stored holographically, I have no clear opinion about

A

the relative roles of the , two processes, that is, about where'.the second
tahes over from the, first.- .;The hypotheses embodied in these suggestions 
relate to a grosser level than the molecular biochemical one at the
focus of Fong's (1969) speculations, which I sketched in §1.4.2. 
Having afgued in §1.4,3 that vision is the primary human sensory 
modality, what follows is explained in -terms of the processing and

i• L

» storage Of visual input but the processes are not incompatible with the
other:senses.

Fourler^alysis is the decomposition of a wave into component 

waves which vary sinusoidally, It has been demonstrated mathematically 

wave can be analyzed into simple sinusoidal components 
varying in amplitude, freouenoy,;.and phase.

hkt any; complex

Superimposition of the 
components will yield the complex wave. As a:simple ex^ple of this

ii-'

l!process consider the; square wave, a, below. It can be decomposed into, 
or created out of a sine wave,,bi of the same frequency, superimposed

on all of the odd harmonics (3ra, 5th, 7th:etc.) of'b.Ihe third 
harmonic of b, that is, a,wave with three times .the frequency, is shown 
below b as;o, in the diagram overleaf. To yield a perfect square-wave
an infinitenumber of odd harmonics would have to be added to the 
fundamental component, b.- However, short of infinity, any desired

:!
; !

;!

level of approximation to a square wave can be achieved by using a 
larger or smaller number of odd harmonics. Any other wave shape could

.«
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be produced from,, or decomposed into, different suiiably selected seta: 
pi* component waves.

. r"“T 1

ss
a-

s:

:‘T

»
+

f
V

•! 1:.:^

How, a black-and-white visual scene may be regarded as a two- 
^-diiiensidnal distribution of bri^tnesses.

'i

If a long, na^w reotan^ar
slit is placed over the : scene whaWis revealed through the slit may be .

regarded as a complex wave whose amplitude /"brightness_7 varies in ' 
the Variation in brl^tnesa along the length of the slit is 

regular we may speak of it as having a certain spatial frequency; a 
fixed number of cycles (of brisSitness variation) per degree : (of visual 
angle - the angle subtended at the" viewer's eye).

apace. - If.
11'.:-

A fence uniformly
Illuminated from behind will provide a simple illustration. Imagine '

•! •
that the fence has a large post every twenty yards and a thinner jest 
every five yards (except where there is a large one) and that it has 

strands of wire uniformly spaced six inches apart. Tiewed throu^ a 
horizontal slit the fence may be described as a oomplex periodic wave

'■ -I

ir''"'
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oomposed'b^ically of -two different spatial frequencies: a lovr ; 
frequency which represents the recurring large posts and another four 
times as fast:for the thin posts,: Viewed throu^ a vertical slit the 

fence is another periodic wave of much higher spatial frequency, since 
the strands of wire are much closer together. If'the fence is crisply 
silhouetted the waves 1 have desorihed will be rectangular}-that is, 

the cutoff between li^t and daii at each post will be sharp, as with 

a square wave, but, unlike a square wave, the daii parts 2rPosts_7 will 
not be as Tfide as the li^t parts ^“spaces between posts_7i: 'These- 
complex reotan^ar Waves ’ could be analyzed into sinusoidal oomponeht's 

• without loss of information.; The same could be; done even if the wave 
were not rectangular - fence with round posts illuminated from the

V-
1

V. ■

front - or if it were to be aperiodic r fence seen obliquely and hence 
subject ts'-f^ahortenihg. or a fence with missing posts.

Cpipbell & Robson (1968) investigated .the visibility of gratings 
(patterns made up of regulafly,^terhating li^t and darie strips in 

single direction) of various spatial frequencies and wave-shapes. One 
of their studies concerned the pbint.at which the contrast in a faint 
grating was'just sufficient for it to'be visible. ' At this level of 
contrast a square-Wave grating is indistinguishable’ from,a comparable 
sine-wave grating of the. same spatial frequency. The difference 
becomes'd^otable at the saie lever of illumination as that at which 
the third sinusoidal-harmonic of the sqiiare wave is. firat visible when 

it is'-presented separately. This, and other results Cf Campbell &
Robson, relating to rectangul^ and- saw-rtooth waves and their sinusoidal . 

components, can be■ neatly ex^^ed if it is assumed that oiir visxiai:

i'

a
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apparatus independently detepta the various spatial frequency components
: in brightness distributions on our retinas. .

/ To analyze the sorts of scenes which we commonly look at into 

sinusoidal components whose amplitudes, frequencies and phMe relatipn- 
ships will represent those scenes in the degree of detail to which

accustomed would require (probably parallel), analysis along several 
d^e^nt ares. / In several Species of mammal, aells h^ been found

we

-are

in

-the vi^ cortex whose responses Z>2llen et al (1971, p,76)./ Of. also 
Robson (1975,-p. 110) tl

... to a given slit width are independent of 
of the, Slit, so long as it is oriented in the preferred 

direction and is within the overall receptive field of the
i

cell." Slit

here meqns a tri^t line of li^t, 

width of the 1-inS^^ey detect aid they also require parallel adjacent
These cells are sensitive, to the

-1^
stripsrof retina to be rela,tively unstimulated if they are to respond 

-X^aximally,

i

''X

They occur in a variety of sizes. In short, they 
sensitive to spatial frequencies, in particular orientations and are

are

likely to be the physiological hardware of neural Fourier analysis.

follen^,^ (1971, p,76),£aso note that a timing mechanism for the 

registra-tion of phase relationships is ayallable in the form of periodic
brain rhythms such as the alpha-wave. ;/ , '' , ,

/■> ■ ■■

I ■/

Fourier analysis of spatial frequencies has 
virtues /“of. Leibowitz & Harvey (1973) and Pollen et al (1971)._7. 
Firstly, they allow a mechanical comparison of patterns

several important

, say, a /,
perceptual input and a stored prototype. Each pattern, after Fourier
analysis, will be a set of spectra. The spectra can simply be 'lined

i
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up' and degree of overlap between them will be 
no homuaouluB is needed in the brain to ponder 
whether incoming stimulation from Bessie is 
wei^ted average of a large number of dimensions

a measure of similarity;
over such Issues as

more similar, in some

, to the prototype cow, 
horse or guitar. Furthermore, Fourier spectra possess important
invariance relationships with the objects which produce images on human 

. 'Ehe relative Fourier spectrum, for a given view of ah object

j'

retinas
t.

remains invariant with changes in size of the object; and we can
~~^'^recognlze' objects equally-

easUy over a;wlde range of -viewing distances. 
Ihe spectrum is also substantially unal-tered by translational motion or

changes in bri^tness.

I
!

Hobson (1975), in a very dbnservative assessment, concludes that 
(PV112) " ...'ift^ie visual cortex is a spatial fMquenoy analyzer, it
is certainly'an ahalyzeh of very modest capabilities, able to do no

>-'/\re'
than analyze patches of the visual image in-to their first three 

harmonic components." (Chis conclusion follows from S-tudies (on monkeys) 
'which suggest that the orientation selectivity of the cells in the 
visual cortex, which I mentioned above, is coarse; the orien-tations 
which the cortex seems to sample proceed in jumps of about 15°, hnd

from the fao-t that these cells seem'never to have-more than three ■ 
parallel excitatory strips of retina in their domain, 

estimating whether this imodest capability' is adequate 

Hobson appears to ignore the possibility of coupling insensitive 
elementary mechanisms to yield a vernier-like mechanism of greater 

sensitivity. ' Blakemore (1975, P.259) says, in a different context: ' 

"Ihis concept of collaboration between coding neurons to provide a •

I:
I have no way of ,1

or not. However,
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signal more Breoise than any single coding element-^, fainili^ to 

consideration of color recognition baaed on only'three different
absorption pigments.": ■

^ ,

the

In ordinary photography, the film records spatial variation to
amplitude of a wavefrpnt of li^t coming from an object. . ; Some of the

information pontatoed. to the wavefront i‘s lost to tMs time-averaged

recording process, namely, phase relationships 
'''■■'^r^'^nformatlon;:^ :the,:photograph iS; one.pf the :

and may usually be distinguished from the actual object it portrays. 
Oiir eyes^ can evidently see, for example,: that a part of .the: wavefront 
which emanated: from an indentation ;repesaed a non-totegt^: number of 
waveleng^ below the surface arrives on the retina with its crests 
out of phase; wi^i^he crests of waves from the surface pf the object;

the

i. ; She absence of this 
reasons why it looks flat

the camera cannot, to 1946 Gabor invented a process called optical 
Vtogra^ by means of which all of the iafoimation to the wavefront

may be recorded on a ^ photographic fdlLm /"see his Hobel' Prize address 

Gabor, (1972), for an interesting account of the discovery and of 
subse4uent^developments._7.:,.^;

! ■

to order to make a hologiam a Photdgra^to plate irei^ded td t^ 
wavefronts simultauieously, 
and the other a reference beam.

One of them might be. li^t from an object 
An interference pattern is set up 

between the two wavefronts: Where a pair of drests (or troughs) 

from each wavefront, arrive at the same time they reinforce each other

one

and where a trou^ from one coincides with a crest from the other they 
cancel out, etc. Both wavefronts have to.be monoohromatio and coherent

i' ■;
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for this interference pattem to -fae stable. A stable interference 
pattern recorded in this way has the ' interesting property that if it is 
illuminated with oiw of the‘original incident wavefronts and viewedk
from the correct angle the other original wavefront . sli^tly \ 
attenuated, will be

. Thus if the reference beam is shone throng 
a way which is visually 

, indistinguishable from the original, becau^ both phase and amplitude
.information has been recovered. Alternatively; a'replica o the 
reference- beem •may be created by illuminating the holo^^ - 

front from the original: obdect; using the' same li^-t, and optical ' 
geomatry, as was used in making the hologram 
processes analogous to memory are

seen.

the hologram, the obdect will be seen in

with a wave-

In this way three 
possible with holography: (a) 

asgociative: holography, in which^warofnnits coming fromobjects, .

^hT^terferdncd pittem and a replica of ^ A is createdA and B, compose

^r^se^ent presehtation of B, and vice versa, (b) identification
'’holokraPl^, in which the original wavefronts come from

X

an object and
a 'label' for the objeot - subsequent presentation of the object yields 
the 'label' /"or, given the 'label' a dopy of the object may be 
produced_7, and (o) recognition holography, in which a reference wave

Objeot enter into making the hoiogram and subsequent detection 
of a replica of the reference wave is a sign that what is iiluminating
the hologram must be a replica of the wavefront from the original

and an

object. -"i.

If the hologram is made throu^ a diffuser, such as a ground- 
glass screen, toen /"Gabbr (1972, p.304)J 

large enough to contain the diffraction pattern, contains infonnation

It any.small part of it.
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on the whole object, and this can be reconstructed from the fr^ent, 

only with more noise." Further (p.JIO):; ^'A binary store, in the form . 
of a checkerboard pattern on. microfilm, can be spoiled by a si^le , 
grain of ;dust, by a hair, or by a scratch, while a diffused hologram 
is almost insensitive to such defects." Ehis dispersal of storage into 
many independent wholes allows many different interference patted to.

.; be stored on. the same ^otographio plate. Erpvided they are not. so 
similar as.to:interact,. only,a deterioration in^clariiy will result 

because it is unlikely that a given bit of pictorial information will, 
be obscured by superposition of another when it-is reproduced in so 
pany places on the film. . — ' ■ 'i; ^ ^

Juiesz A Pennington drew,attention to the parallel between
the robustness^ human memory and the resistance to insult of diffused
holograms.> Longuet-Higgins (1968) provides a mathematical account of a 

^^'^'Vdynamic version of holography, o lony. which could respond 
With the termination of a seg.uenc^given its onset, and which might be 

' instantiated in the brain. Hie idea of; hologxa.i*y in the brain, with 
the durability and economy which such distributed storage-would entail, 
has since attracted many theoriats /~Gf., e,g.,.Pribram (1969)._7» For 
my purposes recognition holography .and what I called identification 
holography, above, are the most interesting possibilities. If humans* 

can use such processes that would explain the enormous, capacity 
demonstrated in recognition experiments ^ijf. Standing at al (1972); 
summarized in §1.4.2._^ and how prototypes for lexemes could be looked 
up, and how a lexeme could be found for sensory input which matched a 

stored prototype. Meat, importantly, the re-creation process in

I

■ 1'; ^

, I
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in holography doea not reauire a oiever homunoulua to make decisions 

about similarity. In the recognition prooeas the reference wavefront 
is either reoreated with sufficient clarity to 'throw the 
the input is not recogiiized and mutatla

switch' or

Of course, we do not, normally see the world lit in coherent 
: monochrome. If mental holography exists iH: must he based on inter-; ,

ferenoe between waves of nerve impulses, perhkps after Pokier ■' i

■'analysis . Cavana^ (1975 ) presents a . detailed mathematioal 

ion of the possibility of neural holography wMoh is compatible 

kno»(p neurophysiology and-some psychological results. , lh his model the

demonstrat-

r
with .

coherence and stability, which optical holograpl«r derives 

beams, is provided by .;the structure, of fixed interoohhections between 
neiLTons,

from laser

have sought in this section to persuade the reader that 
apparent pbstaole to traditional imageL^theories of meaning - 
im^s manipulated (rotated, expanded, contracted etc.)? - is in

an

How are

practice not an obstacle to the brain5 these processes are performed 

by our brains and the means of their doing so may be some oombinatioh 

of Fourier analysis and holography, fioth of, these latter'processes 
also make it reasonable to speculate that similarity may be evaluated

! ■'

Without recourse to a sentient being in the brain doing the Job,

1 •4*5 A note on atabiliged retinal images

If an (optical) image remains at rest upon the retina for more . 1 •
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than a few seconds it ceases to he perceived. !Ehiis the intricate ’ '

tracery of blood vessels which lies in front of the retina,

position, is not normally seen; although it may be seen if one eye at
time is carefully Opened for only a brief interval after 'a night's

sleep. Stabilized retinal images may be artificially produced by
securing a pioture to a properly fitting contact lens and in various

other ways. Evans (I965,p.125) reports that when this is done;
Experienced subjects, within seconds of settling down in 

: the aparatus, will notice changes in the stimulus 
■material. • Ihese changes-vary frOin -time to time, but the 
general trend is for there to be an almost immediate
reduction of contrast between the target and its back
ground. JEhis is followed, again within seconds, by a 

• distinct, and ht first surprising, disappearance. Ilhis 
disappearance is occasionally of the complete figure, 
but IS most often of-some part-or parts of it. ' ^ ■ .
Reappearances either of the image as a whole, or of parts 
of the image, occur at intervals of from 1:to 5

in a fixed’. ’

a

sec.

Speaking speculatively and teleologically, one might suggest that 
oe something has been perceived it ban be ignored for so long as it

i''-.
neither moves nor changes. Alternatively, since parts of a stabilized 
image often disappear separately, one might surmise that this is a way
of eliminating 'noise', to sharpen the objects of our perception during
fixation, inhere is some support for the latter hyEwthesis in Evans'

(1965) finding that jagged angular'figures vanish more TCadily than 
rounded ones and that Jan ellipse will disappear sooner than a circle ’ 

/■Ehe work of'Gamer (1970)^ mentioned in §1.3.1, showed that inform-^

ationally simple figures such as a circle are rather special perceptual
objects._^. Using either of these guesses as a guiding hypothesis one 

mi^t hope to discover what kinds of things are unitarily perceived by 
determining what disappearsj reappears or remains visible as a unit.
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The theory of:criterial attribhtes would- gain some credence if if'could 
be shown that sub-parts.which might count as: distinctive features

Evans ■

of roughly this kind. '

”'i

oscillate between visibility and absence in tmitafy fashion 
(1965) addressed himself to a question

He asked his subjects to report for each fragmentation of a, 
.stabilized image whether or not it was 'structured'. The figure being , 
viewed was a circle crossed by a vertioal and a horizontal diameter

\aine, i;e. ,- a Circle divided into four'equal quadrants. A stmotured
fr^entatiott^was defined as; one which'involved one.dr ^more entire

■' ii'

lines or arcs between the intersectibn points on the -figure
disappearance of an entire arm of the cross, the whole circle

I ,
Thus

, any arc ,
: : 1

of the circle between points where .the arms of the croM 'touched the 

circle, an entirs'quadrant, bar of the cross, etc. counted as a
stTOCtured fragmentation. ‘ Changes involving only pairts of the lines 

-^^^^etween Intersection .points f<
formed the oomplementary oategbry. "Before ■; ’j

the experiment subjeota were shown a ^ber of drawing "Cf possible 
fragmentations of patterned targets, They were told to report a
struotursd;configuration only when dab of these clearly delineated 
figures occurred and persisted, If odd, random parts of the figure 
remained, even in association with some obviously non-randbrn shape.

they were not to'report a structured configuration." (1965,

P.128)_7. Under these conditions, 
ations were 'structured'.

approximately 15“^ of the fragment-
f '

Comsweet (1970), one of the originators of the study of 

stabilized retinal images, has reservations about the significance of

■I:
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even ffinall effects such as this. pa oritiaue is directed primarily 
at studies of the reappearance of Tiarta of stabilized retinal 
but the burden carries oyer to studies of Psappearanoe.

•' .

s

He notes that 
common with loosely-fitting oontaot lenses than:reappearance is more 

with ones which are very secure but (p.408j!

. Several authpra have suggested that reappearance 
is^^not a opnsepuence of uncontrolled retinal; image ' . 
motion. Ihey say, instead thp some: internal- process
causes the reappearance, and that by studying the • 
appearance of the restored image, they can study the 
nature of tMs process .... When stabilized images 
reappear,, they are often fra^ehted and these fragments 
iraqsently are described as simple or meaningful units, ’ 
rather than simply as a random selection of elements 
from the original figure. Such reports have been.

^ toterpreted as providing support for the contention
that reappearance is not a oonBeg.uenoe of oontaot-lens • 
slippage. . ^ .

i.-i&~r^-S£S==-
When a oontaot lens slips, it does so in some particular 
direction. 33iose components of the target that are lines

S'S S'
picture, furthermore, when a subject is presented with 
series of random and nonrandom shapes under ordinary 
viewing.oonditions and is later asked to describe them, 
his report is very likely to contain more meaningful than 
Mnmeaningful shapes, and more simple than complex
Tcomsweet (1970, P.408)J.

ii

a

i.';

ones.

.2

I should like to sum up tMs section and'the others under §1.4 by 
quoting a part'of the preface oif a recent book on form detection
/futtai (197517:'

... the-Gestalt descriptions'of visual processes still 
• ring true,.despite the fact that their theories have 

been supplanted. These descriptions suggest that the 
hum-n peroeiver operates on-global factors of stimuli 
rather than on the details of their component features.
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Yet much recent research, it seems, has been focused 
on the analysis of figures into parts rather than^ on 
considerations of overall organization, in spite of 
the fact that people seem to do just the opposite.

>■

Finally, can the research work in these sections he ignored hy 
linguists heoause, to a large extent, they are general psyoHologicai 
studies of memory, recognition etc. and do not always have a specif- '

ioally verbal focus? I think not. lo do so would ie to fail to wield 
Occam's razor, without good cause Heoently I found my scissors, 
amongst the coition which litters my desk, by the very tips 'of the 
blades/alone, which were prajeoting from benehth a book 
need to see the ,pivot or the hmdles or the, manner in which they

used; the pointed ends matched Bomethlng I had stored in ny mind well
enough

(There was; no ,

were ;

for identi^Oation, Surely an organism with this kind of
capability has no need of an independent strategy for deciding the 

^^a^p^kbility of known lexemes? As soon as I knew they were Boiasbrs 
I knew they were scissors.

r,,

<
X

A note regaraing iiie nhUosophioai bflflkgroima

t. ,

this Booticm I ^ Mlied BoXoly on BMOnd^

Stanllnrid (1973) and tho iatroduotion of Bborla (1970). In tha 

I^y ignoTMOo Md Itak of sojaiiatioatton 
philoeophar, I Bhi^ bo brief. TSy t^on for troapaaslng is that 
tho ioBUos v*loh joiBsoato tiio rest of this thaoio havo been of 

intoroat to philooijphors for oonturioD, imdar &o heading “Iho

as a
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ProTjlm of 

thocay of protol^poB
. TIhsa I i^Jced oa p. 4, aboro, that the

"Wd" ,I^haa la Edad oinilapitieo 'batiraontraa

it ond lia Elatanio * theory of foma', 
looko W Borkoloy. Iharoforo I feal

and oai-tala prcposalo of 
to tty to point to 

oooqey la the vaotthe tiny pigeonhole rfdch cy aaggeottcao

odiflao of Western PhUoBojiy.

Iho UiWiiBtla aspect of the prCblem 6f anivoraala is the 

"^t is the haaio m tA^h entttioa in the w 
gro«K»d,TMdy tgenwal Bam3aV (i.a. ottEan no^ 
and addeot^s Uto ^S2S). ]X«s a-geaeral aa.^ ;

entily 8«=? iind - a mljs^ - the asy

refers or is this parh^B a aroi«^aded w
Matter? AnsBers ^c<tli^8o qjastibas have fallen Into too broad 
Catcgo^s.: ralia^ bn the one hand, and aeTrrinnH^/;.^^4^..,4_

■ 5x.

, Plato, a roaHat, posited file exiatonoe of tranaoendoatal

«*deotB In ahloh the laperftot ontitioB of o^

perception somshto pa^lpated. Otdinaty things could be olaaai 
fled together and glTOa the Qom 'gonial nams* if -mr^ * !
folated to the sana fUna. Jfy msgostioao tiro la hansaiy irtth this 
to the extent, toat I eiMr. that the jnssliors of Individual denotatian 

^ bearing ralatioaahips to sonathlng outside 
a (cat of) protolyps(s). Houever, I eeoopt the itwHn

olasaes are 
of thamsolTes:

orittolczas nhloh Arl^tle

levelled at Plato's dootrlno.
, the father of another brand of roallsa, 

Hanaly that /'Maokio (1976, P.127)J7
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"It is unwjoncmieal to poatulato a^ohole realm of 
entities. Ho ooharont aooomt oan te giroh of how they

s^jorsenBlble

ore known
of how the knowledge of them oontribntes to onr ordinaiy kmw- 

ledge^of things that are paroeiTOd ly the
or

uao of tha sonsoB," 
Jristotlo looated his univsrsals in the world of things. Without

the cannon ohjeots of our,poroopti<» there would he no univorsals. 
J^r ppotolypoe too, uiOiko Plato's foims/^ not in heaven. 
Aristotle's reaUsm lay in a bftlirf that t^
oategeriBatian InhSrdnt in things in the world. !Eho readinosa with 
^*loh I find ajraolf able to agree with elalms Moh as: "ahare is no

ilM* to the numbhr of possible olaisifioatlona of obijeoto.'*
/■Sambrou^ (I960, p.203)_7 loads mo to the oonolusion ■amt I lemi
more towards naainalism.

In its Btwwgost form medioTal neminaliBm assorts that the
•^entiiiea ±in the ooapass of a general name are hound together only 

in that they ore oaoh called by that name. Ehis is in hlatant 
oonfliot with intuition and noadnaUBm is usually watered down ty 
granting that a given pl^ifioatton. out of the smiy potential ones, 
may ho mare or lass Justifiable according te tho ertont to T*ioh

there are roo^l^eB within oaoh ijlass, hotweeh its msnheks,

Canoeptualists claim that olasbiflaatioaa ai^ leased ly bmmn

mlnda and that the isivorsalB to ■rfdoh 'goaoial names' have referoMo 
are ^steaotjdaaaj ortemal objects are usually held ly them to ho

Mt'

ordered in terms of their relativo simllarUy to different abstraot 
ideas; theory, also appeals to a notion of simllarityj and it is 
conoeptualist in Its rolianoo on mantal ropresontatiohs of things.
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It ia nomlnnllat insofar aa X grant tha possibility of more tiian 
prototype being stored in assooiation TTithone

a given lozena.

^ nysoW greatly in syjiBatly with the ideas of Iiobke, a
oonoqptnoliat,; ojn^t in the fflatter of abstreotton. 
that •genai^ ideas'

IropSa aigned .
- to. bo the referenta of 'genarai nansa* - 

«,E5a*dng partionlar ideas, cone to us^ t^ the
perception of Individ^ obdeots in

arose

onr snrrovfadinga, and, for 

acprossing their diffefonoes and 
oosEaon to thom.^ ^o«g^ allow that

clMB of partiouLar ideas, 
abstracting chat ;raa

T7e do
thia^and olthon^ I in §1.4.^^ co are de^la of sem- 
thing a^ to n^tal ppn^sito portraiture, I do not boliw that

our protot^a are in genaril abotTMtioas c^ 6^ the
ties '^h-afT^nvatdhnt 4reii^ a class. The theory of

oritorial attrUmtoa is a bland of Lodcoan abstraoUbii

views on.oategorles.
and

:i:'

Berlcolay attaokod the poBBibiHtgr of abstraot ideas on the
grom^ t^t no idea (and, to appears to have thought of -tdeae 
iiaagoaj oaa avoid having ppooifio values for it 
Speoifioation of dotatla chioh

—^ ^ 3!“^ was tto beginning

of tto usual line of attack on r^orted
la 01.4.4. Uhat I take ftto Bortoley,^thous^x, is toe notion that

as
s attributes.

nay vary eoross a ppeoies io '

generality cones about through the cay la chioh 

him, alaoBt naaltareblyJ7 parUornlar ideaa. 
the fooua of a

our^fior 

d-prototype oan be 
dmotati<a olass ly being used to represoat things

^ izsa
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irtdoh ora asroly ulndlar to it.

■ I: Bhould Hie naxt to aay a fW worta about mttgenatola* a 
notlOT of faallsr.MaaiflilaneaB. Ehla ±o a laxrpoDal uhleh Banirough 
(19S0) maintains boIvob the problem of univeroals but ia neither i

realiot nor nominaliat. .lUhe olaas-of gamiB tob ana of the oacanplas 
mttganatoin used In putting fornard hio ideas.
Baaiarough (I960, p.l99);^^ •

AMordlng to

" that ganas haro nothing in oomm.oxoept that they are gamae.

toe nominaliat’a olalm that games have nothing in oonmn 
wjPt toat^toey are called g^a and the roaliat'a olaia 
that games have sorothing in oonsan other than that lJiey 
are ^a. ^He asserts at one and too same tima the 
west’s o^Jhat there is an obSeotive dustifioation 
fbr the appUoaUon'of the notel "game'* to gacaa and toe 
nMd^st^^l^ that there is no-element that is 
OMBon to all ganas. : v ;

' e

The <*;5ootiTO fO(r soortiJQg
■^^-othar games, or too moEibars of i

denotatian olass, into the same pile is that eeoh of 
them otoibits bom but not neaessarily; all of iiio features lAioh

.i .

oliaraoterlBe that 'family' . matoor m^ lack aiy of too !
!'■■■■..

familial stigmata one oaimot, in genoxnl, hops to class' 
defining features toioh ore proBwit in every one of toe zasaibera of 
the class. Horever, m^ers of too class eiil bo feoogt^ncble

such in Tirtuo of having of toe features of too class. A

f

as

given msmber, A^ of too class might hove no features in ooiason eito

anotoSr/B, biit tooro is likely to bo SOM other mstoer,

Triiioh liatw features irito boto A bi^ B v 

fSndly rosemblaneo running through the grot^).
Hence toorai ijill bo a
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:

la a series of pqychologioal ejgpeariiaants, Hojwh *-^rviB (I975)

. Hare shom that degree of audged oentralily la a oatogoty is
* ::stroagly ooxrelated aith extent of famUy fesemblance^^ian this 

lattet is qualified. ;la § §2.3.2 and 2.3.5 I Oita some axacgdoa of
ohUdren'a denotation olasaeo irithia -nhioh no feature oaa uniftoily
be found in orexy msnior./'unlBBa it is of suph tibiquity as to bo
found in liia msnibora of maiy other olaases‘as weia_7. PamUy. 
rosaicibaancos is thus an attractive notion for me. Purthermoro, tho 
theory of irotoiiypoB may be straightforrerdJy regarded as a special 
ease of the theory <tf fandly rosenib^ a theory In uhloh, to 

omtinue the •faniuy niat^r, such reaenibasncos as thwo are
depend on the awnhera being siiollsr to the same progenitors 
prototypes. To ly mind this intoiprotatton renders Wittgaasteln's 
insistesoe that eh£t~^ have in ecmooh is that they

-the
i

are Zs less
gnornloflily obscure.

^-,,1

aooeptanoe of Wittgenstein's solution is in no to be 
understood os oonood “mt the theory of oritarial attributes 
could bo fliado viable if it admitted diojunotive dofinitionB. 
definitions may bo oondunotioas or disjunotions of attributes and

If

are not further oonstrained there is no reason uly some of the 
arbitrary olasaes it eould then be possible to oonstrwt ^ 1)0 
leamable, in the sense that one idio has been introdused to

Va

iisome , Ii

maaiers ulll bo ehla to reoogniao near instaneas of the olass; 
the rqap^atioa of lexemes is leamablo. 
bond between the

and

There must be a family
ere of any given denotation olassi relationship 

to the Bans ancestor or wedded ooiqiles of anoostors. See Dennis at al



T

ai»i

!
(1973) for an o^xadiiantal demonotration tlat hm».r.,» aro alnoat 
ino^ablo of dieoernlng the baoia of olasslfioation in olaoBao

t«Mo1i are formaUy lifce Wittiganatoin' o but T*ioh bring together 
artitrai^ ooUeoticaa of foatnrea rather than onaa defining Madrid 
entitiea. ■

;

1

■!

'9

i.

1!

t
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2.0 Jji empirical study of e^T-ly vocaby^ ary development

In this pari of the thesis I present an account of a longitudinal 
study of tfce nominala used by three young Bhildren up to the age of 
two and a half years. The investigation is restricted to nominals 

■ whose denotation olasSea comprised relatively oonorete entities. 
Mominals is used as a cover-term to enoompass all nouns, common and

proper, regardless of whether they filled sentential roles analogous
\ff^ooa of aa.ult English noun ptoases 

phrases. The term'also includes isolated fonM judged W denote' ; ;

ehtitiesj^rather than'actions, processes, qualities, affects etc.

Since my concern is with the intensions of lexemes - with what it is 
that unites the diverse members'of denotation classes - I shall have 
next to nothing to say^But ^tactic structure, in fact the bulk of 

my data obasists of Msolated forms. Such syntactic clues as there were 
havo^Qen^used without

or were constituents of noun

ii

specific acknowledgemerit;' Three clues, in the 
main, when they first appeared in the children's records, served to '; ir

corroborate the earlier designation of many ancestor lexemes as 
nominals. They were noun phrases marked by either articles or attrib

utive adjectives, or both, and possessive striictures such as Aladdair's 
hike and my mummy's pens. Obviously, nbun.phrases of the latter kind 
offer suggestive evidence of a nascent common vs. proper distinction 
but I do not treat this issue here. I have likewise, largely:ignored 
distinctions in the \ises of the children's nominals; vocative, pre

dicative, sentence-subject etc. Host of my examples were oases in '

which the children were responding to a 'what's that' question, asked 
, with respect to an ostended object, or instances of children spontan-

'v-

!
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eously naming an objeot which they had aomenta 
noticed. ; '

earlier discovered or

2.1 a!he>data - :

lie data were derived almost expluaively from two 
questionnaires completed at weekly intervals by

sources;

the children's mothers 
measidns,wi4i ihe

POr each Child, data-collection by queatiomaire 
began some time before the first tape-recorded session was undertaken, 

eacdr child, the ooUectioh of data ceased

and transcripts; of tape-recordings-- of; weekly -play • 
X-bhildren, individually,

For
at the age of approx- ■

imately three years 

and taped data spanning the period 
first

For present pu^^ses I have used questionnaire

’ case of each ohlldi from his
queatrennaire ,tp^ point at:'>Aioh he had reached the 

least two and a half years and we had records of taped sessions
age of at

ooye^^ at least six months. Questionnaires were posted or otherwise 
once a week.delivered;to the mothers of children Each questionnaire

was received back by post, or fetched, after it had been filled in, 
week later. Use. of the post resiated in these

oiie

records being very
nearly uninterrupted week-by-week accounts of the children's 
development. -Sickness, holidays and other; disruptions occaslbnally led

linguistic

■to the omission of taped sessions

Ihe questionnaire item of greatest use to me was one which asked
the mother to "Please list all new words used by ... this week" aid to '

state, for each word, "how the new word was used". Other questionnaire 
items which yielded some relevant data were ones which asked for any

: -r
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examples observed that week of the child "doihihg words together", 
"saying anything that sounded like a auestion" and "trying to count"..

Infonnation regarding specific, lexical items - pronouns, prepositions, : 
negators, .^attention-drawers and comments on absence and repetition- 
was also solicited. However, these tables produced little of relevance
to the present study. . .

(nhe children who 
^ittleJjoys (g, J Md K).

are the focus of this investigation werb three 
She table below presents the saLient ages

and quantities in the body of their data which I have used. Ages, here 

and elsewhere noted earlierJ7, are expressed in the form; number

at •age total . 
■taped : 

utterances

total
nominal
lexemes

child 1st. q'naire^ 4st. taping this^srudy

-U^-3/6r 

1;9 1/2

.G;. 1;8 1/5 

1;10 4/3 
2;0 1/2

2;6 1/6 
2;6 1/6 

2;6 1/2

58.53 159

2786

2649

219

E ■113

of years, semi-colon, number,of months, followed by fractions of a 
month, if any. Hie smallest fraction- which I .have,, employed is one-

Bixth, i. e. five days. She upper age-llmi-t Of two and a half years 
keeps the amount of data manageable but Includes the 
which Clark (l 973-.), in her review Of diary studies, 

i." extensions' to be a common occurrence.

age-range within 
found 'over-

Note that the total number of 
are based On a count of types, not 

. Heferenpe to the appendix at the end of this thesis will show 
that the number of tokens involved was far greater. ' :

r - •!

nominal lexemes given in the table 
tokens
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All three children were gojowing up in suburban. English-speaking ■ 
homes in Edinburgh. G'a, mother was a housewife and his.father a printer. 
He had a sister two and a half .years older: than himself.: J's.mother

was an; ardhMologist working in. a psyoholinguistio research unit. His 

father was :a civil engineer studying for a higher degree in linguistics.
J had a brother slightly older than himself and a sister who was a 

little:.older than both nf them. . K's.mother was-a housewife, and his 
father a civil servant. K's only sibling was a brother two andthree- 

;^''-^uaiteE^yeBra.older,. . ..: : , v- '

2.1.1 The larger pro.iect

The collection of data by questionnaire and tape-™ooed.er was done 
in collaboration witlui^colleagues on a Social Science Reseacoh Council
projeot, "The linguistic development of young children", under the 
diro<^^n_of Professor John iyons, in the Department of linguistics, 

University of Edinburgh. The aims of the project were longitudinal 
studies, confined to the first three years of life, of the acquisition 
of prepositions, tense and aspect, modal verbs, questions, certain . 
seleotional,restriotions, :^noi^, deiris, reference and definiteness.

1 .

Griffiths et al (1974) is a short general .description of this project.

■;ii
2.1.2 Selection of children

iv-

Through approaches to the mothers of children attending a research 
nursery assooiated with the Department of Psychology, University of 
Edinburgh, contact was established with a number of families who had

i.



young children who had either just begun to use language meaningfully, 
in the judgement of their parents, or who had not yet started. These .

was explained, to 
them.; Information such as the child's date of birth, number of

families were visited and the nature, of the project

siblings and parental booupations was recorded during these visits, 
questionnaire was left with each set of parents and they were asked to

A :.

return it as soon as it proved possible to make‘the first entiy 
Following .receipt of the first questionnaire,-subsequent 

'^Qatphed :ahd oolleoted weekly. , After ;the..initial visit we; paid .a, 

second call on each family.specifically to assess the likelihood of 
being abl* to enter into; cooperative .'relationships with . the, children 
No attempt was made to compose a sample which would reflect a balanced

ones were

oxir

cross-section of .society. We were concerned only with the ohUdren's 
ages, their willingness^ interact with us and domestic factors such 
as street noise, and the presence of other ohUdren; factors which would 
have?'m^h~it,,diffloult to obtain clear tape-recordings,. Two sets of 

twins were not taped because; of the difficulty which recording them, 
would have:presented. ;

Taped play sessions were commenced Immediately with two of the 
children because they appeared to have started using words meaning-

fully at around the time of our:initial visit. One of them was a

little.girl, Ja, from whose record I cited an example in §1.3.2. she 
was an only child whose father,and mother were, respectively, a plumber 
and a typist working at home. We visited the other children whom we 
felt were potentially suitable at approximately monthly intervals to 
assess their progress and to accustom them to our presence.^ After the

■t-
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return of the initial guestionnaires we continued to collect, data in 
: this manner/from the children’s parents, including most,of those i*03e 

children were not included in the tape-recorded subset. Together with 
a few ohiidron added to the sample tbrou^ personal contacts, question

naire data was collected on the linguistic ■ development of twenty-four 
children in all. ■ v : ; "

J, one of the children who is inched in the Jable of §2It, above, 
^and^ar;littie.girl, R, were bontaoted ttirou^ acqualntahoes shortly 
after we had begun to tape-record the: first two \ohildren. They had 

clearly gtarted to use language and they were added to the tape- 
recorded sample immediately. J soon proved to be moire advanced, 

linguistically, than we had realized; so it is fair to say that some 
important early phases^his development were lost to us. The addition
of three other children to the tape-recorded sample brou^t it to the
finaTWal

• of 'seven. Two of :the last three children came from the ; 

The other was P, a friend'a child, from whose record 
I drew'some examples used in §1.2.5.1. P had no siblings. His father

original sample.

was a college, of education lecturer arid his mother a former secretary.

I have chosen to concentrate on the vocabularies of G, J and K 
beoauae they were the three children whom I Imew best in the tape- 
recorded sample. It was the policy of the research team that one 
member ahoiad be a fairly constant figure in the life of each of the 
children.; This person should attempt to be present at every recording

•V,.

session with that particular child and should be the child's pririoipal 
playmate durii« recordings. The assignment of children to research
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staff in this way was partly organized to suit our oonvenienoe and. : 
partly, dictated by the preferences shown by the ohildren. n, .T ^

were the children in whom 1 took a special, interest; we became friends.
In writing this thesis I have been influenced by the data we gathered 

from the other ohildren but"^! have confined detailed analysis to the 
material gathered from G, J and, K. . ' ^ ^

In serious studies of child language a great deal han^ on'• 
.i^tditlYa-inteipiTO

t.

of children's utterances. It is therefore of 
paramount importance that one's intuitions be founded on familiarity

with the particular child involved.. The dubious validity of the, 
glosses assigned: to ohild^n'a utterances by adult strangers also makes 
longitudinal methods mbre Jikely to yield truth thm oross-seotional 
studies...

2.1.3.^^ording and tranaeriPtion

vath-the exception of J, who,was often recorded in the project 
offices became hiS; mother worked nearby, theJweekly recorded ^ play 
sessions took plaog in each;child's home. . Usually,. three racers of
the research team would be presents the child's 'playmate', a phone

tician and a commentator. One or both of the child's parents usually
chose to attend as well. Ve took with us a box of toys, the contents 
'of which will be described below. After a short ,'warm-up' period, 
during which we set the child at ease and deployed om equipment.
recording was begun. The unrecorded preliminaries generally occupied 
up to h^f an hour, and the recording approximately twenty minutes.
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A portable Dher' »4000I,' 'tape-recorder w'as used with 'standard-play'
tape at 3f i.p.B. Two Sennheiaer omni-directional microphones were led

into it through a mixer with an independent gain control ior each of 
them. k , /

One of the miorophonea was placed on the floor near the child. ©le

other was held by the bdmmentatpr who sat in the baok^uhd The

commentator gave a quiet running' description of the child's 
' acti^i^esT-- trying to identify

non-verbal 
any object or event to which the child

reacted, pointed or otherwise showed signs of attention and;to specify 
the nature'04 the interabtioa.' ih ihe role of commentator, we soon ' 
developed across and other abbreviated forms to refer tS the adults

present and the toys. This was done -to try .'to ensure that the 
commentary would influence"^ child's conversations as little as 

posaible. The children' appeared largely to ignore the commentator, 
howeverf'^t^e-.ohdld showed an interest in the Comaentator, he or she 

would exchange roles with the playmate and allow the interaction to

:■ ■;!

proceed smoothly. If the child chose to play with its parent/s 
phonetician the playtiate..would likewise'withdraw

or the
temporarily from the .

centre of activity. The phonetician's task was to'attempt to niEdce 
^s'tailed a transcription of each of the ohild'a utterances 
would allow.

as

as time'"
■

During the recording sessions our main concern weis tha-t the child 
should talk. Secondarily, we were interested in probing the child's 

mastery of the forma, structures and types of speech act which it 
the aim of the project to investigate. We also often wished to follow

was
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leads Buggested .by questiohnaire entries. !Phese goals were achieved
mainly by sustaining the child's interest through varying the

type Of
• play as mzch as possible and allowing the child; free rein in guiding
the direction of conversation.

hoc elicitation experiments to tiy to 
- types of utterance of special interest 
boredom with any of the toys i 

■ number of them we would leave, 
tfeq;iiext^w: visits.and_ reintroduce them again later.

However, we frequently conducted ad 
coax a child into attempting 

If a child showed 
or appeared to be overwhelmed by the

t o us ,

some of them at the proseot office's for

Even with the,aid of a detailed accompanying,commentary it is
ea^ to forget contertual details which are important clues to the 
meanings of children's utterances, before they have

been committed to
on the daypaper.. As a rule, there:^2f5V^ we transcribed tape-recordings 

ttiat 'they were 'made, Ihe transcription of child language ta:^3 is a 
Ipngthj^i^uous process;, so we found it neoessary.to conduct the 

play sessions in mid-moming,in, order to have the rest of the day free
for transcription. Only one child was visited on any given day and it
was usually the same, day of, the week' for a particular child. For

present pim^ses the uniformity .of timing of the: play sessions 
disadvantage. It.would have been preferable to have recorded samples 
of the child's speech in the’course of other activities in addition to

was a

mld-momlng play. ;The number of words in the appendix which 
attested only, in questionnaire entries will

are

be seen to be particularly
high in the field of terms for food, clothing. items connected' with 
washing, and the names of people. Presumably this is because the
relatively stereotyped nature of pur recording sessions seldbm gave the
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children oai^e to use these words,

All the merahers of the research team who had been present when i

tape was reoor&ed generally participated in its transoription'. ' “
a

■ Hrana-
oriptious tcok the form of numbered temporally-ordered lists of child 
utterances interleaved with adult.utterances,addressed to 
(and any oihers to which the child had responded) ^d a description of

the child

the contemporaneous non-verbal activities of the child ’and his iuter 
iocuWrxaaie

. children's .speech was divided into separate utterances .

on the basis of pauses and intervening spseoh by others Each child

utterance was ^presented bbth phonetically and, whenever possible, hy

means of a gloss whioh represented the research teamh agreed best guess ; 
say. Items oyer which thereas to what the, child had.been ^intending .to

disagreement were usuaHTleft.unglosaed, if. Wment and repeated
!

was

playing of the relevant part of the tape failed to lead to 
{iueBtion.,ii^

a consensus.
s-were prefixed to glosses which either were, by general 

agreement, dubious or whioh represented a partigularly' strongly-held
judgement or less than the full number of team members present. When

two firm opinions were in contest both glosses were noted down, 
glosses were written in ordinary;Ehglish orthography. -.Hiey Were either 
presumed adult target forms. Commonly-used nursery forms or idiosyn-i' 
oratio forms whioh we had come to know through aoquaihtanbo with 
particular child. Forms which we judged, usually on the strength of 
intonationai similarity and sometimes with the additional cue of lack 
of relation to the non-verbal situation, to be uncomprehending^ 
imitations of immediately preceding adult utterances

The

the

were annotated
as 'echoes'.: All tapes were preserved for later reference.
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2.1,4 ghe toys

: Kost of the toys used in the play sessiona may be seen in the 
illustration orf the next, page.- Many of them could be taken apart,
Which helped to make them interesting playthings. Ehe illustration on 
the next-but-one page shows some of the relief outline figures embossed 
on the bases of the.plastic stacking beakers. These'starii: figures are
important in study because the influence of contextual and'functional 
fact^i's'ilnthe - J

mediation of their recognition and naming can usually be ' 
ruled out.;. Three of the project's picture books; had the same- advantages 
they presented^re^istio, coloured photographs. of everyday objects, toys

and animals, sharply-isolated, against austere backgrounds. They were; 
Dean Hay (1966) I see a lot of things. —^

Thomas Matthiesen figSTrAABCs ah alTJhnhet book.

Thomas Matthiesen ^967') First things.

All threaXera^blished by Collins (London and Glasgow) . .. We, also used
five Topsy and Tim books, by Jean and Gareth Adamson (London and Glasgows 
Blackie, various dates). .This series presents stories about the doings 
of a little girl and a little boy. . The, text, ties up, only a’ small part
of each pa^, most of Which is a coloured illustration. These pictures 
are fairly realistic althbu^ they are not photographs. They differed 
from the pictures in the first three books mentioned in that most of 
them portrayed scenes filled with action and background detail, instead
of‘isolated objects. Hy first book by Valerie Hodge and Eoger Hall
(London and Glasgow; Collins, no date) was'intermediate between the two 
previous types of picture book. Moat of its coloured illustrations 
non-photographio - were very realistic. Some depicted arrays of
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related objects, bthers.suigle objects against plain baokgioimds 
others complex integrated scenes, 

which we regularly took to the play sessions

and

2his was the only other picture book

I

. i

2.2 Analysis of the data

One way of: charaoterizing what I extracted from the questionnaires 
and tape-transcripts in -the quest for nominals ,is_to indicate the feihds 
of^Uifter^es which were passed over. Eronouhs, being worthy of study 

in their own ri^t, have been neglected here. lemporal teams such as

morning were aeft out because of their relative abstractness. For the 
same reason the very few precursors of relational 
were not included; although top, meaning 'lid,- plug

nouns, such as edge.

or coverVwas.
Boor was a problem case ::^T-1hree children'first applied it to d 
and then used it.for a while to request help in opening, separating 
and, lejirKolosing and joining things. Griffiths & Atkinson (in 
press) argue that door

oors

Vhioh was used in similar ways by other- 
children observed by the project - was a proto-verb. One of the
grounds for, this claim is that at times it alternated with stu^ and ..

off; another ie that the form was subsequently supplanted, in this 
role, by open and'shut. Below, I have noted o;;ly. those paBe5eo£;.door 
in which it was clearly applied to things and have overlooked'the
large number of instances of its being used to summon assistance, 
dtier action-words, such as go and fall, were ignored with fewer qualms; 

as were forms with locative adverbial/verbial status, e.g., off, on, 

in and down, and request and donation forma, e.g. here, thank you. 
please, want. Question forms, predominantly where's x? and what's

'••j
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that?, were also hypassed. There were veiy few qualifiers', 
and they are generally left out of account.

e.g. nice .

’ However, J used to in ^ 
-ways which suggested, very inconclusively, that it inight have meant
'electrical appliance' for him; so the word will he found in the

appendix. Interjections, no and oh, were not considered, nc— nor was
.the 'completive', t^. Finally, I excluded oommentron disappearance

- and absenoe, can^t-see-it, awag.- (all) gone, .remarks 'related to t^ihg 
notice of and drawing attention to things ape, look, .and ritual ■

phrapea. j)0pa a-^daisv etc.

, ’

Apparently-unoompreheriding 'eohoest of immediately antecdndeht 
adult utterances had been mariced as such at the.time of tfansoription and 
i ignore them. Cases in which a child repeated a 'name' for an object 

after it had been uttered;^^^ adults in correction of the child or in 
response to a 'what's that' question from the child. and cases of a
ohild..^Mj%^^ominal which an adult had; used less than half 
utteranoes earlier, were more problematic’.

a dozen
Should such an item be 

presumed to. have entered the child's vocabulary? I decided to be

cautious in this matter and left;suoh forms .out of account. Usually . 
the form reappeared spontaneously at later points in. the child's reocrd

and was ncted .there. There wdre rare oases of children uttbring-forms '

cognate with adult Englidh nouns but bekcing'no•discernible reiation- 
shipfto the child's surroundings at thd time. I omitted these unless

!-

.k

the word was already an attested meaningful item of the child's 

vocabulary; in which oms I entered "?" in the list of denotata for 
that lexeme., , . - ’ V’'
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I have relied heavily on the glosses provided for the'ohildren 
utterances at the time of transcription.

's

The glosses have sometimes ' 
•been my guide in grouping diverse phonological forms together and 
sometimes in glassing very simUar forms as related to different 

The variation is suppressed in the appendir and in thelexemes^

discussion below, except in a few extreme oases which are represented in ; ‘ 
phonetic script. Phonetic transcription is also employed in a few cases 
where no rela.ted adult or generally-aooepted nursery form could be, 

id^ntifi^- The conventional orthographic forms I use should be taken 
as an indication, but only a roughone, of the children's most frequent 
pronunciations of the words. I found no grounds for believing that G,

J and K deployed plural markers meanin^xaiy and systematically in the *

■ age range- dealt with here,' up to 2;6. Thus no wei^t should be given 
to the presence. or absence^ 

ations of the.children's: forms.
pluralizing, suffixes in the represent-

One of the very few oases in whioh I decided to depeirt from the- 
glosses in the tape-transcripts occurred in connection with K's use of 
houses According to my records ^This caveat applies tacitly throughout 

the remainder of the thesi8._7-, K first used houserat the age of 2; 1*5/6. 
His mother indicated in the questionnaire that he applied the word to a

■ ^ - y ■

picture of a house which regularly appeared-in a television programme 
called Play School. It is very seldom clear from the questionnaire 
entries whether a child's use.of a word was spontaneous (and to what 
extent it was spontaneoxis) or whether it was an imitation of a recent 
utterance by someone else. We did not record anything glossable as 
house. ffom-K, until four months later (2;5i), although we showed him •
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.the picture :of a house embossed on the base of one of the■project's 
plastic stacking beakers. At 2;4 he responded "door'' when asked"What's 
that?" of this outline of a house. When he was 2;4j Baid /'f3n_7 when 
he was again asl^d what the relief on the base of the beaker was. This

particular phonetic form was not encountered again and I have left it
out of account.

Our first three recorded examples (2;5j) of K’s'use.of a form . A.

which^wp-ga^ed as house - twice preceded by a question mark to indicate 
doubt in the matter were perplexing: ,K was trying unsuccessfully to 
screw the lid on to the cardboard drum which held our 'tinkertoy' 
construction set. , These tokens, are, entered \in the.appendix, in the 
denotation class of K's house, as "?". A week later K'a mother noted 
on the,questionnaire that he said"par'in house". This was offered
as an example of .".joining words together" and was not accompanied by' 
explanatio^<\jpuring the ensuing month house: was attested many times.

K said"house" as I refitted an arm to our plastic chimpanzee, he said 
it while he was trying to extract something from "his pocket. as ; he
pointed at the head-socket of one of the plastic zookeepers he had

recently ‘d^pitatedT'TTnm-'iag-at-theT/ater-lir-ths-kltohen-Binkr-in-a—-

dish-washing scene, he said "house tap", etc.
' ' i.

-In all there were 49 tokens 
of this.word, which we glossed as house; being.nsed in such; outlandish
ways. Werere puzzled at the time and, with hindsight, it occurred to
me that out would peikaps have been a more appropriate gloss. Of course, 
phonetic similarity makes this plausible The revision is strongly 
supported by the fact that although X's mother marked out.as a form
which had been used "over 10 times" every week from ,2;2 5/6 onwards

^ . vf
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/“iChe questionnaires gave the options "not yet","2 - 

"over 10 times", for a rough indication of weekly proto 
•usage._7, we: never glossed any of K's 'utterances, or parts of his- - 

utterances, as out during the period dealt with here -,up. to 2;6i-. 
conclude that the original glosses for these tokens were in

10 times" and

-prepositional.

1 ■

error.

Were-there perhaps other major errors in the. glosses? Could -it 
be that K'a: hou^, beoanse it belonged to'a. system very different 'from 
ad&ai-SigdBh, was neither a nom nor a preposition nor. an adverb but. .

something so general as, to be applicable to.all of the notional fields

covered by the nuclear, members of -toese, form classes; . things, : ' 
relations and (mo(iea of) . action? . Ilhese are question that will probably 
never be .answered. However,.1 believe that.reliance on the interpre

tations of adults who kaoK--u-^hild well'is both necessary: and
iinocuous. It'Is hannlsss because totally private intentions and 
conoep;ti^a>.>^ch a child ue-yer succeeds in oommunioating to others - 

are no part of language, m essence, language is not,.a solitary-game; . 
it requires at least, two players. . .^

■■i

All the examples in ihe'^pndix’are ihstanbes of :'tEe‘ children's ’ 
productions; that-is to say, I have not systeB)atically listed the-, 

e-iridence to be gleaned from oases of bomprehensioh of . the speech: of
others nor the negative evidence suggested by a child's failure to 
'iiame' something, Failure to answer a 'what's that'.question might . . 
indicate no more than disinclination. Only if repeated questioning of '

an apparently willing child did not yield an anwer.have I given 
weight to the episode

any

and even then, only in the discussion, not in
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the vooabulaiy lists. Pailiire to 'name' a presented object in the-; 
absence of a prompting q.uestion shows only that himana are not robots.

I have omitted the comprehension evidence from the vocabularies because 
thei:e__were only »a few bases in which it was possible to be f^ly 

certain that, for instance, a response to a request containing a 
nominal had any bearing on the intensions of any of the child's nominals. 

Without ri^rous testing procedures contextual clues .as to what the 
speaker wanted were usually available to guide-the response. 'Clearfy- 
infork^ve_^xamples of comprehension were, however, noted and some of 
them enter the discussion below. ■ I have included-nominals drawn from 
utterances with desiderative force. This is a practice of dubious ; 
validity when a desired object was out of si^t and the child's request 

, for it was not oonsumated, but appropriate annotations prevent such . 

examples from being misleadii®''wheu they appear in the appendix.

»

HaViU^^ci^ed the grohnd. it is now possible to give a statement 

of the analysis of the data. For each child, I scrutinized the quest

ionnaires and tape-transcripts, one week at a time, and listed all the 
nominals there were, bearing in mind the exceptions and cautions which , 
I have attempted to spell out above. ISside each nom .lal I noted each 
of the entities to Which its'tokens had heed applied. To suit my ^ ,

personal wish to see some order in this undifferentiated mass, and I 
hope to the benefit of anyone who reads the results of the exercise, 
the nominals were classified under five headings according to their 
denotata; MEEPACTS, ITX)PIil, FOOh, This is
by no means a rigorous classification and it certainly was not forced 
upon me by any properties of the data. Some may find the presence of
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;
trees and flowers._mider ABgEFACTS displeasing.. However, nothing 

reported helow depends upon this olassifioatoiy system. Within the

children's own denotation classes, I appended an asterisk to the
description of^any entity which, hy fairly lax adult standards, seemed / 
to .represent, an' aberrant usage. lEhese departures from ddult norms-of- 
a-sort are interesting because they are likely to reflect, the child's!
own generalizations instead of what he has ieamt directly. from people 
in., his environment, At the end of this process , I had week-by-week'. 
list^f.^^inals and descriptions, of the entities; in their attested
denotation olassesi

2.2.1 Aggregation into successive vocabiaaries

She weekly lists re^cefei^ed usages ■which just ha.ppehed

been no-ted, by. the children's mothers or to have occurred in twenty
to; ha've

minutea^fy^pe--TOcorded converBa-bion with the child.. It was obviously 
necessary to conflate weeks in order to increase the size of the sample 

of the members of each denotation class. Amalganation was also called . 
for to give a fuller picture of each/ohild'a overall vocabulary; a

1;;.

week could easily go by without the need to use a particular word 
arising at all, There are several arbitrary bases on which the long

itudinal record could have been partitioned into, periods longer than a I

week, e.g, larger intervals of time or numbers of recorded utterances. 
I-ithou^t it better to try to identify Spurts in yooabul^ growth and 
to section the longitudinal record just ahead of rapid increases.

Vocabulary growth curves were derived by summing each child's
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nominals month-by-month and plotting the resulta ouraulativelyr 
was a count of types, not of tokens. The graphs are reproduced:' 
overleaf. Cumulative addition means that once a lexeme had been - 
attested, even if only throu^ one token, it was from that point' 
bnwardS;added to the total for each succeeding month. Since we had 
begun to receive questionnaires from K'a mother when he was i;9j his 

graph is not.plotted for the monthly anniversaries of^his birthday but 
at 159^, etc. The latest points on the graph for G and 3"

instead .of 2;6 in order to include their last 
weeks considered here; as it turned out, neither of them was recorded 

at exactly the age 2;6. J's. reoord starts with a questioimaire at 1 ;9. 
Then, for reasons which I can no longer remember, we did not -receive 
another'questionnaire from his mother until he was 1;10 2/5, a fort

night before the first tap^..^-y
point on his graph is at 1;10 2/5. lexemes entered under more than 

of the^^ktegories, ARTEFACTS, TEOEDB etc., were counted as if they 
had appeared in a single category only.

This

are - data^ ,

session.’ Accordingly, the second .

one

Points on ^aphs at which the curves bend upwards are i>oints after 
which -Uiere was an inorease~inrthe ra;te~bf"adcretion;Of nOminals. The

ones wAich were chosen to demarcate stretches of/each child's records, 
for aggregation are signified by vertical bars;. It will be seen that 
five-points of acceleration on O's graph and one on K's were not 

selAbted as the boundaries of periods of vocabula^. fChis, is because '

doing so would in each case have led to the recognition of periods : 

which'were not very distinct from their precursors, in terms of new 
nominals added. .

!•
i
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!
Hie ourres thus provided a 

G's vocabulary into five successive periods
periods each.

modicum of motivation for sectioning

and J's and K* s into four
It is in no way intended that these periods should be 

taken to represent natural stages'in vocabulary developnent.' Hiey are

convenience dibtated by a desire to understand thea
structural effect,

on denotation, of other available leremes and to reduce long lists to '

manageable innportions. The appendix to this thesis Jiresents the

res^ting aggregates. All the attestations of ekch lexeme 

perioi^ave^en brou^t together in>pproximateiy 
of occurrence. : '•Approximately- beoadse order of-

in'agiveii. 
ohronoldgioal order

occurrence of denotata 
within a given we^ was largely i^red and beoause temporally-
separated;ineta^ioes .vdiioh could be: covered by a single description

were lumped together, with a multiplier, added to specify the number of

„.<a ...

tokens.: Itotipliers are-to attehtions derived from 
questionnaire.entries Z>iestionnaire-based evidence is marked in the 
appendlx,,^!^^^^. .

were asked to list ^ words, it naturally proved easy to forget 
words had been entered on previously-returned que'stionuaires. This

It should be remembered, however, that mothers

which

often had the desirable consequence, from my point of view, of a lekeme
being-xepeatediy—attested'^iM’TtHele paren-cai returns for a givBn"cHiXdT"
Hie Important point thou^ is that small numbers of tokens cited as

■ ooming.from.questionnaire entries bear 
to frequency of tokens: a

no strai^tforward relationship

word ml^t have been filled in more than 
■ onoev.heoause it was used frequently, as easily as it mi^t have been
noted again because its previous use in utterance 
to have been forgotten.

was so far back as
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Since the absence of recorded tokens of a previously-attested
lexeme within even the, Icngiah: periods of aggregation^used here oannht

be t^en as a sign that that child had lost that word from his 

vocabulary, lexemes have been carried over into bucbeeding peribda^
even when foims related to them, were^ not again enoountered. This

. should not cause any confusion because such items stand out clearly in
virtue of not being accompanied by descriptions bf members of their 

denotation classes.Uhere one form replaced another, as for instance, «■ 
wheuJJ^l^e^ > call musical boxes music' bcx instead of wiklk_^ : 
and when this 'form; TCplaoed his earlier keekit. ■ the new form is ^ ^ ' ■ f

entered in the place where the old one would have appeared.' 
approximate order’bf first attestation is .carried forward from each 

period to the next.

- Ihe

Ihe order does not reflect the temporal

attention to -aiiB matter
sequence

of attestation exactly, becauBe;j:^paid little 

within any given week and because in about half a dozen cases I moved
lexemes dlpse^o related ones.' With an eye to fiinctional and context

ual issues I have tried to reflect in the desoriptions of pictures
what the background to the named object was. Wherdno background is 

mentioned in the description of a picture it may be safely assumed , 
;hat-the-object-was-pottrayed~dn-isclation-on-W-pegev—With-regard-d;o^

•real' objects and parts of them I have included contextual 
ation only when it seemed to be of interest} there appeared to be • 

little point in stating that a child was playing with a toy in the way 
intended by its manufacturer, or to noting that the child had simply 
seen the object and named it or had used the word in response to an

adult Introducing the object and saying "What's that?".

inform- :
j:..
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2.5 SisouBsioa: of. the; data ’■

; . I believe that the vooabiaaries in the appendix contain -the 
evidence for a at^ng case against the theory of oriterial attributes 

in.favour of intenaiono being detailed prototypesand
It is my

, intention, here, to try to persuade the reader that

givlug an account of iny iuterpretatioiia of the significance of the 
data. Selected examples rather than

- is' SO by

every possible relevmt instance ^ 
are uaqd^liut^have tried to be scrupiUously fair in selecting items 
for disoussioh. mie appendix is there to be used by those who 
feel that a different selection from this evidence

may-

woTild warrant a
different conclusion.

In this discussion it i^^times neoeas.ary to make guesses 
whioh.aspects of a.set of objects mediated a ohild'd tacit judgement 
of similari

about

:^-~Dr difference. I am aware of the well-known indetermin

acy of such, guesses /i!f. Quine (I960, §7) and, in the realm of pattern :

•"x

i '
recognition stupes, Dcdwell (1970, PP.73-4)._7. S.wever, I see ho ;

way of avoiding such subjective judgements. Of course, the hazards
“°'^'^'-^^’^®-^®®“:>^i“ized by:carefully controlled experimentat^ but, 

especially in work with yoimg children, formal experiments run the risk

of becoming games in their own ri^t and unrepresentative of normal 
language use. .Also, it is just not feasible to devise, try out and 

apply-vrigorous experiments to sizeable portions of a child’s vocabulaiy 
before the child has progressed to a different lexioonj- children’s 
vocabularies-are added to and, hence. Changed from moment to moment.



■ Three abbreviations.are used extensively below and in the , • 
appendix. •-They are: ‘ v: . " ^

! £V to identify evidence'derived from mothers' questionnaire
entries : .

P ='"pioture of"; grammatical articles are neglected .
, after^P.
£r = project : ; :

Objects which belonged to the project have been marked because 
extremely familiar with them and therefore'feel

I was ■

more confident in 
talking about their properties and how they might have been perceived 

4^e^Udren.. The, reader is invited to refer back to the illustra-, 
tions of the pr toys in .evaluating disoussions in which these items '

by

figure. , .

2.3.1, Infrequency of errors

' . Clark's (1973, 1974) de^opmental version of the theory of

oriteri^^^j^ributea explains 'overextensions ■ by the hypothesis that 
children initially have only a few criterial features for each of their 
lexical items. Fewer criteria to meet entails the likelihood Of the 
criteria being, ^jt by more items. But, there is a rub here; if , . 
children worked in this:manner 'overextensiona' should be numerous and 
often far-fetched. Inspection of the appendix reveals that for many 
of,Gi J and K's words overextensions were never attested. I grant 
that some instances of my use of an asterisk or failure to use one are 
Gojitestable but the broad picture is ohe of it being relatively 
for a.word to be pushed beyond the conventional limits. Notice too 

that,.within denotation classes, oases which seemed to deserve an 
asterisk are often heavily outnumbered by examples of (fairly) standard

rare
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usage. Por instanoo, only one of the nineteen tokens of 
for k was inappropriately used: 

scooter in a street scene, in the last period.

car attested
as a 'name> for the pr P parked motdr 

■taong the total of ■ 
thl^tokens of;^ from hM, only one, the pr doll-s socks^was
deviantly applied.-

- Also, the degree of aberration was often so sli^-t as to make the • 

in the second example above.asterisks-seem the product of pedantry. as

or whei^^^a^d:the Pr dog glove-puppet bag; it is. after all. a bag
arms attached. G-s referring to the pr P yellow plastic 

duck as- teddy .seems:entirely, excusable:too; the view shown• 
that, the duck's b*ill was,foreshortened and the tail hidden behind the

with head and-

was such

duok-'s body. J's calling the pr P zebra and an outline drawing of 
donkey horsies is likewise eas

a .

instances, and there are many others, are;
excused. .Two more exoulpable

K's ^ for a P, Pullman
railway oa^ag^d J's for pr P children's paintings hung 
wall in a nursery school scene - actually, the paintings

on a
were stuck on

, the wall and, but for my knowledge of conventions About what 
books and the fact.that, in the stbry which this illustrated, 
paintings had been done earlier, they mi^t have been books, 
deny that the appendix contains interesting 'overextensions'. 

them a^ discussed below. I merely claim that many.,putative instances 
;are venial;, :

to: do with
the :.

I do not. ;

Some of

Hiere are also oases which are perhaps best regarded as genuine
errors.- One such case was one of the five (out of 240) in which G 
misapplied car. In the play session we had with him when he waa-2;2 2/5
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- l a^ed G for the engine of the pr toy train he was; playing with, 
indicated his , imwillingness to give it to me hy taking it further : ' -

: away.

He

Momenta later, while his attention lapsed briefly, 
the train, away from him, 
then "my iny'oari'.-

I whisked
He noticed and grabbed■it back saying IfjjjyH

I submi.t that he was.under.stress at the time?

fourteen utterances later he called the pr toy train train .and he used ■ 
oar:appropriately five times in the'same session. Or consider the
following case from G's record he was paging' thro\igh a pr ■

ball he said "see ball". . lEhen

4,

■ plot_ Jn^ehoo^ Seeing a P bright beadh 

his father asked "What's that?" as G turned' to a P red apple on a
plate. : g said'"ball" to which his father;responded'"iIon. G then:Said
"eh?" and his father said "What's that?" again. G replied"eh?", then 
"apple"; The following, from J (2;2), is a similar case. M stands
for JJs mother.

M; What are these? to pr P marbles
M: Ho, thos^are .
Mi What
Mi marble

Ji apple
• • in* •»

Ji ? marble 

JT Alasdair marble 
Alasdair was hie brother. Incidentally, these two tokens of marble,, 

one of them dubious, aro not the two listed in the api»ndlx; those came 
later in the session. A'-.

•Bie generally atandards of oorreckness suggest -that the 
children must have been relying on detailed speoifioations in determ

ining the application of their words. Notice too that there 
lexemes of high related-token frBq,uenoy in which

are

we ne-ver detected an 
error. For example: G's shoes, bus and spoon and J's bye bye and
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;
Mephone. Bye bye was. J's first word for

— - a telephone. One of-the . '

reasons justifying its inclusion in the catalogue of honinala is that
at 2;1i J twice said "yours bye hye- as he pushed a toy .telephone 

towards me. K (2;6) gave evidence of the detailed nature of the 
memory trace:to which he was comparing a picture when he.said "eyes" 

on which the artist had neglected to add 
eyes. I have no record of which picture this was but.I recall, that 
the^boy was small in relation to the rest of the pioturl'and in the 

baokgrour^As a' f^her example, K's. use of flower is- inteMsting. 
!Che word was. Attested, only three, times in hih' record: 

to a flower, and twice used for the pr P flower embossed 
of a plastic beaker.. However,. when my. colleague Martin Atkinson 
pr'tinkertoy' wheels to one end of each of a number of !tinkertoy'

as he pointed to P little boy

A ■■

,q, as applied 
on the base

: fitted

rods and held them out :to K. as^unch, K replied firmly "Ho"', twice, 
wheh Martin a4;e4; they flowers?"; K was not to be fooled by stark ’

simple:-percqp^nj^ .features. ,

'■'i-

J's misapplications of people's names, in parffcular..-those of his
sister, Pippa, and his brother, Alasdair,. miSit anuear to contradict 
-what-X,haye^claimed.-above, Me-4mew-JJPippal-and-ALasdair--as-Well-as - -

aiQrone knew them^ Why did he .use their names of so many P little girls 

and little boys during the last two periods of his vocabulary presented 
in the appendix? Could it be that his memory traces of even hie

1' i-
: ' 1.

I ■:

Bibliugs were so parsimonious as to make them indistinguishable from 
piotiurea.of other children? The sex-appropriacy of his uses of the 
names argues strongly against this suggestion. Also, J's mother 
told me ^Alas, the date of this communication was not reoorded._7

once
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i
tha* J oalled. all mddle-^d women recorded in the a^endix

as
applying to a person caUed Aunt Bilys • I asked her to be on the
lo9kout for any grounds for believing that J could

tell the.difference
between the, real, Aunt Pilye. and the ethers/ A week l^^

■ offered the-following observation.
Aunt Dilys was a generous provider

of Bwee-ts. -: .
J would demand sweets from her ^enever he saw:ixer.: other ' 

ladies whom he called Aunt Jilvs
were Immune from this importunity, 

— equivalent to boy ^ *■.^asdair . and were probably hot common ni^uns
and^^rfj^be^e J had these lexemes 
playing a game of

as well. I think j:was either
assigning roles ,to chilW in pictures - as.G,

probably was (2;5 3/5) when he called 
and another Baddy. -

pr 'ohairoplane• figure ' 
or else J was somehow commenting on the

the: pictures and his brother and■ , 
^syntax to- make it. clear that ihe was 

doing, ao., . With, regard to errors, in naming members of the

one.

likeness between the children in
sister, but lacked-the words-

research -team
I can do^no^m^^an .point out that even adults forget personal^ 
In passing, it may be of interest to note that

names,

the hi^ fMquency item
Mu^ was almost always vocative, for :all, three children. ' Among the 
rare referential cases there. Were these:

- —pens"y-j--
(2;1f, Q) said"Hummy'

(^r5--2/3)-replied ''rfiaiimy-drawlng»-wh6n--Hettira Huxley
colleague, asked him '.'Who's drawing.

B

J?" /"HIs mother was drawing a .

house._7 and K spontaneously said "Mummy kth" when he heard his :

mother running water in the kitchen / ®ie recording 
• the Ipunge,and K repeated his statement'when 

■ Mummy doing?'^: . .

was being made in 
I asked "What? What's .

JDiverslty within denotation classes .
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1

She previous seotioa was aa argument-against a developmental: :

theory of oriterial attributes;; a versioniwhioh' limits 
the,number of attributes employed rather severely, 

examination of wl^ther increasing the number of conjoined heoessary 

sufficient criteria for membership in a denotation class could rescue :

version Of the

I turn now to an

and .

. the oriterial attributes view. After all, with: many features

achieve detailed speoifioatibn. She argument is simple; some denotation 
classes have no plausible-attributes

one can

common to certain extreme members'.

' Sirstly,; there are some Instances of children 

ona of the recording seasons (1;8 5/6) G 'prioked:up his 
said;"see; birdie" when he heard the noise of an aircraft flying 

overhead. : The recording was being made indoors and- the aircraft was -

not seen.' Bir(Ue: was not; attested again'until G -applied it: to a pr P 

parrot. six: months, later. I-would like to be able to say that the '

'naming' sounds.
At

ears' and

denotatlo^^op:^^ G's birdie was a P carrot and the noise of a 
craft and then proceed to pointing out that these items share 

interesting properties in common; that is, properties which

an air-
no

are not
also shared with countless different things. However, this woiUd ■

- auj.ely-Btretoh-the-reader'B-oredulity-too-far:~the-intension of-the——
lexeme mi^t have changed greatly over six months; perhaps'someone in,

G's famUy had jokingly taught G to say bir^ when-aircraft noises
were heard. Ohe example mi^t be cogent or it mi^t not.

K (2;4 1/5) referring to his mother when he heard her running water in 
the kitchen /"cited in. §2.3.1, above_7 is slightly 
but there-are better examples.

The case of

more bonvlnclng.
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At 1;9^ G said "door" when he heaxd a knock at the f3cont door in
the hall nearby. Ihe word had been noted ,(q)

32^ period as applying to a door. His mother's note said that G used 
door when she opned and closed doors. It seems sale to 

■ knocking at the door

in the previous vooabul-

Msume that

was seldom part of these actions: 
added to G's vocabulary at 2;1i, Q. At 2;1J G said "phone" when

Phone was
it :

was heard to ring in the next During .the same, vocabulary period 
he also applied phone to the pr\white jboy telephone and to a ;pr P

room,

A

toy telephone oo^d sometimes be made to 
'ting' feebly; the picture incontestably never rang. lEhere is a

straightforward account in terns of the theory of prototypes: G had 
stored a record of ..a ringing telephone and so the noise, which matched
its ring, was c^led jhone and the picture, which resembled the protO'

type in visual appearance, ^as.aao phone., Iwo Q accounts’ in the . 

final period of J's.vooabula^ .^low the same interpretation: he said 
"dog" w^e^^Jje^he^ m unseen dog bark and "boys" when he heard the 
voices of some boys he could not . See the appendix for other,see

soundless, denotata of these two words.

®iere are other. exampleB which do not .hinge crucially on the fact 

that sound can go ,^und comers, whereas the propagation of light is 
. rectilinear. During the 2;0 1/6 to 2;2 period-of his vocabulary J 

called a toy crane boat (q) and his mother sussed, very reasonably,
■ ■that this was because there had been derricks on the boat which had 

taken him to Shetland.; But during this period he also applied boat to 
a pr P toy ocean liner. It was a P very simple painted wooden toy 
without any derricks, or anything else, on the deck, Ehe use of boat
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i

: in connection with the crane would be 
'image • foi boat had been 

using either the derricks

q.uite understandable: if J's 
a boat with derricks. Provided he was not
or the rest of the boat oriterially both

with his ,

use of fo cover both '

the

crane and the Joy liner would have had strong similarities
prototype, inoiheroase in point is G’a

-babies' and prams. Or; there is J-s application of soa£ Mt only:to 

a pr P pink bar of soap but also to salt, ihe likeiy; prototype would 
te a -white bar to match the salt: in colour and

the pink, bar in shap^j 
or p^^iap^ sui^un^s, since it was p^^ the company: of 
other toilet articles. : ‘ ^ \

™ hited and the number could be increased
Still further by introducing a little more speculation, 
restrict BQrself to desorib

I shall
of the latter type.■WO oases In the

vocabulary period 2;3:i/6 to 256 1/6 G called one pr P 
a pr P

man Paddy but
m^^gn^ callk 

those of the pr plastic zobkeepers and:,
Saa* !Hie Biliman wore a peaked cap just like

since:man was fourteen times 
applied to these zookeepers during this period it seems likely that ' 
the baps were the. importan-t similarity which 
Jaddy. for the milkman; the Daddy 

to the milkman but he was bare-headed.

elicited man, but not ' 
man was very similar in appearance 

But the presence of a cap 
since this lexeme's denotation 

figures, which simply had hair
In the last of J-s four vocabulary 

Two of them are astern 

and pr P younger child's tricycle. 
1 know nothing of the oharaoteristios of the scooter hue the tricycle

■ could not have been criterial for man

class included the pr 'chairoplane' 

painted ori their round heads.
periods, ,there were fourteen tokens of oar.
iskedi (Q) child's scooter in a tree
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: : - i
fattish wheels; both a '

six appropriately- 
one of them he;named a 

thin

- If I am right in my 
a hi^. and: the other

had a substantial front mudguard and small 
little oar-like. ■ 
used tokens of bi'k°

Pr P older child's tricycle.

Purthermore, during this period,
were attested for J. With '

tricycle' had large wheels with
spokes and tyres,and slim bicycle-type mudguards.

©lie

suess about what made one pf the tricycles 
namely toe shape; of;the mudguards and Wheels; 
criteria attributes for

a car;
these would fail as

oar because a pr P child' a very rou^ painti^ 
Shis painting was a side :

of a cp was also; called: car, three: times, 
view of a hox-sSaped‘oar with windows

and twb-blots for wheels.

features on one oCoasiott and a distinct set of features on.others ■
there would be no mystery.to solve.■

In the next section some evid^
nee is adduced to show the plauai- ' 

Mlity^ of p^pu^ children, indulged-in real-time

• Of. comparison between perceptual; inputs an^^
processes

2*3.3 Prototype rivalry

Wnder good conditions, 
should either, meet or fail the criteria of

vhen an object can be oleacay seen, it

application for a lexeme,

If an object passes 
the cn^teria of a given lexeme, within this Particular theoretical : 

framewoifc, no other lexemes, except for exact 
ordinate terms ought to be

according to the theory of oriterial attributes.

synonyms and super- 
eligible for application tij that object.

, on the other hand, is that ’ - -
Ihe view which I have been defending
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perceptual input is oorapared to stored prototypes to discover which' 
it matches most closely. Rigid one-answer criteria are no part of 
this conception, therefore it is quite likely that ties will 
in which the inimt is equally similar to two or more;lexemes. ' If the 
children can he shown to apply tokens of different lexemes to the 
same ohjeot the theory of prototypes will gain in Credibility thereby. 
I do not say "be conclusively established" because there are obvious 
special pleas which could be introduced by a oriterial attributes 
theoris-^ The child might have; made an honest error, as 1 myself 
uggested /"in^.3.1_7 was the case when G Switched to apple after 

his 'label', ball, for the pr P apple had been queried. Or,, to remain 

with this example,»it mi^t be claimed that this shows apple to have ' 
been a hyponym of ball in G's lexicon. Alternatively, the problems 
of performing in a real world might be blamed: perhaps the object has 
failed to meet the full set or criteria for any lexeme but it 

satisfies ah eTOal number of (equally important) criteria for two (or 
■more) lexemes; obliged to offer a name, the child tries both. Ohere 
are relevant instances, some of which I shall now describe., Althou^ 
the theory of prototypes has no need for the special pleas just 
mentioned, its proponent has:to explain why oases of nnoertainty are 
not much more oopaon th^ they, in fact, ar,e. I address-this problem 
at the end of the section. *

poour.

a

■ ■

.Consider the following episode from G's record (l;10f). MA 
abbreviates "Martin Atkinson" and m"Henira Huxley".

re pr P toy ocean liner G: ? what's that?
MA: That's a boat.

Gs eh? ,

!
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MA: Boat

: G: : boat -
MA: Boat 
EH: Boat

G's Ifflitation of boat 
§2,2, not,entered in the appendix.

G: car, ohoo choo

was, in aoordanoe with the procedure stated in
Examination of the table of G's

lexemes for 'artefacts', in the relevant period (1}9 1/6 to 2;l)
t

shows 58 tokens for ohoo chop. Only.three being inappropriately 
and 130, including four asterisked .ones, for

irsed.

car. The'- only other
likely candidate, 'labels' for an ocean liner in this period'were bus.

.'^ySi^ea-60 titles- for the pr toy London bus arid twice (Q) for a 

toy minibus and a/Jreal_7 bus, and train, applied. 11 times to'the pr

which

toy train and oqpe (q) to a brain, np.-t; further, apeciried, Perhaps the 
operative similari-ties: between -the P liner.,and the prototypes for o^ 
•and chop chop included these latter somehow matching pictures 
readily than did the prototypesnf bus and train. The essence of the 
example, -fchou^, is-that in two Successive breaths G called a single 
entity ;by'-t^o;diff-erent 'names' ,

more

In, §1.3.2 1 discussed the episode in whioh J (2;1 3/5) vacillated 

between ccw and sheep as a term for the pr plastic elephant. Cow had 
entered'his vocabulary at 2;i. What would he call a cow before then? 

At 2;0 2/5 he set himself the task. He had played with the pr plastic' 
cows before but had not attempted to name them, althou^ he had on one 
occasion (1j j1) used horse of a pr plastic bull: the bulls were nearer 
in size to the plastic horses than were the
of the second period into which, I have divided J's vocabulary (1;10 2/3 
to 2}0)'sheep was attested in a Q entry. In the play session taped at

cows. Towards the close
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2; 0 2/5 J spontaneously and ooi^otly naaed a pr plastic sheep as he'

picked it,up and, still holding the sheep, he replied "sheep" when' 
his mother asked "What's that?". J then played briefly with the pr 
plastic animals until his mother picked up a eow and said "Wiat's 
this? What's this thing,; J?». "Sheep" he answered and then 
immediately "horse". Uiere followed 
told him five times that it

an argument in which his mother, . 
. cow and he.insisted another four 

times ,that ,if was a horse, giving up with "oh.dear":.after his mother '

was a

had h^ the last wordi

In the same week (2;0 2/5) J first used orange (o). Howeve-r. 

the follow^ exchange took, place in oonneotiou with a pr P two halves 
of .^orange on a, plate .during the recorded .session that week, M '

• stands,for J's mother. ,,

J p^geT^o P orange. j; biscuit
Mi iChat'a not a biscuit.

What is it? '
Ml Itfs-M^or^. Ji apple

Ji yes
In the neit session '(2;0 3/5) J's mother held iip^ pr P red apple on

a plate to J and said ".There, what's that? 
orange, appIe"^The: comma

to which he replied 
maSacsTthe end~pr~aT;bne grOUpi^l~—~ "" r-;'

These examples have the advantage of the two words being in 
immediate juxtaposition and thus one need not be much concerned about 
the'‘altemative explanation, that the intensions of one or other or 
both of the words changed during the time-span of the exanple. 

However, the likelihood that these are errors in terms of the child's
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own system is increased. Intxiitively-apeaking/the utterance quoted 
immediately above sounds: like a spontaneous self-ooCTeotion. - 
mspection of: the appendix will reveal a number' of cases- in which the 

same object WM ^n^ed' differently and most of ttiese^ ooirer longer: 
intervals of time than the ones cited above. ;One such example

.oemed the loaded meatstick held by one of the pr plastic zookeepers.
J (2;5 1/6) foi^ the zookeeper in the pr animal tin and drew it to

his mother's attention, saying "man Mummy". Shg- :replied"¥as. Ihere'Si 
a man".v^^^ J said as he continued to hold the zookeeper, who in 
turn hjeld the fetich, ; "got lolly". , Sixty-three utterances later,

during which J had been engrossed in a variety of activities, he said 
"that's a. flower"'immediately after succeeding in fitting the meat-

stick- back into the zookeeper's grasp, from which it had been remcved 
in the interim.

con-

We firat^ji^c^ed soldier from K at 2;4. K had been playing 
the Pr plastic elephant when Martin Atkinson pointed out

with-

a pr plastic
, zookeeper to him and asked "l^t's this?". E replied "cow" to which
Martin said "Hoi What is it?". K then answered "soldier". Meirtin, 
having not heard^the word! from him before.,, said "A what?" and he 
reiterated "soldier". In the next recording session K three times
applied soldier to pr zookeepers. Ihen, during the taping at 2;4j,- he 
called one of them soldier seven times in a,row as he handled it, 

decapitated it and tried to refit its head. Here is the last of the 
^ seven and its sequel. MA stands for Martin Atkinson.
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M; Where are you putting it? zookeeper's head_7 . ' -
E: soldier, there.

K; /“unintelligible syllable 7 
K replaces the head but it falls off.

K;' aw "

M: There?

K: baby's ?head off, ?now
M: .Baby's what? ^

: ■ . ' K: baby
E continues trying to refit the head.

Ei soldier
HA: Is he alri^t now?

' ' E: oh, ...,: baby 
Es there baby

soldier was not used again during the rest of this eeeaiou,.nor ^ the- *■

E still holds zookeeper,

remalndBr'^thiB third vocabulary period, nor in the last, vocabulary 
period dealt with here (2; 5 3/5 to 2;6|') :fed the Intension of baby 
.changed in order to allow zookeepers into its denotation class?
-Evidently not, for in the remainder of the time up to when E was 2j6J
babj[ Was not applied to the zookeepers again. Instead, a new word,

soldier,'entered E's vocabulary atman, denotationally synonymou^witt^

2t5 1/^. It seems as if the.form soldier was replaced by the form-man
and as if thejQri,ef dalliance with baby, for the zookeeper, was a case 
of prototype rivalry. J's wavering between watoh and clock mieiit be a- 

' case cf rival prototypes or it might exemplify rival forms for 
same (set of) prototype(B).

If , as I have been- trying to suggest, different similarities 
to the fore at different times and none of the properties of members 
of a denotation class is essential /“i.e. ueoeseary; of. §2.3.2_y how 
do ohiidren avoid endless confiision? G, J and E, but especially G and 
E, kept out of chaos most of the time by operating with high lower- 
bound limits for sufficiency of similarity. In the vast majority of

come
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oases they simply did not try to 'name' 'new'' thi^a. VIhat I meii .is ■ 
that they were .cautious and', in general, appeared to require a lot.of 
similarity before venturing to apply a word. This generally manifested 

itself as a simple unwillingness to answer 'what's that' questions 
about oBjeota which were not close to central members of the denotation 
classes already lexioalized.

Olie following example of non-responses to_ questions seems to me 

to go beyond disinclination to cooperate, which w^ the. re^on I gave 
hot notii^ ill such oases, Tha background to the example 

is that- there were two: ft raoords of J calling playground swings : 
aee;;saw, and a;a|-. iEhere was also at a; aj a single case of a

in

seesaw, having: been called steadygo. a form which hai been applied at 
■a;aj to a pr P nursery chute being used by children and which I grant 
might not have been a nomina3V~^

Hirhe^d^e^after the recording session at a;2i^, J's mother asked

me to look after him while she went shopping. We^played,amicably,. ; 
spending most of the time drawing. ,I drew a picture of a see-saw with 

, two children Mising it. I still have the,picture in my notes and it is : 
not a bad representation of a wee-saw. Kien I tried to get J to.

'name' the object in my picture; by asking; ; "Whaf's this? ; Tell-me. ’

what this is. What's the name of;this thing? This is a boy and this 
is a girl. It goes up and down. tfliat'B this?". J seemed quite

’V*’

interested and he imitated"up and down" but answered Eujne of the 
questionsi I then said "Show me the see-saw" and he pointed it out 
immediately and unambiguously. The correct comprehension,. I surmise.
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a res^t of ■ J lowari:^ hi. ataadards for vfe

isssia-. K»™,.bir i, „a.ort th. i„.i »r
beoauae iny request ^Showed that

was
would count as close :

I presumed my picture to contain a
see-saw.. :

Andersen (1975) :fcfuud that when 3i ye^ olds w
25 varied drinking vessels into

were asked;to sort:

ou£s at one end ^of a table and-gl^ses 
at the other they did so. whereas older children segregated

Drugs as a
third classT^either c^ norg^es. ,She interprets this

as evidence
that children.have to learn that "boundaries are va^e".' ,It seems to

likely that they were lowering their normal; standardsme more
■under

experimenter-imposed suggestion that,the 25 objeots 

cups and .glasses witoout remainder.'.'

the sway .of an 

could be partitioned into

2.3.4 Vbcabuiarv- structure

r?sr overall impression of the three vooabularies--is 
structure j that they

that -they lack
lexemes, all at the same

level, and mutu^ly related by a relationship close
to the one which

The cases of prototype rivalry
not strict incompatibil- 

general feeling I can point

lyons (1968) calls incompatibility.

disouased above show that the relationship is
ity. In seeking to offer grounds for this ! 
to the paucity of superordinate terms One candidate for the status 

second period of G’s vooabulof a superordinate is in the 

■ 5/6), since it was said (q) to
and G had a separate word, .juice for drinks,

ary

cover food and drinks 
In the entire period-
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toj2 was twice noted (Q) from G and onoe (Q) from J., : ^
recording session (2;5&) K uttered eight tokens of toys but the .word . 
was only applied to parts of the pr 'tinkertoy* wooden construction 
kit and, on a single occasion to the pr- •chalroplana' which,:dis

mantled- in its bor^ must have looked very similar. It is even ;

possible that in unpacking for the play session one of us might have
named the 'tinkertoy' in K.'s hearing. . K said ,(Q) "clothes" while he 
was getting dressed but not much- can be leamt from, this one token;
In, the last period into which J's vocabulary has been divided,there ' ' 

^^l^S'takeM-of food and the composite denotation class appears to 

include denotata; (or, in some oases similar denotata) of cake, lunch; 
•nana and, perhaps,, biscuit'and^bread; so they might have been its
hyponyms.3:

are-

following episode froik^s transcripts (252 2/3):'Ihe involves

which he three months later applied to; a P rooster, and suggests 
that -it mi^t^ve-been a ^onym of bird. ■ M stands for J's mother. -

. : J and M looking throu^ pr picture- book. :
re P parrot 

M: It's not a Hen.
It's-a-parrot.

J: Hen

Js parrot - ECHO 
r—Jr -bird

The.following three examples were the only ones, of their kind■and 
may be an indication of lexical structural relationships but, equally, 
they mi^t merely reflect habitual collocations which J had observed. 
Firstly, at 2;0 2/5, J identified the oreatuares in a rather vague pr 
P two fish in muiky water as birds. He was corrected and imitated the

j.
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correotlbn, twice before saying "fish, water" /“ihe token of',

fish listed in the appendix dates from a later session, 25I 3/5._7. , 
Secondly, at 2;2j, J was adced of-,a pr P little girl telephoning:; ■

"What's the little girl doing?". He 'echoed', "girl doing"- and then 
said "boy girl". Ifeirdly, .and even more obscurely, J pointed; at a

bottle being held by a woman in a pr P woman with a spoon in the other
hand and said "there's, .that's a,’a, fo^", ^Then,; in.response to ' 
Martin Atkinson's "A what? A fork?", he said "this/therd'a a fo:*". 
Perhaps:he was simply misled by the picture^but it is-remotely possible 

_ “opghi^ied the spoon, for which he hadthat Vil^t-have re
our word,

and then got tO: fork via a; lexical assooiation,' though- I think it' 
likely that the spoon merely provided.contextual^ backing' for the

more

recognition of something in'the'woman's other-hand a fork, lastly,as

a piece,;of negative evidence is; that in: the 'Q of 2/3 j's. mother 
noted.his-first -use of Who ' s tha^Tand added that he had always

previously used What'h -that? in asking about. pebple 
thingg/SEn_thB 2;6 I/6

, as well as, of
Q she recorded that he had reverted to 

IThese observations^.suggest that 
names for people were not a separate lexical field for J

course

using what for in questions 
terms and

even

IChe appendix offers many-examples of denotata deserting an ' 
extended' denotation class as soon as a separate lexeme had entered the ' - . ; :l-

child^s vocabulary to cover them,

over-

Por instanoe, no tokens of girl
were attested from G in the period 2;li to 2;2 5/6 and during this
time G c'alled a pr P top. third of a little girl looking throu^ a

large window b^. During the next period girl, as it were, reasserted
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itself Md was applied to this particulai picture (and other girls)
whereas baby was restricted to his sister's doll, a pr P baby in a: 
crib and a pr ' oh^roplane' figure, OSiis sort of struotural effect is 
to be expected in connection with the, incompatibility relationship and 
it is entirely i6 keeping with the theory of prototypes.: ’.

. It aeems probable that the foundations.for some later lexical
fields may be. laid at the stage considered in this thesis, through the 

process of denotation classes splitting. However, because of the • 
oo^serv-ati^ with wj^oh the children accepted items into the denotation 

classes of words, the resulting'fields are small and the lack of

superordinates makes their very existence somewhat conjectural. The 
original; cement for these 'fields' seems usually to be provided by the 

. exigencies of the environment rather than within language. G's 
'labelling' of the pr plastic-^ys, horses and ( will provide an 

'for cow, all the animals 

ones so i shai:/omit this specification in

illustration. Except for>two Q attestat: 
ihvolyed'^WS^e‘'jQtj)lastic

the descriptions below. These animals sre referentially united in' 
that we always kept them in the pr animal tin and part of the.pjay at
most recording sessions was the business of getting the tin open and 
pouring or pulling the animals out • •

In the third period of G's vocabulary (l;9 l/6 to 2;1) cow was 
applied 16 times to cows /”+ 2 Q tokens_7 and five times to horses.

'V.> ■

In another way too G.showed that he regarded these animals as similar: 
he made lateral clicks when he played with horses and cows (and a bull 
in the preceding period). The sheep, which also came from the animal



tin, were kept apart aa aheep, perhaps hecaiae they were smaller iid
white, althou^ there was i white horse too; or it mi^t be that 
relatively shorter legs or fatter bodies or distinctive heads made the
sheep different, oaie chimpanzee was three'times called tod^ 
not named again until the final

and then
period when monkey entered G*s 

a recording made at 1;11 2/5, during .

relating to G's:
comprehension;of horse, a wOrd he'had not yet.used spontaneously.

vocabulary. In the transcript of 

this third period, there is some slender evidence

A hoSe.ahd a bow were staudini side by side bn the floor and G's ' 
mother asked him "Where's the horse?"

he said"eh?", ufcereupoh he pointed dt the'horse saying "see". I said 
"that's ri^t" and then directed his^ attentioi^ by; calling him by :

tie. As he dboked at \

She repeated the question when

name, to a larger group; of animals in front of
them I said'to him "Show me''^^^6rse. Where's the horse?". G said ■

"see"‘and gertured £t the entire array of;animals. His correct 
'fedp^

•■V

response mably been correct by chance. If it had represented
a lexical distinction for him, it Ought to have helped him choose the; .

seoond'time he was asked.

In the fourth period (2;1i to 2;2 5/6) G added horse to his stock 
_ ;of words and five times applied it to horses ahf once to a cow.

was used nine times for cows, twice for bulls and twice for horses.

walking' 
cow and horse

Cow

, later^ clicks were used indiscriminately to accompany the 
of animals. In terms of relative frequencies of denotata
were growing apart.
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In the fifth period (2;3 1/6 to 2;6 1/6) calves were named for-
the first time. Hhey were about sheep-sized but not sheep-shaped; 
rather emaciated, in fact. He called them calf fifteen times but 
called'a calf cow. At 2;4 he indicated good comprehension of

once

calf.

He had pimprietorially stacked most of the animals on a chair behind
himself. Ha^ was Mt mentioned by anyone during the process of
getting the animals behind him, but he h^ used, calf correctly a. few 
times much earlier in the session. When he.turned round to.look at his
hoard and said I'my",. I asked him to. "Show me the calf", 
lead t^^-Clfesponae.; so J said, .again- "Show

Shid: did not '

me the calf,-. G. Olhe calf." 
He then picked it out for me promptly and correctly. A sheep and two

horses had. been the,last animals-to be added-to the chair so the calf 
was not distinguished by recency. In this last period, cow and horse 
had;wholly distinct denotation classes

ively. : However, perhaps their tntii^wined history would be’ the basis, 
later, for a lexical field of large farm animals. ■ r- . , .

cattle md horses, respect-

finally, although I have surmised that the children's lexicons 
were largely mono-stratal, this level is not always from an adult

point 6f view, flat. ’ Consider G'a teddy, -which-was appliedy an-friTInw,.
■ ;

during the four periods starting with its arrival in, the^second period.
2nd:- pr f yellow teddy bear, *pr P toy panda x2, ■»pr P yellow 

plastic duck x6
)■,

:f. -

__ 3nd: pr P teddy bear in relief outline on plastic beaker x2, 
pr P yellow teddy bear x4, looking through the book for 

• tl^s P teddy bear, *pr P toy panda, «pr P floppy rag doll, 
■*pr P baby dolliin a pram, * pr plastic chimpanzee i3.

4th: pr P teddy bear in relief outline on plastic beaker,
- -*■ pr r dog glove-puppet ;
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5th: pr p yellow teddy bear, *l>r P toy: panda. x2„*pr p; yellow ' *
plastic duck, pr P teddy bear in relief outline on 
plastic beaker x5,. pr. P teddy bear in a bedroom scene

Ihe items stigmatized: With asterisks received their itiaika
my conception of .the species teddy bear. . 
more of a

in terms, of
However, if teddy was for G

genus term^ equivalent to Bomething like 'non-human but 
humanoid toys', perhaps:'all of the asterisks could be erased, 
which enters the lists above was photographed domwards and from the

Hie duck

front, making its head hide mosf of its body and reducing^the; apparent 
length of its bill; in shorti giving; it.. a-.teddy-bearish face 
narrowiag^dbwn'towards the more conventional denotation class of teddy 

bear appears to.be the result of.dolls being taken

Hie

over by baby and. 
later, dollies and Bunt^;, the name of. his siSier.'s favourite doll.
Hiere is‘ no' reason why a yellow teddy bear should not have been G's 
internal prototype for the lexeme teddy; to match the duck in colour
and face, •i:be:panda in general .-sbgpe^and.facial features, the dolls in

shape, alone, althou^ the one pictured in a pram had short red Curly 
hair, etc

2.3.5 Functional definitions and contextual; factors

Nelson (1973) performed a content analysis on the 'general
nominals' among the first fifty words to be.: acquired by eight chUdren.
In summary her principal finding was (p. 3l); .,

It is'apparent that children learn the names of things 
; they, can act on, whether they are. toys, shoes, scissors, , 

money, keys, blankets, or bottles as well as things that. 
act themselves such as dogs and cars. They do not learn
the names of things in the house or outside that are
simply 'there' whether these are tables, plates, towels,
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^ass, or stores. . With few exceptions all-the words 
listed are terms applying to manipulable or movable 
objects. . • , '

I have no quarrel with this characterization; scanning through the 
appendix, especially the first three periods for G & K and J's 
two periods, appear^ to bear it out,

first

Peiiaps this is simply a 
consequence of motion being attention-demanding for yoting children: (or 

: perhaps more so for them than for adults) /of., Claricv:(l974,^p.114) : 
for a similar opinion and:Carpenter & Steohler (1967) for 
mental demonstration of the early attractiveness of motion.,/.

an experi-

: nelson (1974) has put . forward some sug^stions about the. , 
acquisition of word, meaning in which she assumes that' categories of ^ 
objects: to be given the same lexical label:chnnot validly be based on

_^upedstatic appearances alone! cate^ry members would have to be 
together first: on account of their^articipati’on. in similar dynaMc

relationships; with the members of other:categories. She takes her ’ 
(1975) findWtkfcjnotion and change are common in the'denotata of

indication of the forming of these 'functional ' - 
core oonoepts'. Attention to the salient invariant properties of

early hbminals as an

members of the-functional core enables: the child to* form a hierarchy - 

of attributes to use in identifying new instances of the concept.
Later a 'name' may be attached to the concept. . : .

t

..

I do not doubt that children can have unlexicalized knowledge, 
for instance, K,althoush he had no word for a questionnaire (or even: 

paper or book), when he onoe-found.a-questionnaire we had obllected 
from someone else and negligently left in the toy box, took it
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strai^t to his mother?: not to ahow.her, just, to,give it 

matte:i>of-faotly before continuing to play'with the toys, because he 
knew (luestionnaires were her business. V/e never heard G say kn^fe or

to her

Vfhen he had failed to sharpen a crayon with his teeth he 
got up silently and fetched a carving knife from the sideboard drawer.
At 1;8^, when we first showed G the pr P balloons he blew in and out and 
puffed up his cheeks, six months before the word loons was first
recorded from, him,

ifi^lS9,nis .(1974)_.proposals include the implication, that function

is more, important than.other oharaoteristios,of objects in deteimining 

the applicatioh; of ,TOrds, I dispte it have read ifelson's ’article 
thrice, and i: am yet not certain that the implication is there.JT. 

Bowennan (1975) detected such an idea in Kelson's paper and offered 

examples from, her own daughters^^^^-tegiUstio development to substantiate
a counter-claim that: ■ ■ 'IPancti.onal similarities alone very rarely led 
to <j>yerexten3io^|,,^oeptual similarities fretuentlyr did, 

this involved the child's overlooking known functional differences
even when.

• •

In.mf data there are .examples of both kinds. Pictures, particularly 
of isolated objeots, are unlikely to have been identified by other than 
their immediately perceptible static visual properties and the appendix -.

shows these oases to be numerous. I shall shortly cite some cases in 
~~ which function appeared to be important. Both aspects of objeots 

should be potentially available to a child in deciding the application 

of lexemes if, as I argued in. §1.5.2, we store videotape-like records ;

of our prototypes.
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At 1;9 1/6 G and hie mother and I were building towers with the 
pr toy bricks, G stopped and-briefly pushed the bus. Then, perhaps 
noticing some bricks in a line, he said "iSummy, ohoo ohoo-' and began
to build a line of bricks. On completing it he said "ohoo choo" .twice
and then "see" and began to push the bricks along the carpet. 
atteBtations of chop chop were for his toy train (Q):and for 

bright toy train. Perhaps t)ie perceptual similarity between a toy : 
train and a line of bricks is too great for this to be a Convincing 
example of the function of an objeot mediating its 'naming* / Garage, 
for G,ri5^^>e6ntaln better demonstrations but they are all flawed in :

Previous

a pr P

various ways, e.g. throu^ an adult having suggested the word or

because the contextual^ annota,tione have crucial shortcomings.

•: .Jeremy;provided several good examples. ' 
session (l;10 4/5) he^ held the-^^^crophone to his face like an .:

In orir first recording

electric shaver and then said "hot"; see other electrical devices 
mentioned in' Sndix ln connection with which was deployed. 
More interestingly, he said' "bye bye", his word for s.: tele^one when
his father took it from him and, holding it in fibnt of his 
said "You tklk 'into it like this."^ 
better case in point.

own mouth.
i^regard the following 

It took place when J was 2;1j. ®ie words 
involved, keys, bye bye, watch and clock had all been attested

as an even•

previously in appropriate use; bye bye for telephones, 

of playing with the pr toy telephones and naming them and looking at a; 

pr P toy telephone, which he also named, this conversation occurred

After a Spell

, Z^e pr red toy telephone bad a clockwork mechanism and a socket for 

a winding key but we had never drawn this to J's attention or.attempted
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to use it in his:preseaoe, because the key was lost and the mechanism
was broken^; , - , ; ' ^ ■ .r;-'

J takes red toy telephone. J; : a bye bye,: , 
a bye-bye

J: a bye bye, keys
.  J:' 'keys-

J: keys

M ^^_^ZEreB™ably, notices key sooket.J^
Mj What did ycu say?
Ms- Kiss?
EDG: Keys? :

. . J: keys
PJXJ gives a bunch cf door, keys to J.

J: watch, watch 
J; watch, a keys 

: Mults fall into, discussion., : J: watch, a keys '
J: clock a keys 

_ J: clock *
J: a keys, , in there, :

: ;lfe«y :

■ J tries to wind telephone.

IThe; first example of clock in" the interchange above 

speculation I was making ^ut what J's actions meant; it will have 
been noticed'that we failed to understand, the drift of-his thdu^t at, 

first., notice, and this is impoftint; that .during this,period•watch

was an !echo' of a

was also applied to iilustrations of tvfo different alarm clocks; both 
■being front'vilWsV-and to the clock face in relief outline on the b^e 

For pictures of clocks the winding operation 
could not have been any part of what led to their identification.

of a pr plastic beaker.

The

similarity between a telephone dial and a clock also could not be the 
link, because the white toy telephone: was never called clock or watch 
by J and the red toy telephone was bye bye or.teleriiDnewhen it was hot ' 
being'wound. , ^ '

i ■■

■ >,

At 2;5:2/3 J said "lady" when he saw a P little girl holding a 

baby.; He was corrected and ■> eohoed’ . "little girl" before saying "lady" 
again.as he looked at the picture. Boor for all three children was SO
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tied io . aotlon as to be perhaps 

earlier, but there ia at least
a proto-verb, as I have remarked

ease of it‘being applied to a doorone

which,could not be opened; j>s (2}1J) nomination ofof the driver's 
as door. ' Thus while functional oonsid- 

use of this,word, they were

door of the pr toy London bus

erations were certa^y important in the
not essential.

K (2;4 1/3) tried to push a pr ’tihkertoy'jod into the slot of
V'

the^ white, toy telephone and said "penny", twice as he did so. He 
often puShea-plastic, pennies intO: this slot and he called them ‘had

£ea^.too but not only,while, he was pushing them into the slot,
prototype penny going into

A

a coin slot could explain this; the

same motion and;pennies in isolation'tinkertoy' rod would have the
woixLd have

a similar appearance to the coin invol-.od in the-; operation.'
K's puzzling word wheel, : in tfie^^iod 2;2 2/3 to 2;5J, 

a denotation class partly articulated 
.that was the'

•might have had • 
.via 'rotational motion', but if :

f^’^us^ifibation for the'
presence of a screwdriver there, it

was merely a visiting card and not da^iguer dress because the 
driver was wheel'when it • " -

screw-

waa used for prising. Having got across the
threshold on one pretext screwdriygr may have become one of the proto

types and an image of it in on screws mi^t account for the smoir 
> s^ver screw being wheel too. Ilaybe this is too failoifPl

use
i

K»8 ^
and J's too might have had partly functional definitions.

Hot only functions but also context sometimes affected • 
^ of objects. For instance, ia the session at

naming'

2;5 J's mother pointed at 
a pink letter being waved by a postman in a pr picture book and said.
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"I’fliat's -this?". J replied "um- money". Sevefi: utterances later h'e
called the same letter in a different picture how floating down from 
the letter slit inside a front door - letter. In the same week J' :

, a flat slab;: top when it was resting 
three, crayon rollers to make a nonce car,, roof when he put, it on to

called one of the pr toy bricks
on

a house he was.building and later gate as he set it^beside the house. 
This sort of perfonnancb must rely on • prototype, scenes in which the 
labelled object;is in clear focus and the rest is background, 
the children did store

Ihat ,

a great deal of surrounding detail for the;

thing^ th^rliamea was'often borne out by oases which'hare entered the

appendix as:"wanting ... tl
G^many times said aS soon as he saw

the book whicih: contained the'pr P ^o-tone drophead coupe or when he 

noticed the beakers; and then began to; hunt through them for the':

desired page or embossing This useful peripheral material- must have 
' tij^i^ormation on these i^rds. Therebeen stored with the redt of 

were similar cases in "the records of J and K too. .

Betailed memory traces, the existence of whioh-the review of ' 
was intended to establish, are the-keys to the explanation of 

the observations presented in sections 2.3.1 to 2.3.5.

'■* •.

f

V.-

1
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A-npAtnHirj 'TOoahulariea o<* id ’by oMldz^ (&. J.
ana g> In ataoBHsl-gQ iieeioan

She ago rango^,^aimed in oaoh poriod la ahmm in tho aub- 
Ima^o. Within oaoh ponoa. itema aro aividod into fivo adalt- 
ortontod olaaaoa: AEamOK. ESOKb/po^^^

Thia roaulta in n fo. violotlona of catogorlaa. eg.;

listed under AEEBEflCIS. Iioxonas 

of tla ffloat offiffinon fom of their tokens.
are adontified by a roproaontatioa

a. 101080 are usually related
tv

adult foans or hurseiy' f ofnm irith aide 
sentationa

ourrenqy. Phoaetio ropre-
Wotinguiohea ly square braoketa, are u^ idiaa

fandliar related f(aa oould be found

by ■tta ohlldroa'a parents have been resorted to
SoMtinea Spallings offered 

Deiwiptiona of
“sniew of tho denotation olasa of 

iwriod, appear to
a Sivoa lo^, attested-in 

^ the represeatattoa of that
a

.^Oaxes^sordptiona are porously separated by connxas. and 
haW^oea^idod wiOiln doBoriptiona. Whereoonnnas

iora t<dcoas
aaaoolatad ndth a given lexeme)than one (of the fOmal fype/a 

In a given period, applied to
troro^

X ^tity ooy^ by a dosoription
--^^a-a^«r_of_tokea8,^£,aajLnd±oated-lwf-s-«^t«^t^^

Dooorlpttons of entitlea ehioh seen^ > fhlxdy W sdult 
not to belong in a given denotation oW are preoeded by an asterisk. 
A question inatfc ia used before ^d

an
t'

Iptloni-

standarda.

of entities about xdiose !
idanttly there ia eoae doxxbt. 
oonplati^ by tho lEothar'a of the ohlldron are

Atteatotiona taken from quiiationnairea

preceded by £ is 
Soya and other artiolea belonging 

are apeolfied by the abbreviation

an abbxwvlation for "ploturo -of«. 
to toe resoareh projeot

S* Shxxa
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^ *3/ Q: •carrot, * ?aana

fflsans that, during tho pariod oonoamed, tha nMi^ 
^lied tolcana aosooiated uith «ia 
fata aana to a

threa tlnaa

identified ly tha nuraety 
pio|ura, holonging to the roaaaroh projeot, of a

partiy^lod hanaah on a pXataj that tha ohild* a nothar noted, in

a guaatioanaira entry, the iqplioaUon of nana to a oarrot and that 
I have a dtibioua record of a ploture of an apple being called 
by the ohild. PuraioBsore, the notation ii^loatba that the lattw 
'fero uaoo Beam deviant to M

nnnn,

E(5>ra8entationa etf the latejMa for any partloular pericfr are 
listed to approxi&te^ir the order in which their related toleana 
first, atteatad 
tilahk 

sionaily, 

over iiitb

were
Eho caveat ia required because I have not dlsting- 

ordor within any given wsok and because 1 have 
lEOved relate^i^ms

. very ooca-

into .adjaoenay. leiemaa are carried 
]^oda regardless of thother or not 

tokens have ^a^^W obsery^i
ossooiated

The absonoo of doaotation-olaaa 
desoriptions Indloates that there were no

that period. Desoriptions of denotation olass BMibors of a

in a given period appear in ronghSy the order la wfaioh agliStlon 
of tokena of the fam was.! attested ln_ttat_^ripd. 
qjwil^atian arises beo

Here the
order of attestatton .wi^ a given 

week was Ignored and beoause ten^orally separated 
analgamted thrwngh the use of t^

■j:

cases have been
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S'- Xtl 5/6 — 1:6-

JSH!I®AC!ia: ail

EBOEEB:.

I22 Q: his Bister ^

Saate. Qt Santa Claus 

Sraniea Qi his granafatber

KXH);

JjJloo Q: oaia srhsn hs wants a drink i

ail

VBdUTEffiSS: ail »

S. 1»6 1/5 - ItS li/6

.aBamcses:
ohoq Qt his : t<gr train, pr P toy train

child* 0 red laoa-op shoes *5

~ pr P tso-tone drophead
oo^ ^ting to see P oar in pr pioture hook if;

hns has __ , ■."

door Qt door

ZX«f iaaprosslToJ? pr nlorophono ■' 

—- hirdio • alroraft hoard ovoihoad
1

■ ‘W ,

PEffiTE:

ISS Q: his sistor
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6.- J/5 - 1;8 5/6.: Inolnalvo fepnt.^

EECEISI (coot.):
■'/'ssasa^^.

; ernni<Bfl

Sasz Q: a fpiend^of hio 
Jacua Qt Joan 

: , 4^^ Q: inarew . L

Sac Q: Ms Hothar *6, his lao«ier aga 
Laslear Qt hla oonnin

JiMooJp Oi Mff:mwlo/,'- -.;': ';- 
Ma Q: >io fathar *3 
hjij Qj saia Shan ho soes a ptm x2 

Q: girla ganaraUy

V

■i'

K)CD:

^teioaja, ^pointing •(» hottlaa 

ohaeao ■' Oi ohmM ■»<) 

ten Q: •atdato Mdlf^

-amEUBt ^

Su^ -Qr a frlaad’a aog _____________ __

•pr P tcy panda »2, apr P yollo»

pr pairtia

BCBJIPffiSS:
^ qt hiaonntoas
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3^6 '^ 2*1.-

.ARICBPAOTSr . -

ohoo ohoo

Q» train, pr tcy train ±11

S^"s2i.fsi.ris:“rr.£.rx7, pr aoll. p ahooo q, hia fSha^ °

2^ Q: lorry

nssT ahoaa

— rider In Btreot eoone x5, pr i> older ohild*

bua pr toy London tia x60, Q: , bna, ‘toy ffliaiina 
doe® oTOlosd kndci on the firont ibor

teaker. pr P

2][4»-l»8r«aalvoJ7-pp_ii^^

•birdie

Saas Qt-JareoB, pr £ treealnpark
factor Q>/traotor. 

little boy aS

Q: Jobjeot or ewsnt *2

~ WMOW la wUef ootUne on plaatle beaker *3

.........
y pr P larso toy traotor being drivoa by A
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0>, lt9 2/6 - ZiL, inaUialTO feont.^

•4H2Sg40aa (eont.)! •

JSa^'Js JPfa. Pf toQopoon j55y .
■vlGsr of tpaqpoon aS, roal toaj^poon i7, TOntlflg and ■'^lalirinff teaspoon to priao t®<m pr aali^lto ■

'btt 'q: 'bli'';'' ■ ■'

Mb oiotor'o bnnfc bed, Qj' hiB.onn bnnt bud 
oot', pr P oot a3

jSas Q* jtB 
^ Q: oolling Ol^a

Q: hoi 80317 water in a boakat 
52^ iw ptoatiolan« B notoljodlc, pr pioturo boota afi
pUlba Q; ■oiaica -'V.-;-.

■aroMr^Qr^toe^rX^y;',-.

Qt Mb potbobM doafbrter blaokot 
MjW3»tto olgarotto 

tegr-gi

cPofc pr anU*s aook ag 

,/ffraflq-Mb osar toy eorMoe atatioa 
’ t<®8 of pr eMttloa ag

PPoagP Qs batiarocQ tssapsp
to^^Qr- 'toBol....

Qt' Boap ■ ;

pr plaatlo sodlcooiwr'B nsatatiok

'C ■'

»pp

V

coyer
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S> 1:9 1/6 - 2tl. InalpolTOYBont.V 
JHEg?Aras (o<ait*)s •
bolbloq ■<}» hiDJBiotor'B olojjttoiMa

EBCEOS:

Leo hia Bister i7, Qi his sistar x2 
Santa ■

S^andad Q: hia'grandfather

J

Jean

Andrep

hia mothar 3066, Q: ko aothar rft.
V

• :

his unole

Qs hia fa^ x2, *Er P man, ?

InoMng at a book, mlnato and blurred pr P
>

tfrl Qt •blgl 
Holan Q: Helen

girls, Q; girl

Qj a frloal of his
~^STQr~£is^Mdmbl^;TMSxiimSLSrirf^Sasw»^

Irena Qi Irene V

. 2SS| •Pafelnk Grim^, a friend of Mo colled Derek
Sj Q: bin ernn name x2

galoton Q: a friend of Ma
■ -w

pr plaatlo sookeeper xl2
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g. 1;9 1/6 2:1. ± m (oont.y
: '.KKJDrA ■;

liquid >aing drunS: through strasra frma glasaas ly 
^ ohildran i2, P watar dara balog used to dip hruahe7h^

o°S£
It ■

ahaeao Q: ohaeso ;

tea p ^ ona^ ^ of ndlk sS, pr P white hob oontainlng 
toa-ooloured liquid *3, Q; tea. Of. ABSSB'^.

tatooa <J: potatoes hoing prepared for ooddag

pr P partlj'-psalBd bahaaa on a plate

ojuan Q; loo oieaia , .

P>? P ogg in egg-oup on plate adO

°°uo Q« aotro

oaka Q: oaka

ggMtiea Qi Buoats

Q, wahting on his bread

ia 5: 'wanting dam on hia broad

liana

V
■■

mmisi 
Saale

pr P toddy boar in relief outline on plaotio bealeer x2,
w x^., InoUng through the book for this

bohy doll to a pram, *pr plaatlo qhimpnnnee *3 .

two pr plaatlo horsoB x5,
■ ^ *4r l^se"^'

opr P toy panda, opi p'^front belf of"! St,*^ l^t^o^h^

52 Q: i„ow^,pr plaatlo oownl6,*iBr plaatlo hnrsoB x5 
£U^ pr P oat to relief outltoo on plaatlo beaker n5 

\^aog pr plaatio ahoop xl6

*pt P plaat^ cow x3

^ -
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G. 1;9 l/fi - gil- ^^wl«n^TO (wrm* 1

iHHaLS (ointi) :
FT P yolloB plaotlo dusk i?

BoiGor p.mss:
■

toaa

toetii Q; toath
Tm^ of plastlo horeo

Gsj2i2A_^.2t25i^j_lM3aei»e
ABSSenSSSt

ohoo ohoo atationary Uao of pr toy brloka, pr toy tralaa

teain TO tor tralna.x7

j^oga pr P ohoo ia roliof ontlixia oa ploatio beokera afr, «; hia 
fathor* a ahooa, pr doll'a ohooa *3, pr P ohUd'a red laoa- 

:'ap Edioea

V

3??P 4?. prP oar la reliaf oatllao on plaatle boaker 
al9; hmtingjhr^ pr beakara for one alth P oar j£, P oar 

, ; araan by Uartla Atklaaon k3, hia oon toy Umoualne abB,
caoth»,^h4o^ tpy care, »pr toy train

lOTW

bil»

baa P baa draan>y Hartia Atklaaon, pr toy -Londea baa xk, looking
------ —

door Q;: 'door

•pr p-^troB la *^af otttllab-wplM —
. dalaiaa v--■ ■*■■■- ■

/jf I, IngroBBiToJ? - 

birdla Cf. Ammia.

—r_»

tssss
treotor
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S. Zili - ZtZ 5/6. toalnolve (ocmt.) 

JESSPAOK (oont.): 
bath ; Qi bath 

JSS POOD.

as »■

pr P top view of tea^oon

bib Qi bib..,.

olg^:^^^P o^k^in^llof online on ploatlo beaker, prP alarm 

bed Oi bed':.. . •' '■

bull 0» bnll

V
Jss

Qt light, Qt lights on OhrishimB tree 
bubblo '

•pUlog' 
dress

oaver Q: hla poreomd ooaforter blanket 
c/igarette '

S-\:
■X

£S. -
sock pr doU'a aook x2

: “ £2^ ,pr tin on its side used as garage^ -  -
plastio beaker with P oar used to hide plastio sookeopor, 
garage built of pr toy brinks for tqjr oars *12, wanting a 

___ X -. garage ^t- <^_tqy xt, -pr P honso^ rellof outline
on ^[astln beaker aS, as he runs pr tey ieop Aperhaps wanting 

, . ;' x; Uvgar^e/. xJ , '

tog

sg^
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a. 2:li ~ 2s2 5/6. tooluoiva feont.V 
■aBEEEAOPS (oont.) j

■ tOSBl :

MS' ■ 
atidk: 
•boKblaa

paronta* tolaphona x2, pr tJhlto toy tolemhono x£ 

ooat Qr coat . - . ^

as «» pram, Qs his aloter* s t<?jr pi^ 
pr plaotie*sootoq?w'Dl^^ 

moot* ■ Qis hiaioiotor' a tqy eoooter r 

JSSS3 Q> Mb Bustter'a pana

it ooobar in tha tttohen
Q» tapa on

ho^, :^>’hon^ rallaf outliaa on plaatic beakor, pr P otetejy

" iox ^ ■ ■ /■ ".,/■■

JHrgrQs lon^oflra;

-lE^._jc,PJranob„of_k8ya.._^,.....

boat pr P tcy oooon Unar '

pr P eovorol inflated ballooaa
otal*2.:prP flight of atapo loading to a dcsaastio front door

■ A ■ ..

V

i
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PECCIBj

Q: his Bister a2 
Santa -

Sarxsr

Joan

indrog ■
»■

Ifasay Q: his niothor a3, his Biothor xlB

HaJcoJm Q; his unolo

Daddy Q; his fattier xB, his fathor x2

<K

- V:
h^ haby, EaXlost of a family of Eussiaa 'babushka’ nootlng 

dolls, Q: his Bister's doll, epr P top third of a little 
girl looking through a large uindoo

■

Loma

Sis
Irena :

Derek

0. his OTO ne«> ift., Q: his owa nano 
Balaton.

"oreaaBan 0; ioe orean aenmc

pr piastio soc&Bopor x4., pr 'ohairorplano' figure x2 
Anna' Q; Inna
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G** 2sl4 — 2r2 5/6. issst.)•TO

iiOQDi

■Itiloe

ohsaBe
>■

tea;. S': tea;/::. 
•fa^toes Qj potateas
noaa

oream

0£aa polnttng at ona ia P thrte
-soup . ■':

oato

^ettea , 
gynm

«s jKJtete ohi^ 
fiiAaJfa

Q* waugo "

Q* tmaalc peokad for his slater to taka to awoaiy school 
Qs ooolced ohloken

eggs

V

oa^ja^^vooallo variaUanJ7 hisoait =03

-s

jffiEto PP P larso rad ogppla

Snalo ■ . ■

” Doskar, opr dog

olloko_7 M to -MTlons pr plastdo 

do^ ‘Pt F olaplumt la raliaf outUna on plastio baakar
animnls
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a. 2;3A - 2i2 5/6.-iiiclu^TO ;(ccmt.V

(obnt.):AimrATfl

cog pc plaotle coot aS, *pr plastio Ijull s£, *pr plastic homo ^ 
£U^ . pr P auffSr ^to rabbit seen frecn tha front and above 
.^ga- jr ploBtiB aheap a5 
dnok ■■■-

fares pr plaatto harso aS, opr plastic'ooo 
^go Q: p hippopotamns .

birdio nr P narrot -

BODr PiBSS:
i'-r:- Vtoes

toath Q: taath

turn

.''"'toga Qi knao
f' ' •

pr plastic elephani's trfakSOSO

X

'-AMBRSiaS: ' -

■--■■'--^oo;^oO::--pr^P-toy^traln^-~............................. ......... ..

Jfaln lifa of pr briefa x2, pr P^ t^
■^22“ Q^hio oan aboes x2, prP:ahoo:^in^
—>a!cBr, pr P child's rod laco-tp shoos x3. pr P dhild's^"^ 

strap and button shoos 3c2

- i

oar ^ P in relief outlino on plasttc beaker 114, sorting
““ oar *4, pr toy Jaap x6, pr P 

too-toao drophoad ootpo, pr P oar in stroot scene

ISS pr P - rough painting - toy lony on cupboard shelf in 
nursery eohool ooona

bifa pr P ohild riding a trioyolo 13, pr P Bam on bioyole in street
scone, a pr P parked aotor soootar, pr P older ohild* s trloyolc i2

a
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S. 2;3 l^ - 2:6 1/6. laoltmiro focmt.'>

iHIEEiOllS ,(oooti)s 
SHS toy looaon irao alfi 
door .

flxagera -PT P dalaiaa

^ : , ingrossivo_7

birdie '

treea

pr P large toy trcotor being drtyen >y a little bcy' *3
bath

^ tea .-/

». .

'■ . V-
pr P teoot® and eatioar in relief outline on plaetio beaker

: pr P olmoot Bide view of teaspoon *3
■bib:-::,:;:-"'"

- f

bed a> bed'-acV'^—

■■ bunk Qt bunk b^ ' ^

cot prP cot ‘

pr yoUoc ball ultb holee '

Jus
lighta Qt oeiling lights xli. 
bubble

. book 'i- '

■'•■drees • '■: -'
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6. 2;3 1/6 - 2;6 3/S.

^^SSS>iCSS (ooBi;.):
cover Qt Mb paroonal ocrnifortop blonkat 
olgarotto '

affi 
eoafc

aarggo garago buUt of EE toy teJoks^x^^^ otowero built Mtli-Er 
W teicko xW, uantlDg a garage to bo built of pr toy briokB
*7

. V

gP«W<» 
touel ; ,

V
»"

bObblOB

PhoBa pr red toy tolophono, pr P light bluo talaphono, pr Tdiito 
tey -toloitooBo xi. ,

coat qs Mb Q^ja^oat

SSSSL- »*■ Plaatio peonioB x2k., uantlng and roooivlag oolaa to prioe 
J:. _c^pan aniB^

^^^TprjajjBtlo rsodkaeporra-bromTaiy pr P broad palutbruah ^
boaido paint tin

pobbtiar ",

)

■-1,

offiSSS'-"'

box pr P uoo^ box oontaining a. rabbit, pr oaxdboaid box for pr 
1''.toy-brioka^x2.,:

i;

1
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6. 2;3 1/6 - 2t6 l/d /aoTi^•j

>4B2ES4CEfS (oont.):

SSiSm
.«re ; qV loteiso firo

is Pr P buiwh of toya, rosa tunoh of taya
boat

iaas pr P Esnraral inflated balloona 

Qt diahoa

anorale Q: hia alater' a anorak 

lavatory boel^^^ 
iS^ Qi Me obu tcyo 32 

^ , i«r aninal tin *3 
rood Q; road 

£asSa <J: pantax2

V

Q: eiiibulansa-z2
■ .> 5.

PSPS <2:
pr P ataak of 

J&S322 ■window holea in pr tcy Ziuidan boa
toy plaatio brloka esibOBSod witii.l8tterB

‘ " ynnhA yif^ mn 2 ”Qs waa^

jaSEfe . Qi (dilldren' a party 
. t^' -Qr^ta*!...

. eonool soono

SEE^S - fl* ^ alator' a anraaiy aobool 

hat EenlraHoxloy'B hat x2, pr ^tlo Boakaoper'a oap 
oa^ Qs oandlaa uaad during power outa 33

onboard ahalf la naraory
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>
S. 2t3 i/6 - 2tg <ru. *l9ifs4.70 foont-^

Jffiamras (eeat.):
q: ?suitoa6o

;^S22 ?*■ 5 pair of rod mittena x2 

JSi2S2E5 pr P ohaaro l^ing on wall la woricsho® 
pr P c^ea MabpoUe:

^ ^ toBoh apada lying la aand boaide a ohlld' a bualcet 
otana 6i ntrnift \ :

■' j^lrt';Q;;'DMrt

aoone

Q; hia alatea? adO 
Santa.

■ . ,.V

Gaandad

^an* 
dnd^'

hia anthor *S, bia aothar aSO,

■ ~" 7~lla3<mliir~~ ------ ^-7--;-:- ........

^iSio^ ^9.

iag ^ aiator's doll, pr P baby la a orto, .pr

®pr 'ohaJroplana' «gxiro

•pr P fflah, Opr 'ohairoplana* s.

. fohain^lana*

a littla
■ •

Heden

Lama
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^ 2iB 1^. y

ESCEOS (ooat.): -
Tan» : ;. 

iTfflM

PiMWk

£s Q: WBM 3d4, his wm
Halatbn ^^ ■'■

.. .^'
r'

mammon
i.

inan'
» prp

■anna

SSS , 9? JliiB nnola Haloola 
rvonna q; a mona of his 

2S^ *Banira Huxl^. Paallna Ford

iiffl . Q* a friana of his'xa ■

■aian’ 8 ^E=jy. fflothar

Itorttn Hartln Atfclanon

his Blatar' s doll xl^

'ras -Oia pr phonatiolan

**■»

FOOD:
.1

ohaega

tog
•if4 '

tatodfl

jt^ P parOj^^olod banana on a platonana

oreaa ;
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S. 28 3 1/S - 2t6 jrtal-na-1-gq foont,)

FOOD (oojxb.):

Oggi Qs egg, pp p egg In ogg-ota on plate 33 
Boya Q: eoiro 
oabe

' Bgaetlaa

JSS:
dbiva

bleeult

pr P partlTwalioed orange on a plate 
Plaaroinna

ohiakni

SS^ pr 5 red ^Xe on a Plato, 
orfjM Q: ooffoo x2^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

53S2£; platea of food' at tsile x2

^IoJm Q: . V
isgt Qt toast 33

Qi broad- .'v-,.

SSSiSia Q* tanaaledo
, ■ qater i ai i natar ,■■■/

AwnfATjae

^ Sualo

“eS-SKSr=“S“-s^
'i.-'

cooaa
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S. 2;3 3/S - 2:6 l/S /,1 *.)
(cont.) s

/■Oataral olloko_7
and oalf as ha TOOts pe jOastlo oow and shsep and horae

■ A'

oSf^’ ^ plastic cows zi8

£a2g_SSS- pr'p cat in roUof outUaa on plastio beakor 
£^-AP*' P eat in ralief otttlino

le» ‘pr plastlo biai.

I •

on plastlo boater
*22E pr^^Uistlo akaep'kj

pr P yaUoBT plastlo dnok aii., q. 
Rations pr plastlo horsas x9

dwjk a2
liorea

biidia
- ' X YV-...
p^tib ohln^wmBeo ^7

SaSf pop plaatio calf £15
_ Z'tAi^^^aat^atJ? pr P elephant in roliaf outUao

on plastio

"i* «i fish

BOK PARIS: 
toas /

■i..

knaa,

noea

Qi his onn
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S. 2;3 1/6 - 2;6 i/fi Inal' Lto foont.V
BOinr P4KS (coat.) .
£2^ ST Plootto boo!co(^*d haad xt 
tqcgia Qt tonma

J« 1»9 - lilO iluaiTO

mssms:
522 Qs oar 
IxxJc Q: Vook 

Q? IceorB 
ettbeo Q: shoes 
^ <3* door 

h^ Q: used of ovoa and food oto 
iZaieS ; Qj his toy toloEiiumo

9

ESCHa;' _ ,

MSE «S l>i8:ja»^:X2 
Qs ■iMntDUys 

h^ «» baly ,

_BS^ V Mb

g^PPa^ Qf his sistor 
£2aL<J» boyx3

FOODi

Qt 'aiamito', Q: •poawrtbttttor
; ‘Vr-

sgoata. Qt sooots
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tJ. Il9 - Igio 2/5. 1
innaiss
0U£ Q: aam, ftstUy oat;

<3: P oat 
SS^ Q >

Qi f doga, Q. g,

battoiy-ponored wOfciqg and iiooftLag t.^- dog. Q: doga
Bainr paRsa: mi

J. l;3fl 3/X i.

mssus^.
:'. ••

TTt t^tona dreatood ootpo
^10. picture ,01, pr a«^

door

asffi: : dWimn^^
W Qi dramas pin

_b«_ Q; t . largo oartboard box '
Qi

Q: bed

tei^t. Q; isaaioal box

> ,

' ■■>.

t*at ha ia piwtoadlag liagd eardboard box to bo

■v-

•■:
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- 2;0. laalnrlTm f

JiSS^MHB (amt.),

£^..;Q: bsbs oa hiB hitfMhate aftar Imdb 

taoaeur, ^ jOaotlo peaaioa 36 
Qs aoeiAoU button 

-gg«»a Q; i^poa

SS^ «» TjriMis p^sr mi lottors - 
2aS&^ Qt .uriotasteh : ,
^ Q: gato aZ

ooat It ‘

t.

ss duako oontoinlag hr<fm

^ pr Uuua beat am beck ouBhiona q* chair
TOtar \Ot mtm.

0^ Qs olook

$1 thOBOta

msmt ■:

feSZ-. Q« Mb Eotharafi '. y ■

«t AuntDiajH

Q: P bbby to taloun poodar ooutaloar, Qt baly 
a^Qs hiafWliar

<Jt Ma siator it
Qt- boy i3, P littla bey ,4, tMaaolf ,3 

^l£Mate Q, hla brother 13
' -vv

Q: Staphaa

Q; a aoUeasua of Mb oothar's 
eM pr plaatlo ax&oopor
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J. ItlO 2/3 - 2tO. \

POCB):.-.'

BawHto Cl-.

saraotiga, Q: Ofv^aHEEEar^ ^
tfWt Q: toast 

. cofca Q::'<joIco,i2 '

Edat, Qs *onir drink, Q, ;*s„g^

3nloer2

iS^ Qt ooffoa 
taa: Q: tea 
Meanlt Qr bicotdt

r an arange on a

»

ATitUATaj

6^
EilnW ;

Qi koaia boar, Qj Obirfa oto.
" pUMles P oat» .. ;

^ Q* dog 
^ ij* blia. oartooa P duaks on pr P mts s3

dreaiag aS, pr plastlo harob aU bm- plaBtlo bnU, :ax>oklng fbr b^

dnako on Ihddlngstoa
■i.v

bull app lOnatlo borso

:• ssS,:'.9* oat ■ .
_a22E 9: eheap
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J. 1;10 2/3 - 2.0 lalva foont.)
B(Br;EffiaS:

nose-aa.:-'^;:,

^ moa& e: aouth .

.ggaa Q; q^g

Is^, Qi TOntiag to ait on Mb BBthar'o knee

Bata4

J« 2iO 1/ti 2t2. ± ilualTO

■a^Acas:

i' ■.

iS^ irarioua iw ploturo boofca *31, pr arajriBg i«4 xa

b«Mh of docor

tna

—d^/bin

talaphoan; ,pr P red tolo;^ pr white tcy telaphona

b«c_ ^ onlmr tin, lid of caidboaid bo* for pr tcy brUda,

laa£ _Qs boat^Q: •tcy (xnmo ^do onir dandqka on 
Shatland.y, pr P tey oeoon Uaor *5

\^2 pr P toy ooean liaor *3 '

Por tha latter to aaya• ' '

$ :

a boat trip to
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J. 2;0 V(S - 2|2. icolTialyo Yoon't.^

-iK»!4CTS (opnt^

^ ^ nmly boa-J7.

Qs *B0t of ^counting teaaa
?: EBsioal tox x2

bell

■ > al£»st side

abeat of drtoijUig pc^er xB

telephone ao he trieo to ^

<^t 
'■■' :5ffi

dtoto prP 
TTator resDonen 
elook

,.; *3. prP he^Tin^
'■. ■'i2S22S-;^Q::/toogiot: '

Q:' aoll'8

4:

ysiloa wooden iqrigitfc ohato with raffia eeat

oroneod by hie seeing and naalag pr p ^

trlee to wind it with door keys•pr red tc^r telephone as he

ESESSS <3* garage

S22 Q* ‘pt^or tisaueoj (Jt • handkoichief, 
Qj •fcco^th. Cf, BOnrpffiM. 

iSS' Q«,. tog a3 '

Of . Banr P4B35B.
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•Jv 2:0 1/6 - g|3. (ooat.^
ABSWAOiS (oontO*

Q: oaropiano 
toga Q, tqyB

P troodffli toy- larlokB 
<3t Bordea

Q: anorai.;- , : .

so^ Q; 0005x3. Of. KXH).

pr P ohm'o haJ^rui* x3, 5^ tootKbrui* ag, opr P ooeib 
«s P raltoy en^ tqy train 
as xrinSmT . . ■ ;

£a3nt * * 50110 ana ponoila

brnah

*Iir P balloons.
■ il-:

toB «* lid
so^, pr aoll' 8 >BO^J^^,

hWEE'flr Q: hmtri'ny

Qj P ssr Bat/91 SSf sot
—toUot j^ Q; -bathrocB ftttnltnro for a aoll' n-hnnn^ 

£asS..:Qs PWMilo, Q: *50110 
roB Q: blanto't

. - ■

-- ......

doeaBtaira i

; -tiomay tan Q, bounty ball

OBBora Qt -' caEara v 
: .-preaa:.-Q»- •crcaa'
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J. 2>0 1/6 - 2i5^ *»r»ltial?a Yaont.^
/BIEK4CT3 (oont.):

asm ET P yaUro lany 
Tjna PP tcy lonaan bup aS

SSSSaSS E*" P oroarons and eorlbblos 
iln ; «: TOotbbia 

■ Qs hio motlisr' s drpao

Q: pins fcr hair-oTaOera 
«: otaroh btfUdingB 
IT P aarMLe s x2‘

A

PECKS: »
«« Ms ja)th8r a3, his

iaaig 9* DUys, «feoo of little girl in pr P
. noma jZ ■ ■

p^tOo girl 1^^

«pr plantibSwidae^

a doowty/c, hie Biator a3,

- .Sfaphsa

BDTsaty Eohool

a ploture book, pr doll x2.

^aol *Z£artln AiilnBoa *8, *Patrinfc toiffitho *11'TM

star grek can Q: olaraotor in a OT aorlal pregwEss 

anrseiy eohool eoone, pr staoking doU nlth. soasbrexo

Patrick Q; Patrick Griffitlis, Patrick Grimtha sa
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2H0 1/S g.O m fcont.)
EBCSIS; .

Br^ (J: -
vialto 

Q: Soiek

onmaiaa of nnreaiy anrso at a aareoiy oohool ho often

PagM Qt Bnrld 
Q : a ooUeaguo of his M-awT'o . 

Q: Hto lanes *2
pr doll

Pppold Qj- Donald .

<5: ISu^y Hopfclaa

:
Bttalte

' »

■Eggot^s at, mssiw^.
i2SS£:'Q»: -toast
oato

'-V

Qt a^» pgp red Baa oontaintog rriih Jg

® a plate, pr D rod apple on

^^alpr pS^

'■ '^oHy :'

Q* potato orierps

* P too halves of an

on a Plato . 
on orange
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2;0 0/6 - 282. iaaluoiTO romt.S

5W3D (aant.}t

_ banana
JS I* ogg 3a

■' S^;^Q^■:beooa'.■-'■

J0^<3: eot®

* ^S^aOQgO - QS 8&QOQgO z2

(Jj •oalt. Of. AKEBEACES. 
Q8 ehipB

■ fliafc 0; ralalnfi ‘ '

Qj •anyiBaal 
Q! honey

S^iiSS Qt pudding :

■ tog^-Q: bread 
aarcaJado Q;

AflUUlSi
OUy

nlaog

botj

£H2S I® P ft!wrt hatf 
^ dbg. *1* P YlW of lion,

- tro flah la ffiuriy TOter, htatlag

■ ^5 Pdaailo ooo ,5. wapoaao re eoady
^^^^=g tla *3, wopcaso « pr iffllmi tin
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iiaiHATia (ooat.); '

pP yimOTplastio
'pp-plaotlo bu^,

~ ^ ^ <»at la xoUof <«Uino^ m

*»*■ PloaWo ow. vimti^ pr plaoUo
la

SSS£ Q« te-
sgan Qi nnaa

ass.: B» paao«o «w ae, •pr plaatlo baU, 
pr P t«> fi^

opr plaatto olaphtmt »2

b^iL^^ "^3., pr P rabbit la roliof outlira oa plaatlo

i^SST pr plaotlo ohlrpannea rg
,.£lS,:«:''plS"-''^" \,.:',..-..;'

?■

■'N

BCprPiKES:

5£S2 Q* Mb oan aeeo, Ms oro bobo. Of. J!H5EK4C3^
haed

—Booth bin ona-Bonth -------^.--:-l-___-

j2Z2a ^yoo oa oat drcaa by Mn

qt Tmatina to uit oa his aothar* s knao 
dlaedalr'o ftsoa r ^
7 : iHgEP^CSB: . . . . -

fannflf Qi^" hio oftni hacd' j^

boog pr d(ai»0 B£W0l 
hair qi hair

faot Qj hlo ooa foot ^

Qi P too ohoir boara plcfflas ooUoa. Of.
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J, 2;2j^ - 2ifi. ^

a tree* pr P oar to reOiof outline on plaotio

^nSi ^ 3 painting hum cnuu^^
nureoxy eahool oceao, pr piotuiTbOoS^^ '

Jc^ tuiah of toys ilO

.hie om Bondal xS 
in, toUof outline

Sr? s'™“
ao<»Aih ‘

^ Q: 'Hboror' -TOoutta deanw

on - z2

>: real
!

SSS.1X
r - boat pr P t<^r eooan liner x8, Qs real boat 

bed

•r
pSrvP cot zZ ^He oiUled it **bahy bad**’ 
P bod in uhioh a boy la el^

egaetjea 'Of, POOD ;'■ :•' , ■

a2aio_^ ‘Qi nnaixsal box

in one of those inatanoeo,^.
■ ,1

i;. '

T:
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^^25M5S (oont.), '

J.

moaa

;haf ona Q: oolao

.SBSaS P top,vietr of toa«^^

out Papar Dftoido soisBoro x2.

besldo hottoo of pr toy 'brioko, q: g^ ^ pr wy bpioa 

^ *2, aeald -coat oa- ahon ho found a b<d.t Jyiag

'~^: ^0^ oaaoor la roliof outUap

aaSSE <J* water to bath jc2, q: p water to P eaaaiAm^ «»»l^*3,whatBuiToSa3oduokSp^lSr2!

pr P fatot outltoo of oioofc oa watetoieoe to a°°°»» »2> Qt •wrlstBatoh, P grai^ateL oloek rtto'

• - Ufifet q: lu^t'

surf to pr P 
Of. POOD.

a .

houte fatot and idJLU pr P ohlM'o patofctoff Of a houM in . '
anTBOiy eobool eooao. Q: hie n “ *

te^t Ttoit ho Bays ho waate to
♦

60® in a |ir jplotttro boob
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JSa^ms (obat.): ^ ^

; , SSSSS : ■

•fa^dkMohlof. 5a»BO,Ob T^
Dacca m OTtttan notoa, not on ttqBa-flroooiaiagG, Of. BffiKt EAHIS,

fBoo : '

bag

noroDlaiia

'rv. V-'^:;;
££fe»fa? ,pr toy hrlofeo ^ ^
mSS <J» gardsa at hla hoE^ 
anorab ■■■;:■ ■

t.

9 -

bar of aoap trtth nailbrunh

othar toilotrlba, pr FoblXa-a

Boan'

Ho

i*,

paint ;

^ Q» W alwF aZ 
Of. POOD.

tog ^ of ^ anlEial tlaa j3, Q: •ptagB for batha and banlBn 
; f^ briob i*ixjh haa boon pat on to throe'parallol nr

Kt°«so^:^Ho ^ ^

BO^ Qji .*hla rathar'a tighta *2

a

prP haiaser bolng uaed by a nan

Qi SP oot, P W aot being patohod by a cartoon pig

r- • •• •
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J» 2t2j^ - 2t6,3j/tf *.)
■ffilEPAaK (a«it.): 
toilet

• FT P oK^pna am eerlbbXoa x3, ■» pr brqyon
, ■ sm ’

oaiaara.v

. ass .: :■
Sitghte
lasy?: ... 

tag Q, wmtna, pr t«^I<a^ 

iSaiS •pnapor off pr
bia :.' ■^;: :;:;.i:'..
5E2£3 <3» hla^thor* o arooa 

tolng

■* -:•■■

oon tcy bus x2
cwyou

wr tvwi laaldo In otaioh

mrMoB

jtisalf Q. Bhalf

.ssi:;5:^-r£s^g >». v
■i,'

■!;

~ttlim 'oh^ Q, Boalng aaoliiao

Petta BabMt qt Peter Etabif book 
£SSS «« > calcs r2. *pr P plfliyETOum eaiBso, *pp 'ohairoplaBa* '
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j. Si6 1/6. I

(cent,):

SSEST Qr Mo

Q: esbolonoo 
Qi oaloMar 

Q: apeoteslas z2

a1
q: oao-£CT,ptr

a^aiS <J* Mo oanaalo, hio aaadal
^ c^iy pr nniHja tin *5

*l>«saied wrt fop pr^ 'bhalropXaao'
JaSS P*- P buotot ^
■^SS pjf P SlflyBremnd

i^SaS ™i«rftotu)D0Pfa Oobel on pr '

<mtllaa
2"P^_7 PP P tMtSaanoh uith 

Qt plosUolne:

£iSS2 9» *^£a pUlowiaBo

mt
zZ

«»M. tpoo/pp p two in

00^ and othor toilatrioo

5>^’foaaoTa: Qt trous^

.^Qi- for
Mfe

aTiJdlaaS

roHof OBtllno on olnaSTK.^ on «, pr P Oasor la
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. laolpalra (ocafc.)

^BEEAOTS (oQirt.) :
, £SS -O*- *003 ■

atto Qt pcaiy T^tlao aad TOoordars 

£33S:Q>a»op

yrlimnn Qt udiroUa

Bpmao Qi tAoro his IMior lo ^oa&Uag

Sha has a ^poon la 

a iltohsa eoensl

^ Wld iy a asaaa ,2;

tottlo pr P atocsdasVtoWlo on oootor la 
iSS prP oleotrlo iattls, 
roof

Cf, POOD
flat pr tcy hrlok boiag pat 

6* stool at dlalas-voom tablo at bo^ z2 
i^bc^ «:>-jfiWKsi^oarei

, table P tabla r V."./

:2rffi«. “isolaa pr •ohalrc^

isaSs^,'^^
.^SSSS Qt oleevo of his isotbar*

(
on to a •houBO* hs is baUdlns

at home

o dress

^ tsaU brass ring oa pr plastlo elophaat's tru^

' PS(EIS!‘•'

Qt his Bsothar 1I4, his ssothar 
AbUs Q: Annt DU^s
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J> 2^

(oont.)t-

Sot Si& s sr^i
?aisi s Siifci

g^ ^ I# ^ coition Tjiiii a pr P littlo

Stephan ,,■;

* Zi6 1/S- Ss^-y

THnhael

Star E»afc aan^s

nan ^ 'ohairo^nna* flgurao *8, par P dim figure of anantd.th

hafclna nan P balcar niib eihef* a hat 

Patriot Griffitha ag

Derek ‘

David
' 'i..

gate •Eenira Hiadoy xZ 
tSfoIPMa Q: Xtaae

A611



24-3

J. gia4-- g.g 3/6» laalutdTO foont.V

EBOSIB (oont.):
Ppnnla 

Hagy Boriri'nri k

J. gs Ms OBn naae x2, his can noEs a3 
®EaaE; «: Ms grtmteothor 
Aminr Hsila. Q» Amtll<dJa »3

cwdaiora Q; m>ldierB
Q; Euth 

Mia Q : Mia 
ShSL <j! Pool 
Booicat Qs Aahlt 

Q: Jneiy 
Pato Q{ Potar

opwratliig reooivl player at oMldrea's
E little-airi tsaglag at a Ban's haM .

^ E llttM-^W^^

apem Qs Susan' \ ■ ■

;■ »

POODi

Saa^^s a- saBat, «,jtt. p ornate green 3ol3y on table at oMldren' e 

toast Q: toast

oato pr P party fare on table at oMldten*cnr«at loaf In hater' s ainaoT^^

^ Xto S's?
s party, P oato, ja-P

•pr P broen lignia In



2:2^-3/g. ^
POOD (cont.)i ;

r -

'Visgoy ^.■.

Qs oroaiflg cata. Ot, JESEEADSS.

pr P ; bieotiito In ^Iwuite - -a.»»t SS; S, SSSI-iSS
.doJJa: <it deOJy t.

nana

bacon

V - .
. ■ "oansagg ' "

,: (»...^..ffiaiBaK4cis.i „i,'L.

;_ .. radnia; Q: . raiaijB

hnnmf^i

o

' !•
Q: ean^&Fioh
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J» araj-- 2t6 3/S- V

mod (ooat.) *
Mraalgag

: ■ 'i2S^-'''Qs."*l50vril'^

goat Qr' Esat’ ''T''

cggg Q; CTwar

TOtOT Q; aril* or TOtOTi Cf. ARTOPAO?^.

Q: obooolats t^proad
i.

’broakfaet a: breakfast
a^’''dfitTOt being oaten off a plate by a robblt.ftoa prP lotttisa

/■

butter Q: ^bttttef ,^;butte^Ulohv.V^:^V;^:./■;^^^

1^32 p®r P. B^ nsaatstiek with •naat* on it .

Mmas:
013y

ialarer

Sgof
■■.•boar-:";^-

■»

pW oat pr P otat in relief ontline on plastin beaker x2

ss P Eongrol in subnrtan gaidmi, Qi tmseea dog baridug
dogsatioa Qt Aliiatim dog

■ "

blrt pr^p parrot, pr P bird in relief outline on plabtio booker

hMBl£0 pr plastlo eniaalo in pr oninal tin, *pr P cobra. •nr P

^ PSf P Allard drake x2, .prP duokling8 in a pond rS/in fourduok-._7,^so</oortor

dnofclinffB Qi d ago



;
J» _ 2;a^- 2.6 l/S. irainaive^, (ooat.Ti

AHimiS:(eairt;.):
Trail

oat ^®*^*-shapsd Tjeage, pr F oat la 
eatraaoo haU of o. hooso, F oat in e ^b^l'o ams

S^°p I®’p ahe^ la otr^aqr of a Viotoariaa girl

oro ^ plaotlo oono aaS, pi- plaotlo nninalB la pr animal tia

oa plaatio Ijootor
..'^jegr: F^.plaBtlo,Ghlr^ansTO;^ ' ^ ^ ;

2la-.:Roopiooa;pls':fi,': 'V:,;

elaipiiaBt elaphaat a6, pr Jlgeag pag«le olopaiaat

^ ^ opr P parrot, *P loootar 
ja^;oieo Qt tortoiaa x2

■ V

v'

esaft Qs' ■map j2 ' '

iFm a gratiaftithm. xfi, _

teadLbos pr P today boar la rallof otttOlao on pleatio beaker x2

BCffiX Pi HI3:

Patrlxsfc Orlfflllio' noBO, bis oan msao / shoBO obBorvat 
^ based qa taritton aatos, not on tapS-recortlago. 7. 
or pr plnatlo olopbant. Of, ABIEPACSS. ’

.tioas
trunk :'i''

bo^ Q; boed on apola
liontfa



i
J* 2;ai--2;6 1/S. j^.1. ^

BOnraS!^ (cant.):

Mb onn e(yoa, pyaa of pr pOaatie cow r2, Eonlra HnxUy• a

feo- Qj TJaating to eit

feao

Baca Qt hia'^i Id, Ma oim hand, •aiisaisberoa pr ioU'e ota. 
- g bleed of hacaa aid aiaa - onoo re pr •

'■ V ■ :

Mir Qi ehalr

' feet:.'.

ear^ pliMj«o eloj^iaat'a ear 3:2

aM lieea, Q: hair a3

.^,pr

part of an paplanatiwi of liie ueo of toothbmahoa

” ^ otraiaer ^ttient a ahlrt, Q: hia oon

jsag Q: logo

MoMdm Q: canting to be oaiTled

,.,'..^a«;"g»;-«nger'",; ,■
cm eoaeona'a Bhoniaam

■ •*,.



m

lt9i- - Ijll,

AKEEACJS:

•ball Q; ball 
as Qs eup ^

Q: tcy bus, Q: poei bus 
ahoe Q; shoes

Q. his aathar 32 
Q: Ms^fptl^

Q: me brottor 
SMgOT <3; a friend of his 
^ Q: P bey

V

x2

\

« .

^ , 9; uimting a 
dinner Q; 
jolM Q:

at a JBoal
'x

a drlnlc

maaisi
Soo^ Q; a oharaoter la a ooBio book

, BCDT PABT8: nil.c
g. .lili^;; - 2;g lA, ^r^iln«4m

J&BZEPACITS}

ball pr P brisbt beaoh ball, epr P thwe offis *3

to apa P older child's trioTOle^
x,toy. Jeep • ’ pr t<5r London bus x3, *pr



2l^9

K, Itll 2/3 - 2i2 1/^- (omt.V

iHEBPAOES (cont.):

------ prP^ohi3d‘B red tutton ijnd otr^ shoss x2,
Q: hia cron ahoaa

pr F Btlog In zeUof outline

Bhee pr doU's ahoe *13,

on plaatio boater a2
Q: uanting Booka on 
Q: ?ob3sot pr ocrent

teoSSS Qs' •wanting trouaara on, »pr doll* a brief a ‘

<J8 putting on rubber panta, pr doll* a brlofa x3 
tej^ pr Pj^h^*8 blue bruab and oerab aot

^ tcy ear, pr tcy de^ xl^i pr P tuo-tone drpphoad
He also aatoa 'oar now at tte al^^ the eoc^ 

«£0 Qj lounge goa fire

purae a: nurse

olooi. pr P alaia olpofcn2,;*HonlraHffla«ff'o w^ 
iMuae Q; house rdiiofa always appears cm Iff prograsna -Mnyg^ool 
£otSE
toUat Qa to^ 

floarar Q; flower

PEOETS:

~M^r. "Q;“ MFm»tter,':aa';iothMi 
Paddy his ftithar aS, Q; his father 

Q: his brothm- ,

' Soraon ;

■ .

Santa Q; Advent oalendar in shape of Pather Chrlstmaa 
Jiorty Q: Hartin A'Ueiaooa^ Uartln Atkinson *
Shhr pr doli, pr doU'a head x((.
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/g. 1;11 2/^ - 2i2 3/3, ianla^'viB (eont«)
POOD:

tea

dlnnar

Pr P latse rod aEplo, Q; aspla 
blanilt Qi Maault 

asaas oranso
I

duak (J: p duot 

panda (J: toy panda 

iadsls Q: ted^ bear i 
bogce Ppr plaotio bnli a2: .. 

^ Jog' Qi:;: 'dog'.;

’ X J-'v.
Bour PiHSSr air

g» 2:2 2/3 — 2a5 1/^.
JKEEPA01E&

1'2__

b^ pr yaUoar balX Witt holea :53, pr P briaW beaoh baU

^ P toa«5» and aanoor in relief outlina on piastio beater aS

SH2 P*" I«Jdoa rOa, ep pnlXnan raite^ oarriage^^^^^^^

outline on plaatlo beater zV, Q: ahooa 
*P*‘ doll s Boote. She doll was wearing aoote but not oboes.

eh

olippcr

narrtaln Qt his oern sandals z2 
aoQb: pr doll's soote *2

■■I'

■ i::
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r

. ifiESKAOIS (coatO ;

fa-toora
■pmta

, ■ ■ ^

oar pe^ ioep *3, l<r blus tqy TO oar x2, pr P oar in. reXiof
arqjajoea ooTflpS,

£» ..lounga^^ae^^ro .

ms
pr P olook rollof <^Uina oa ^Uurtio Taoaiar ^3oloolc

houaa ?x3

Heotar»aHonE3 Q: aam of a TT progreosst
— v^', '^^aoor, *prP touBO la rallof'ojjilSo on plaatie

- ««o, i to

potty
toUat

SSSE pr P floBor in roHof outUao on plaatio boakor x£ 
—5531 - at tha ba^ of- drying gr«Mn->«1^^ ^

ito a pr 'tinlcMrtcy' atruoturo irtth whasla x2:
'"TT*

oroaabar of pr •ohalropOano* on nhixsbi 'OhairopUas 
flsuroa aro balng naao to hH.=i-«

aae oaar I

eato pr 'ohaiK^Oano* *5

pooder a» taJoua ponJar

toata Qi uaid oa ho goto into bod

~ SlO*^*^***^ ^ bolng uaod aa ;a bod for Buaaiaa 'bibuBMca*

■r
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.2{2 2/5 - 2t5 3/3. igolnalTO foont.’t

JBSE'JICSES (ooat.):

■ploaiao- Q; oaid ao hs gate aroBssd

Si

laoart it te.elot.of
: ■

ohoa^;^oo P Dtoam rallpuy angina

gofegleo ft: piaoo of on ogg box uoea' an gog^s ly hio hrothar 
fitoeoa Q: epaoteolao

sU^ ooa^-p<^*of pr •bhalropOLaaa' , pr 'tialcertoijr' roda 3t2
is oarabo^ box for pr tcy brlete, ■> onall oloaod pr tin oontainias 

^ pl^ panni^ •pr anlaal tin xi^, obaoa of ohita pr t^^ 
^telopiK^ x£, .oaidboard box far pr 'ohairopOano' , ?pr tcgr 
LMto^^or^tepo reoordar oaoa or pr anlml 
«iidboaraa«alOrpr ‘tlakortcy* aS •

^^^ VP tqy^viakB a3

£Mago ohat ho osyd ha Tiaate to hawo built \Ath pr toy brioko x2

adoror^ioao Dixor oaoa . , —' '
/^Atw7 pr ? blua ,^ph^

Q: patting uaahing t® Uquid tetO TOto^^
uiaaoiT looaga orb^og 
atm» Q; TOtohatran 

. ocat :Qri .'eoat ^

Jrf^a Q: a^iioy eohotfl pioaio ^

noiaa fkoa aqEmakiag uaehing Bstohina 
asSS «* tea drying groan behina hio heuaa
bttttca Q: as ha buttona his oardigan

-'w;.

1
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ABXmCSB (oont.):
oartAgan Q: hia cron caraigan 
kcar •btnoh of keyo 
lightp lon^o dhandellw x2

toss r looking at muBtrated inotruotion
d»8t for pr -tlnksrtcor* jdS, • pr • tlntawtoy* flat oardboaid vans

PBOH^BsV ^

mam his mother xS, Q; Ms mo^ 
hia^

Alan his brother. ?*3

SSSSSS

x3, Qi his Aitiisr

is
Santa

Hartla Haarfein Atfctnaoa aOS ■ »fatriofc Griffi-Hia aj

h^ Bdddlo-aiBoa manber' of Suaaian •babnahka* family of nesting
no

Pat Qi hla atmt

-Anna_q;_ girl nfao Uvea in the flat aboro _ .

jJ^atto .sy»keg>er aa3, what ha is faying to make with 
pr ' tlnkortc^y' i2. He has a wheel on the and of a rod.

Ban pr plastio sookeaper x4 '

FOOD;

tea

dinner

jnloe
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!2;2 2/3 - 2:5 1/5. Imlualva (non-fc-^
POOD (pout.): \

.safe,.
bljsanit

ffl^go * pr P laige rad tgpis pp p tco halwo of an owngo on

•gator Q: wanting to fm ov® witli Tnitap

S^: *pr P largo red ^®lo, prP partiy-^fl^lcd banana on a plate

AKBUIS:

Sasfir
aiialc 
panda

12§3Z I® P -te^ boar in roliof ontllno on plaa^^

^varlow yr iJaatto horaon xl3. ' horaa* aade of pp 
*1^ nan* and waited to 'horao noiooa' by Patidok Gi^tha 
*2, Opr plaatio ooar

V

ft'

•iss
varicm^^3^''5labtlo

Oder *- -.S'^uv.’TpLss £S£;.'r
aooteppar z2, pr plaatlo oow 36

Boase P Hlatoy Honna
...... .. ^ :....

eata opr plaatlp ahoop, pr P oat in roliof outline'on nlaatio b^ 35, Qs cat, opr p rabbit in *a3^^?l^®^X.tio

in roUefCoutlino

'i

on

pr P rabbit in roliof outline on'iplastio boater Jtj 
b^ pr P bi3d in relief oufeiino on plaatio beater
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K. 2:2 2/3 “ 2iS Imlnfrtya foaat^'t 
. : ■ BOHr E4HEI: ■■

; Qi aa ho toudhaa Ms haed ^

nora Hartin AtMason* s aoso eEgphoialBed by Mo waoriM 
oarflboard oB^linder

te^ feooo of Enssion 'btibuahfca' aostlns doli fandJy jJ

a iT '. :

■ ■ ■;» .

Kj,

ABXEEAOTS: 
b^,, pr 

; ojg: ' .■ .

tag ho wjats mado TTith pr • tinkortoy'

^Sea^oa wxm by man M «: his «m shoos, qt his
- ^ ^ ° piit on to pr pXaotio

at his aolUagton boots *2

sandaln ' 
hbcd:':; ' '

bail x2 ,

bath

trousars

pants

bwiBh
.  i

'-n

q» oar 12, «3^P parked notor eoootar in a otreot coenaoar

flro
}

jE^;

oloak

f
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S« 2i5 3/5 - 2t6i, iaoltiaivB (eont.^ .

ns
US9 forH<«l*a HT»dey«» has juat na^

hgaa as h±o heaa ' ^ ^

Hooter* a Honea

r.

inhoaaa’*
& siiggeDted .

door
i,

■ Vc”pottar 
" teilat ; V

flogar

paU

bite ,

<js Eatotoyolb-.
■ -aaa-’cEg, ‘ ; ■■■•■

' ^crtLgj; pp 'cdi^r^ x}

■ abeota 
:'bea/

olotfaaa

SSSS pr plaatip poimDr, roal coin xj 
'Ohoo cdloo/ —

v

\

; jsa . '

—. 2^*^ • pr animal tta xZ, re^poaae to
toop your aan«iy?r j2, pr kUsrojtoio oaao *2,

^.1
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.

1^1^ 2;5 3/5 - 2t6jr!. inoltiolTO {oont-^

•fflaSACEES (oonti) : ;

pr tpy teipko *3

pr 'tlakertoy* Bhaoi

biibbleB

sisasg

««»t '

pionlo

_—^ Q: -waalljig to go to tto beach, rendnlBOing after the 
Visit x2

fiflafljde

hoi^ (3; ^n^ee x2, oaid T*en the doortell rang, said T*ea a 
oar started outeido

.1^ tdien ^ doothaOl rang

X
hack green green behind hlo house
button .
oard<gwn

jergag gy cma So^tv 
iSSa a bunqh of toys xS 

"■'■llghto

to£S

:SS^ <J5 ROlas to fetch his brother frooi nnrsoiy soho^ 
g°»^<^P2ana <J: a real aoropOane la the sSy

Q: ?dbdoot or eo^
panel 1 Q: penoU

r
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•?

Kv 2t5 3/5— 2;gi-. iBalnaivo (eoat.V -

Poofeet his shirt poofcat

dishas x2, reoo«htli« tihat he^
■ ^'1

hag mdaentifl«d pr P hip, aja. dog gloro-pispot 
feate pr P toothbrushas 
airier lorwr. Q; tog digorny Inrw 

iSS <3* olothas pegs 
record Q,;

■'■ ', j

*>
i
f

rec«»oL-x2

Sko^h^^'*r* ®
V-'

. •
PMEIB:

IflESiy Q: Ms laother

Daflflj his gnass as to who rang the doorhoil k2 
\ . his hrother j4

i

\ ' Gcrdon X /V / - .

Santa

itorah Hartln Amnoon
■■ ■;'

:;;.i

Aarnty hauroen's baby Q: Amty UanrBon's bahy

: 'I
'x'too

. Bolaier
!!uv. : ^

pr hoadOasB aootospw, pr aooJMopor ag 
i; Q: his oim nams, his

^ nan

am. nuDo

i \
\

:;i
nil ^
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2t5 5/5 - 2s64-, InalqolvB (ocmt.'iKj,

MOD:

tea

>i

2]^

blsauit

*25^

■gator Ctf. JffiTBRACTS.

nann

oaha Q; ganting ealos

iMIHAIB;

Soo^

dude

•panda

is§^
•pr plaaHo

Bongal *iir plaotio cog , '

J£S >>S ai2

cow

Bonea

oMkBnr pr plaatio ohlq^aneea z2 
eat . fpr plaatia ahaap *2

^^sog apr plaa'tte . a2 
eJJy pr plastLo elephaniz2 
rabbit

V
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2:5 3/5 - 2;6jr. iialTialvo (oan'fc-VK.

masas (oont.):
- ■:

a
BQBr E4B3S;

t
hair pr P little tey. Eho little hoy, of eonroo, hod hair, 
°°P9 noee of pr dog gloim jagipet
feoa

(Ban) head pr plaotib Bookeopor' o toad *6^ hoadlosa body of pr

at neglected to add oq^bV

i

■■ i;
■'!a

i 1

■Vr'
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